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And if theré be a weight'ypon my breast,

Or, if it be the heaviness that comes

‘For 0, in spite of past and present care,
Or anything beside, how joyfully

Passes that almost solitary hour,
My God, with Thee!
More tranquil than théStiliness of the night,

More peaceful than the silence of that hour,
lies

Beneath Thy power.

For what is there.on earth that I desire,
Of all that it can give or take from me?
in heaven doth my spirit seek,
0 God, but Thee.
=

Correspondence.
Editor-in-Chief of the Morning Star :—
My Dear BROTHER: “I take my pen in
hand to inform you that I am well” and I
am sorry that I cannot round off the oldtime prologue by adding—‘: and I hope
these few lines will find you enjoying the

same blessing.” But “hope” is made up of
desire and expectation. The desire element is abundant; but my late information
is of so discouraging a character that there

isn’t a bit of expectation on hand. You are
sick; too sick to do anything but attend to

the recovery of your

health.

the Corporataors, I would

Were I one
—

but no!

1 dare not write it here; ‘or if Idid, the

whole of my manuscript would stand
- good chance of going to the paper mill.
will say

°

this,

however—you

a
1

must stop and

rest!
The Corporators ought to require
you to do this, with such a voice of author
ity -that, you' could not and would not re-

the blow that was coming.

So you

As snow-flakes on the, sod.”

“1 agree with you that they are not always
certificates of much value.
When they
come

to one who

‘‘hankers

after” them,

they have evidently missed their way, hon-

-oring neither him who

Yeceives, nor

those

who give.
;
- +! Better,” says an acute ‘English writer,
** have it asked when you

are dead, why a

monument has not been built to your memory, than why it has.” Itis a sorry compliment which comesto a man when every-

‘body, asks—* Why did ‘the College give
that man a doctorate?

But when it begins

to be asked on all sides—‘‘Why hasn't Bro.

A. received some appropriate

notice ? the

college that does~the deed receives more
honor than it confers. Institutions of learning ought sometimes for their own sake to
he allowed to make a little capital ofthat
sort! Your views of the whole matter,as set

forth'in your late article, please me.

you will readily

t

the

An

Freeman

an equal

some

division

of a Theological

Department

mine

opinion.”

questions :
I. Has the time come

There are

several

for a Theological

School West as well as East? [I think if
has; and this feeling is becoming general
both East and West. Iwill not stop to discuss the question here.” ..,
:
2. Is it right or ‘expedient to divide the
fund already raised between the two?—
for argument—on

both sides.

But the strength of the argament seems to
me to be in the negative—haoth as to the
right and the expediency. The fund was
contributed for an institution actually located in New England. It was expected
on all hands that it would remain thefe.—
It is too small to dispute about, or to make
it worth while to spend the time to divide
it—not being half large enough for either
Flet that pass.
one of the two..
3. A third question is asto whether a
Theological School is more wisely kept
separate from a college, or connected with
it. Here, too, there is room for differen
of opinion.
Bro. C. is very decided in his
views upon that subject. Indeed he‘might
almost say, * horresco referens” in allading to the matter at all. Symptoms, not
unlike those

of hydrophobia,

seem

to as-

sail him, at the mere mention of such a
union. No man ever spoke of ¢¢ miscegenation” with more pious horror. He would
have all the ‘* departments” separate.—
Why—1I believe he has never told us. It is
certainly not a self-evident proposition that
they should be so. The studies of the. senior year in college differ as much from
those

of the Sophomore, as

the

studies of

the Junior classin- Theology differ from
those of the Senior yearin ‘college. May
be it might gratify some dignified Seniors
to be separate from the less
cultivated
Sophomores; and why not have as many

institutions as there are college classes ?
Bro. C. well understands that the very
thing in which a university differs from a
college, is

that

the former

combines

with

the latter, departments in which professional studies. may be pursued.” Is the whole
sist.
;
yi
univergity systema blunder? The theory
Pardon us for taking advantage just once.
of your low estate! But had you been of, is that. it is” well to collect together the
learned Faculties into one—thereby creatsound mind and sound body, and possessed
ing an atmosphere of learning, and coneven the highest skill of the clairvoyant,
tributing to the higher aspiration and insuperadded to all possible clearness of log- spiration
of every student in every one of
ical insight, you would have had no4ntimathe
Departments.” Is it a mistake ‘that
tion of
see that. ‘‘ honorary degrees” are not always the product of complieated and noisy
machinery.
They sometimés
?
" “Come down as still

-

in

man-

School.

of the two colleges—Bates. and

Here is room

4

My bosom takes no heed of what it is,
Since ‘tis Thy will.

of

adopted in the

Theological

weeks since, suggesting

‘show

Some vague impressionof the day foregone;
Scarce knowing what it is, I fly.to Thee,
And lay it down,

Or whom

or

Hillsdale—led to that of Bro. C.. And as
the President of the Theological Seminary
had already spoken his mind, and the President of Bates College has now relieved his,
dt- may seem fitting that I should also’

When, chased by airy dseams, the slumbers flee,
Whom in the darkness doth my spirit seek,
0 God, but Thee?
:

More blest than anything, my bosom

embarrassing

:

tablishment

In the mid silence of the voiceless night,

In token of anticipated ill,

constantly

of the fund already raised for the endowment of the Theological School, and the es-

1868.

A Midnight Hymn.

FS

as

overburdenifg you with honorary titles. —
We shall very much pifer to know you
hereafter as heretofore, as simple*¢ Brother

“ WEDNESDAY,

~

in our Catalogue

tor,” we trust we shall also have the good

at each

[S

name

worthy to be reckoiied ‘‘Divinitatis Doc-
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The Worning Star.

"ie

i

While, then, we had the good judgment

sense when we meet you in a social way, or
in the public meetings of our religious bod-

aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers.
4
a= All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
matter invol
facts, must be accompanied with the
oroper names of the writers.
.
:

»

see, as a logical

And

result ot

these views, that it4s entirely immaterial
fo a collegeto know whether the brother
to be honored ‘ is willing” or not. It is to

express their own view of * the fitiiess of

things” that they vote to place him in this

rank or that.

bas been

madeby the learned

men

of all

Europe, and which every first class universityin America is struggling, hard, to com.
.
ds
nuit ?
The theory is that the. libraries for reference are substantially the same which are

needed for all departments, and that it is
better economy to spend money in buying

other books than in buying the

ee times over.

1 or

same twice

Is this a mistake?

If

so, it is a very popular one in the first universities of the world.

The

theory is, that if all these learned

Facultiés and their pupils are assembled in

the same town,it is well nigh essential that

there should be a common governmental
authority for all the ‘ departments.”
Is
this

a

mistake?

If so, the

experience

of

Oxford and Cambridge, and of: all the
French amd German and Italian universities, fordive hundred years, has been utterly in vain.
If alk these students ave to enjoy the henefit of the learned society; if they .are to
have the advantage of the accumulation
of costly and rare boaks in some library
worthy of the name, all experience has

shown that tltere will be a ‘better under=
standing and a more friendly feeling if
they

are recognized

as having ‘a common

interest in maintaining the honor of some

common family name.
If Bates Cojlege
and the Maine State Seminary must be sep-

They have put his name in arated and be made +“ entirely independ:

their Catalogue,
-and that answers their conscience, - That others shall make them.
sely

d

:

B

society or in‘public, is a thing
that the college is not responsible for, We do not expect that every yourig man who has been
. made a Bachelor of Arts,” or a ‘* Master
of Arts,» or a * Bachelor. of Laws,” shall
.

generally better that they
in

libraries

and

learned

Every man who speaks freely what he be-

ng him. in nomination. The
letter is manifestly the .voige of a partisan, .
unreserve, will be open to the charge of in- -and not a statesman, and
will miserably fail

should not—but.|.0

lieves, and follows

i¥

truth

with

a confident

consistency, and yet there will be

“battle is being fought.

only

an

of all the purposes for which it is inten
ded.

apparent ground for the aceusation.
Such,
Iam sure, is the fact in this case.
If I ad-

iB

higher order of attainment and develops
ment by this swrrounding of cultured

THE ELECTIONS.

The annual State election
Was held in

feeling of the cofivention was .vocate the voluntary system; must I shut.

“w freat’ Christian convocatiodemy eyes to its failures, or be impeached for Kentucky last week, and, as might be
n
yout, unselfish, conscientious, spraycrinl. It folly ? Must I defend its working as abso expected. the result was -overwhelmingmind.
was a good time, the results will be good; lute perfection or else be grossly unreason- ly Democratic. Maine and Vermont will
.
:
ix
- What “disadvantage could it be to the to the delegates now, the work has
more able in preferring it? If I point out. its hold their. elections next month, and the
students of Hillsdale College, for example, breadth, grandeur, force and value,
and shortcomings in order to amend them, am campaigns in both States have been comto have the additional inspiration in thir
larger promise of’ stieess, than ever before ; I-self-convicted of inconsistency ? It may .menced in earnest. Gen. Login and. othmidst of three or four first-class men en and they go homé to.
work with largely in- seem. so to the Bishop of Oxford; but I ers are speaking in the former State. The
gaged in teaching theology ? What evil creased ‘valor. |
claim the rightto differ from him without Republicans in New York, Pennsylvania
0har
TT
8
and elsewhere are bringing their forces incould come to our Theological students
/
being ridiculous.”
A FREE BAPTIST €HURCH
[to line with good prospects of success.
from having «in their neighborhood. thes
The
Has recently been organized in Cleveland,
Presidential election takes place, Nov. 5.—
brain-power of a learned Faculty compp=
an
eligible
ot
has
been
purchase
d,
and a
tent to man Bates College ?
The New York Nation, Conservative
Miss Phillips's Mission.
‘n
ReWe may not be able to explain fully this chapel erected, which is now nearly ready
publican, estimates ‘that the electoral ‘vote:
x
—
Oe
for
dedicatio
n.
About
the third Sunday in
| influence of which we speak; but”
will stand, Grant 205, Seymour 99, giving »
The Brunswick ‘Mission Band, which was
it isa
fact that it is felt—it is 4 fact beyond ques- August it is expected to have it opened for instituted in 1861 with special reference te the latter, among othr
States, California; 4
tion that such a man as Agassiz at Cam- divine service. The movement deserves. sending out a female missionary, in con- Connecticut, New Je sey
and New York,—
encouragement.» There-is no -question of
bridge, helps to form and fashion the mind
nection with the mission of Rev. .J. I. Phil-. We believe that this estimate canno
t be far
success if*the good beginning is followed
of every student there, though he may not
lips, has paid into the treasury of the F. Bap- from correct, although there are Republi—
_,,
up with vigor. Cleveland is a growing
be connected at all with the “ scientific
cans who count on California, Connecticu
tist F'. M. Society, the sum of $1177,90. This
t
city, tall .of life, enterprize, intelligence,
school” of which Agassiz is the head.
sum includes a legacy of Miss Mary J. and New York with great confidence.—«¢
We believe: that Bates College and the and in the midst of territory long occupied Parkman, of Boston, Mass., of $570; who Though the prospect is” encouraging, the
°
by F. Baptists, Forat least twenty yobs,
Theological School would both be improyalso gave $300 towards the education of prize will be won only as the result of earnbrethren in that vicinity have been discussed by having tem in the same location
est effort.
An International
ing the propriety of establishing a church Miss Julia EX Phillips, sister of James L.
and under the same general Board of cons:
Phillips, with special reference to her beCOMMERCIAL CONVENTION
there. "At last actionis commenced, a place
trol; and if there should appear, at any
coming a missionary. Miss Phillips sailed was held-i
of worship is secured,and a minister is want:
n Portland last week. The larger
time, signs of the Theological. department
ed to take the work in ‘hand. If the right with her brother for India in December, cities of the East, West, and Pacific Coast
being overshadowed (which we do not ap-.
1864, and is doing a good work among the were repres
ented, together with some of
p., secured there is no quesprehend), we would build it up a little mai.
heathen women and children. A sister of those of the
British Provinees. . Gov. MerCS
€
results.
What a chance there] Miss Parkman
higher,—add to its endowment, and give
is an annual contributor to rill, of Iowa, pré&ided,
is
and various and imfor
some
brother
to’
build
a
monument
it another of the tallest men we could find.
Miss Phillips's Mission.
Also, Mrs. Lewis portant questions pertaining
to the hemor of his Lord. A permanent
to commerThere was not much danger of oversha
Tappan, of Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. C. D. cial welfare were discus
dsed, The resolutions
owing the Theological department at Yale” church in Cleveand will be worth more than Roberts, of New York City, and Mus. P. L. favor
a reciprocity treaty, two new contiwhile Dr. Taylor lived ; there is not much figures can express to the cause.
Upham, of Kennebunkport, Me. These do- nental railroad lines in additi
on to the Oma- .. .
Seventeen years ago, the Home Mission
danger. at Halle while Tholuck is in
nors are Congregationalists.
We invite ha route, one running on a parallel. north,
his Society appropriated funds to starta
church others to co-operat
prime; and'we would risk overshadowing
e with them in this mis- and the other on a parallel south of the
Andover by any college in the land, while in Cleveland, and a brother was sent there sion, thus aiding the
treasury of the For- same; also the completign of a line from
to
begin.
The field was reviewed, brethProf, Park is so full-orbed as now,
eign Mission Society, and enjoying the Portland to the West, allt they eall
ren
and
sisters
were
upon the
found
anxious
for
a satisfacti
This is ‘mine opinion.” But Ido not
on of having an investment in the United States Government to co-operate
church.
But
we
had
no
house,
and
it
seemwant a dollar of the Theological fund to
good accomplished by cne female mission- with the States and Provin
ces in enlarging
me to Hillsdale; and if others think best ed’vain to attempt to gather a congregation ary, the daughter of a missionary,
born in the St. Lawrence route.
The Convention
in
a
hall.
Various
projects
were
suggested India, educated
to locate Bates at Lewiston, and the
in our own country, and re- was one of marked character and
Theofor
securing
a bility,
a
house
of
worship,
but
none
logical department at Haverhill—as they.
turned to India under most favorable cir- and its proceedings were
generally harmoJhave—I have nothitig to say, except in of them met with the approval of the Year- cumstances for continued usefulnes
s. Con- mons. /3
;
ly Meeting committee, and the enterprize
self-defense.
My good Bro. C. chose to
tributions may he made to Mrs. P. L. UpWith fewer members in
make an assault upon our Hillsdale Sys- was abandoned.
ham, Kennebunkport, Me.,
Com.
the city and less means,the committee of the
tem, and I come to the defense of what
Vacation Season.
Holland
Purchase
Y.
M.
determined
to
at- |
consider the best way. I would ‘ mass”
———
5
the army—put the stars into constellations tempt the work in Buffalo and succeeded.
Events of the Week.
The time has fully come for rest from labor, for
One
piece
of
property
in Cleveland, , which
—bring the rays to a focus—have a hea
health and pleasure seeking. Beecher’s church
ho
is shut up for ten weeks, that is, one-fifth of the
center—I care not what figure be used, or | the brethren were urged to purchase at two
WASHINGTON MATTERS.
no figure. I would bring, together at each thousand dollars, is now estimated to be
Since the adjournment of Congress, com- year! Other city churches are closed for from
rof our cellege centers all the brain-power worth from thirty to forty thousand. Seven- parative quiet has prevailed at the Capital. three to six Sabbaths; and ever country pastors,
having stipulated for two
and heart-power that 1 could command, teen years have worked great changes in that The question of the continuance of Mr. Rol- seizing upon the welcome whole Sabbaths, are .
respite.
We do not
city
; the population has grown from 25,000 lins at the head of the
and then I would give every student as farBureau of Internal believe, as a general rule, in shutting up churchTo
75,000,
and
if
we
had
had during those Revenue, still excites some -attention.—
es at all, and thus putting a sort of interdict on
as possible the advantage of the ‘whole of
it, from the beginning tothe end of his years a church and a faithful ministry there, Daring the earlier part of the week, the Christian worship. It is neither apostolic nor
.
;
President offered the place to Ex-Governor necessary.
course—whether that were three years or our position would have been very different,
In many communities there are superannuat-,
and the condition of our churches in North- Cox, of Ohio, and
both Secretary McCulloch
ten.—E. B. F.
ed or other ministers, who might occupy the
ern Ohio, would have heen more cheering and Mr. Rollins were
desirous that he should pulpit for afew Sabbaths, for the accommodation
than at present. What seemed to some as. accept it, but he
tx
declined to do so, alledging of such in every congregation as cannot go, or
‘ projects to build railroads to the meon,” the pressure
of private business as the rea- choose not to go, abroad. If such supply eannot
Letter From Cleveland.
if followed out, would have proved to be son. Mr.
Rollins is now absent from the be had, then let some one read a sermon of Spur—
OE
Y
solid, safe and successful enterprises. What
Capital
on
a furlough, and the Deputy Com- geon or Beecher, or of some other live preacher,
NATIONAL TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.
will seventeen years more bring forth? missioner
let the laymen hold forth. Itmight do them
is
performing his duties. There or
Dear Star:—Abgut five hundred earnest Where will Free
and others good. Suppose the audience be small,
Baptists stand m 1885? is a report that the President
has accepted it makes a service, and is hetter. than to turn a
temperance men from all the northern, One thing is pretty certain,
if there is not My. Rolling’s resignation, but it is
not whole congregation, children and :all, loose” on
western and some of the southern states, hard, earnest work
done in northern Ohio known whether conditionally
or uncondition- the Lord’s day, vith no real Sabbath.
thronged Plymouth ehurch in Cleveland the toresuscitate the churches,
;
they will not stand ally. Gen. Rousseau who has been
With busines men the case is. different.
If
récently
28th and 20th ult. It was inspiring to meet at all. Without money
freely given and labor assigned to a jommand in Louisiana,
they choose to suspend their business, or any
Adm.
them, look into their faces, hear their ring- performed,
part of it, it is their concern. At any. rate the loss
silence will soon reign in our Semmes and other
celebrities have visited if any,
ing voices, and feel.the magnetism of their meeting
whether to themselves or others,.is
houses throughout all that region. Washington during the
week. It is stated pecuniary. Teachers have the advantage only
high and generous resolves. They assem- Itis well
over
to push the eollection of funds that Gen. Schofield has established
a camp all, for their audiences leave them, and they
bled to consult upon ways and means of and to send missionari
es to the South, but of instruction east of the Capitol,
and troops must vacate. Their business stops, and se must
rescuing
the land from the curse of drunk- these old fields ought not by any means
to are being collected there. From various they.
:
0
enness.
be left to desolation. There is something sections of
But the question, often of difficult solution, is,
But few-of the old warriors were there, radically defective
Where shall we go? To, the_seashore, to the
in a policy which alléws
THE SOUTH
Dr. Charles Jewett, full of fire, argument]
mountains, to the springs, or to the lakes? The
such churches as we have had on the West- there
come calls for troops to quell disturb- answer to this question depends very much on
fun, seriousness, and eloquence, was th
ern Reserve, to languish without succor. ances.
One of these is from Gov. Warmouth one’s time, purse, and inclination. The las!
center of interest, as he connected us ith
Where is the fault? What is the remedy ? of
Louisiana, who represents that one hurt consideration, to say nothing of the second, i~
the early struggles of the cause, and spoke Is there no
way to effect a reform? The dred and fifty
men have been murdered in sufficientto settle the ease with us. "Anywhere
as a patriarch and apostle with authority whole denominat
ion is suffering more or that State during
save where is found the bustling, exciting crowd.
the last six weeks, and asks
and power. "Neal Dow was anothei: of the less in the same
The first point with us is to shun_ that. . It suits
way. Must we continue to for two regiments
of cavalry, one battery,and us best, it recruits us mest,
honored veterans. Hon. William E. Dodge
to get away from
suffer forever in this manner *—a. mn. 1.
a regiment of artillery to protect the citizens. the thick haunts of men, find
and a few others of the old heroes contributs
a home in some
Similar applications have come from Ten- good intelligentrcountry family, and from that to,
ed largely to the interest of the occasion,
nessee and Florida. = The disturbed state of radiate over hills; through
But nearly all the delegates were youngerly
valleys,
along
Mr. Spurgeon Assailed.
affairs is doubtless due in part to the with- streams, in daily rides, foot jatnts, &c., &e. And
men, children of the fathers in the cause:
b
:
——
drawal of the military governments from then the living! “Plain, substantial, wholesome,
Seven eighthsof them were clergymen; and
old-fashioned!" Out on your modern dainties !—
It appears that Mr. Spurgeon is not only certai
n States, and in part to the defiant at. your steetened, spiced, dyspepsia-breeding
they generally cameat their own expense.
stuff?
preacher, but also titude which some of the old rebel
There is hope for a good cause, when five JA gifted and popular
Well, our mind is made up. To-morrow, provleaders
hundred men of small means and hard work, .that__he handles .one ‘of the keenest of havé assumed since the New York Conven- idence smiling, we start. Not to the Rocky
incur the’ expense and toil of attending blades in his own defense when occasion tion. The Legislatures of most if not all Mountains, to the Canadas, or te any other far
such a convention without hope of tem po- calls for it. Recently the Bishop of Oxford the reconstructed States, are still in session off region te which * (distance lends enchantment;” but simply to the northern and northmade a great deal of sport in the British and making commendable
ral reward.
progress in busi- western part of our goodly sister
oy
i
state, Vermont.
House
of’
Lords,
in
contrasti
ng
Mr.
Spur- ness. It is thought that several of these Just where our
Delegates from all sections of the counbeloved and lamented Burr (and
geon’s
advocacy
of
the
church
disestabli
States
shwill
‘adopt
try reported great increase of interest since
the old South Carolina bere we pause, and give plage for the hundredth
the war, and rapid growth of temperance ment in Ireland, with his admission that method of voting for President, ‘and thus time, to a heart pang and a feur) ‘just Where he
voluntaryism had not prevented many dis- avoid the necessity of holding genera
organizations. Money is freely contribute
l elec- Uesigned by arrangement with his old friend and
~§, to spend. the next sumand lecturers canvass the country, and th ‘senting ministers from the suffering of tions. Wherever this method is adopted associate, Bro. C
To this Mr. Spurgeon replies the yote is sure to be given for Grant and mer after that fated night in which it pleased
war waxes hotter and: hotter against the poverty.
God to call him to his long vacation rest in the
enemy.
From the testimony given, it ap- through the London Times, ably and point- Colfax. Gen. O. L. Shepherd, recently in far off and * better
land.”
pears that one sentiment prevails,one policy! edly, showing that he is entirely consistent charge of the Freedmen's Bureau and the an invalid—that is, a sufferer, Bro, Burr was long
fyom physical inTwo
or
three
brief extracts military district of Alabama, has been sent firmity—and so yery naturally,
is everywhere accepted. Theissue is sharpand. very wisely;
dent to indicate the manner in to Texasby -Gen. Meade. . This
Jy defined: ‘We must destroy the rum
affords “sought retreat where sibouiid clefly skies, pure
his antagonist. ‘He says : mugh satisfaction, for as society now exists water, soothing quiet, and w
traffic, or ft will' destroy church and state.
sotne fare.
We visited ““ on foot and alone”. this region :
“I have asserted frequently the superiori- in that state, itis felt that such a man as
There can be no comproinise, The ram
power is resolved to rule and crush religion, ty of the voluntary principle to that of state Shepherd, a friend of reconstruction, will during our happy eollege days, nearly thirty .
morality, Sabbath, everything that impedes supporfin the matter or religion, and I be able to niore speedily reconstruct the years ago. The country then, or seme considermr termed
its universal reign. We have no alternative ; have also, at other times, lamented the state, and put an epd to rampant lawless able portion of it, was, as un old.
it, somewhat “woodsy.” We found olir’ cousins
we must fight or perish ; the enemy must be, poverty of many ministers whose stipends (ness,
;
in Gome instances living in log ibousésin the
driven from the land, or Christian clvilizas are subscribed upon the ‘system which I
SEYMOUR'S LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE,
openings, But we remember, this well. The
tion sinks ii night.” The resolution on’ prefer. These two things appear to me ta $0 long deld
floors were nicely sanded, the linen. spotless, the
yed,
has at length made its ap- biscuit charming, the butter
golden, and the
all hands is to meet the crisis; as fast as be quite consistent, but “several of-the pearance.
The document is somewhat honey delicious !—and. withal the
inm
possible to enlighten the people, and arouse, newspapers judge otherwise, and one br | lengthy. Mr.
ig
Seymour endorses the Demo- | gent, contented and “Hippy,
them to a sense of their danger, and just as two of them have printed my. two statei See:
cratic platform outright, but does not seem of all this may be ¢
soon as public sentiment warrants it, to enWe shall take along with te
goldrents in parallel columns, as if they con- inclined to discuss
its doctrines. The larg- en pen, not but that-lea
act and enforce probibitory laws. The’
have. come
ined a self-evident contradiction.
er-part of his letter is devoted to an arraign-

8 intelli

prospects are, that in the course of a year "The poverty of some dissentin
g ministers
ent” of each othen,it is a pity that they had | or two we shallbe ready for this advimee 13 only
an
argument
against
the
volunfary
not been thrown stil

it.

‘unless thirty years shall prove the ‘truth of ‘vésolutions agreed ‘most heartily in these
this remark, their experience will be differ- points,
a
hah,
pili
ent from that of similas institutions in this | ‘There is no strife among the
organizations,
country and in Europe.
Sons ‘of Temperance, Good Templars,

Institutions of learning consist essential-

from Lis friends in the South who recently
assisted in putti

| ly deplored and manfully grappled with, .

Faculties. -

The

Ld

3

Arts Smith ; or Mr. Bachelor of Arts Jones : more learned andsscien
tific men that ave.{ is:
or Mr.: Bachelor of Laws Jenks I" Or even gathered together'the better.
Every stuif it were “shortened to Master Jenks, or dent feels the. influehce of the air
abo
Bachelor Jones, it would be but little im- him. Tt is exhilerating
; he is moved to
proved.

year irraddition to
the postage to the

mah
be Shiged 20 cents a
- ihe 2 price of thea
per,
to prepay
.

.

Le ri-

»

LUTHER RB. BURLINGAME, Agent.

3

It would

diculous enough to hear it: “ Allow me to
introduce you to my friend Mr. Master of

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

the Editor. bi

by his new title.

or ud-

12, 1868.

TemOpen Societies,

considerable

number of the Anglican

is an argument against Ey
The painful evil of clerical poverty

ment of the recent action of Congross, particularly upgn
financial and weconstruection
a sitters adil an earnest appeal for

i

er-

a
éxYsts

under both forms of maintenance,
and

it

votes,

With him nothing is right, and ey-

erything is wrong.
He does not tell us
what he would substitute for the policy
which he so bitterly assails, but we suppose

of it and may again, nev
ne

it along, and it we meet with
ble, we shall note it.
m

he

Te

(0 p

h ll

h

If wi at
Cl
Ser

nay,

take

otice

perchan

him more comfortably tlirough one of those
try days into which the dog stariy madly burn;
ing itself.—u. ¥.
s
re
New Hampton, July 28.

!

ought not to be made the ground of mutual we can safely infer from the. character qf
ly, not in buildings—for whether they shall and churches were
|" The Atlantic Telegraph of 1866 has censed to’
represented as working ! attack or recrimination, but should be deepthe utterances which are now reaching us work,
/

»

0

ple of Honor,

Rechabites,

il

’

Pi

hi

1

RE

©

henceforth be constantly introduced

AUGUST

i
T
haye any buildings at ajl*save for libraries.
and lecture rooms, is entirely immaterial;
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Vibtesosts and institutions. If, after mature
Sefiberation, it shall be thought Sdvisable

to 0

2]

; “Our Denominational

far the more noble ‘object, of pursuit ; but
Well for
yet the other is by no means to be despised ; tian persons,

and, fortunately, we may in general pursue
both objects at once ;—for the very. instruc-

4eadthing more and poling

possession to their ministers and fellow=ser-|

tion which is a necessary outfit for an'Tildus- vants, after the primitive. type, * distribu

| less,” there will doubtless be general satis| faction ; ‘only many would prefer as an act

Papers”

ian churches and Chuis1onestly, faithfully, ‘loving.

trial pursuit may ‘serve as an important tionto everyone

means’, of education j—aud education, or none lack Hand the

of justiceto the West, in part, that an apThe replies to my previpus article on this || propriation: should
be made in aid of the
~ subject indicate a lively interest in the West, Freeman.
And there may be a satisfacand the one by « P. B. P.» published in| tion in having: the ill to make if, even

the discipline ‘of one’s powers, is itselfa him that is t
most necessary = part. of one's ontit. or cate unto him

a ording ta need, ‘that
L

tha

th,

very much

of the thousand

interested

in

the subject, | Wost, that our friends

there are not under-

and having no right whatever to speak for | stood. If so, will brother “‘P. B. P.,” or any
a single member of the Board save my- ' one having authority, please tell us in defiself.
3
what is expected and on
fi nite terms just
The question proposed
is. Mls» * Will || what, conditions ?
Obserler state whether or not his view is | The Printing Establishment. cannot plead
that-the Christian Freeman shall sustain | poverty, though it may regard itself as
the same velation to the Conference that the || peotin comparison with the Methodist Book
Star does, ‘as before stated
| Concern, which has nearly a million of
This question may seem very simple, and | dollars'in funds andl stock” in trade.
The
many, would answer ‘} with-a monosylia- brother is mistaken in supposing the funds
ble; but it is susceptible of various con- of the Establishment furnish reasons ¢ why
structions.

ask,

If the brother

Shall the

Freeman

means

be

only

to

published

by

the Christian Freeman cannot be

ciation of individuals as it now is? Ff confess that, as at present advised, 1 am not
“epuite prepared to %ay which will be the bet-

public discussion, that, had it not been for
fortunate purchases when prices were low,
the

require both organs to *¢ speak the

publication

club at the door of the

|

the

other

denomififttion,

of the Wést,

for the

or will

denomination

press my

osition

Till

better

informed,

it is not.eertain with me, but- the™ Freeman
cando more for the West as a pflvate enter-

with its unrestrained freedom of
speech, than it could as an organ of the de-

nomination.
If <P. B. I." mets

His counsel will be hedrd no
Conference will guard the instiwhich his life was identified,

Progressively,

as

new

principles

are

dis-

covered, the science is developed; and as
the new principles find application,
the artis
improved. And thus our civilization grows.
The

objects of our
knowledge are,—
The objects and phenomena of nature ;
'

id which appeal .to ourfoutward senses.
The knowledge of these things, when systematically arranged, constitutes the Natural or Physical sciences, or simply physics.
2.

~The

phenomena

of

mind ;—things

different

stand-points,

entertaining

different

by ¢* the same rela-

things

constitutes

the Metaphysical

scie nces, or simply Metaphysics.
3. The products of human exertion
art.

or

The knowledge of these things, whe 'n

systematized,

constitutes

the

Technic al

opinions, |

sometimes see, or think they see, how those

1. Dynamics ;—including Light, leat,
Electricity, Galvanism, Magnetism, Odyle,

of the other side could improve

their posi-

Vial,

tion.

as

manent

tion to the Conference” with the Star, that
the Freeman must depend entirely upon its

these

sciences or simply Technics,
and |
Under the head of Physics are embraced :

And so, with me,

being

willing

to receiveqguggestions as to give them, I
feel constrained to say to our dear brethren, straggling with-a noble determination to make the Christian Freeman a per-

prise,
A

have been to-day a ‘dollar in the

from’

honestly

organs, and T will freely ex-

opinion:

Establish-

Differenf"'men, looking at the same prop-

whole? Let me know the plan on which
Conference will be asked to run two de-

nominational

Printing

while it encourages and helps similar ones.

a

as

of.

exhibited a

‘the greatest pleasure. .
"The various themes which present tiem
‘selves for our investigation constitute what
are called the ats and sciences. - Sciénce
may be defined a classified knowledge ; and
a particular science is the systematically arranged knowledge of a particular subject.
Aft may be defined as science practically
applied, and a particular art is science applied toa particular practical purpose.
The beginnings of both science and art are
usually very small ; and sometimes before
the knowledge of a given subject has become sufficiently extensive to admit of
-much classification it finds some practical
application, and thus a rude art is invented.

success,

Are

you

not

preparing

for Conference with toomuch reliance upon

Gravity, Cohesion and Aflinity.

. Natural
chanics,

Philosophy ;—including

Me-

Acoustics, ‘Opties and Astrogomy.

i. Chemistry ;—inclading Inorganic Chemetry and Organic Chemistry.
4. Natural History ;—including Geography, Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, Zoology,
Ethnology,
Meteorology, Anatomy
and

your
imperative
‘‘requests”
and *¢dePhysiology. .
Under the head of Metaphysics are emmands,” and with too little upon the liberal- |
sfuestion in the negative : for I would show
ty and justice of that honorable body ? | braced :
:
fonvor to the I'reeman by making
ity an |
Would it not ‘be better.to allow "Confer1d Sf hologys 23, Thoniogys
3. Ethics;
appropriation from the profits of the grar. ence to exercise its own wisdom,
. Critic;
. Mathematics. eminstead | 1 “Logic;
If by *¢ the same relation,” it is under- of announcing beforehand, that it must do | bracing thetic. Ber
Gegmetry,
stood thay the Freeman shall be purchased as yon say, or its help will not be received ? Trigonometry Caleulons and Quarternions,
as the Star was, the payments to be made
“U Tndér the head of Technics are embraced :
A kind, full and faithful statement of facts, |
only when its managers shall ‘cause it to
clearly presented, and follow ed by an ap1. Linguistics; 2.. Music; 3. Design ;—
carn the riicans for its own purchase; or if peal, such as earnest men alone can make, including Drawing, Sculpture and Archiit is'understood that the Freeman shall be
will receive the eonsideration of all candid
tecture.
reduced to a self-sustaining paper, .and be men; and such T hope will be the policy
The Arts may also he conveniently arimproved, as the Star has been through
pursued on both sides of this question.
Asown

resources

for

support.

I

answer

his

ranged according to a- three-fold

several successive enlargements, only when

its patror: wwe wili farnish the means—if
iny body understands the question to imply
any such relation to Conference in Chmmon
with the Star, my answer to this under- | |
standing of the question is, No.
It would |

sured as I am of the correctness of my

classifica-

God

tion, viz., as Aesthetic, Liberal and Servile.
The Aesthetie Arts are those in which the

may prosper the right. If it be right, whether 1 cansee it or not, 1 hope Conference
will gran t the request of our w estern breth-

taste or sense of beauty finds its expression
and development. The Liberal Arts include

sition, I am

still

anxious that

ren to the full extent of their desire.
be eruel to leave the Freeman to struggle | ifn do so would be wrong, whether
on without assistance ds the Star did, when can séo it or not, 1 hope Conference

the denomination has the ability to lend a
helping hand.
If by « the same relation,” the brother

po-

decline to grant’it.

But

the more intellectual of the necessary employments, sometimes called. Professions,

they
will

which were formerly considered as especially appropriate to the dignity of freemen,

OBSERVER.

The Servile Arts include the Jess intelléetnal of the necessary employments,—
sometimes called
7rades,—which
were
ineans that the two publishing houses, east
Studies.
formerly regarded as more suitable toslaves
and west, shall deposit all their profits in|’ :
than freemen.
ane common treasury, and then the Confer
Having ee n favored with the freedom of
Under the head Aesthetic Arts are .inence shall from those deposits make dpprofe lee ture room of a distinguished Profess- "cluded :
—

priations forthe supply of all deficits in
either place,—if thdt is the question he
asks, my judgment compels me to say that

to the readers of

I can
the

do a better
Star

than

to

send an occasional sketch of the aisdom

such a policy wouldge #Rastrous.
It is no
discredit to the Ficeman, a new paper, not

which the learned man
embody in his lectures,

vet-in extensive circulation, that it has no
profits, and it is no eredit, perhaps, to the

is accustomed

Of course it will be impossible

to

for me: to

do full justice to these lectures in attemptpreset managersof the Star, that it has ing to reproduce the substance of them ; for
funds ; bul what kind of an equality of re- even if 1 were to make verbatim . reports,
lation to Conference is that, where at Press still there would be wanting to the reader
ent one only gives and the other receives ? the view of the maps,
charts, diagrams,
The greater leasing would not Scriptural natural specimens, and various illustrative
ly fall upon those most desirous of such a apparatus . for demonstration and experi:
partacrship.
ment, which cover the walls of the roém and
The meaning of the sacred text is best fill the ample shelves; and there would also

“ascertained by consulting parallel passages,
and so by placing together the three fol~
lowing sentences of the brother's reply, his
meaning may he hetter understood. * Shall
the Christean ['reeman sustain the same re-

lation to the Conference that the Star does?
** The body corporate; which is the organ
of the West on this subjéét, will present it
[the Christian F reeman] to the Conference
to be approved, purchased
and held in eve-

ry relation as both property: and. oxgin,as
the Star is held, nothing tore and ' withing
fess. + The (Christian Freeman must sustain to the Conference’ precisely the rela
tion that the Star does as property and or“gan, or no pecuniary relation atall.” Now
if we can ascertain the true

Star

to Conference, we

relation

shall

know

what our brethren at the West
‘the Freeman.

The following

facts will show that redgtion.

of the

just

desire for
statement of

*

The Star is owned by the denomination

furnishes

¢ money % meet its current
pH

holds all its possessions sub-

of Cimforence;

Do

» through

The
a
|

minister

may

equitably and effectively done
amount for a stated term,

be

by

well.

more

a stated
But

there

may not well be in such an arrangement
the idea and spirit of worldly Ne
barter of so much preaching fod & much’
fioney ; so much payment for -so such
gospel ; or no pay, no preaching.

The gos-

pel is profaned when made an article of
merchandise.
:
Simon.
Here is money ; givee power.
Peter. Thy money perish with thee, because thou has thought that

the gift of (rod

may be purchased with money.
The ministry of Gods word by those
called of him to it, is not
conditional to human remuneration or temperal support humanly given or pledged.

* Their du-

ty is absolute, not dependent on the duty of
those to whom they preach.
‘God is their
surety for what he sees to bé their need,
temporal and spiritual, while they do his

work.

His

work

first—support.

follow, as he may sce fit

when, how, or through

to give

whom

in

it to

it,

what,

or by what

means, his wisdom, power, love will

do

it.

God's word first, not bread.
¢ Man shall
notlive by bread alone, (or make it the pri-

principle can the needed, pure, thorough gospel be preached at all. Neither the deprav ed
world nor a corrupt church will pay money
for light while darkness rather. than light
is lov ed.
.
Where now would have been the

gospel,

tribute the world gave him was a cross, not

J
Fishing;

a worldly estate.

The

A.

Herding;

children of this giving him a living and something

world in their generation are so wise,

they

up,

no indebtedness

would he

ever

to lay
have

thinka contract with the préprietor more

known.

secure than if made

there would never have been a conclusion

with

their fellow-em-

‘Had he waited for such conditions

ployees. The - paymen: maj he made of his work in this triumph: “I have
through his steward or any of the workmen ; fought’ a good fight,I have finished my
for the pursuit of some industrial oecupa- “but they would not make it conditional to course, I have kept the faith; henceforth
tion, by which one may maintain himself their engagementi the work, that it be sp there is laid up for me (not something for
2d., The desire to. socure such a disci: ,eonveyed.-That
the remuneration is made se- bis support in old age) a crown of rightpline or training f our natural powers as care by the word of the proprietor, is eomshess, which the Lord, the righteous
shall result in their fl development and enough. On the security of this they go to Judge, shall give me at that day. To that
perfection, work, leaving. it for him to pay through triumph he had come by the ‘loss of all
Ti the first case, we’ speek Trstruction, in such medium as he will or at his own hand, things for Christ's sake; by being content
the second, Education, | This latter Is; by | as he pleases.
in whatey o situation he was, knowing both
s

pe

to be fulland to be hungry, both to abound
to suffer need—in afflictions, in neces,

their
own selves,
n distresses, in strifes, in imprison- | proud, blasphemous,

covetous,

boaters,

‘disobedient

to ‘par-

; in-labors, in watchings, in fastings, | ents, unthankful, unholy, without natural
2 journeyings often, in perils of waters, affection
.

n—in weariness and
ness, in hunger’ and thirst, in cold
kedness.” All this was, endured
missionary only, but he adds: *

in

:

painful‘and nanot as a
Besides

:

beady, high-minded,

lovers of pleasure more than lovers of
God, having a form of ‘godliness, but denying the power thereof.”

a

Does not the fulfillment confront the illusion of a Millenial Nineteenth Century P—
The eyes that see it not have need of
anointing. Is it a time for ministers of
Christ to withhold their testimony for world-

these things that are without, that which
cometh upon me daily, the care of all the
churches.”
How, in this light, do we look, professedly called of God to the same ministry,

ly conditions on which they will preach it ?

And they shall

turn

awa)

their

the truth, and shall be turned
To immensity of distance

his ¢lock, on attempting to put

ears-from

it together

unto fables, again, discovered that there were too many
from the New

{ wheels, at least, more than he knew how to

Testament landmarks of ministerial -devo- dispose of. Sone would-be-wise men have
tion, the profession has drifted in its-course also discovered some unnecessary parts to
through the centuries and over the earth. "the system of God's government; .and evén
And" into what farther seas and gulfs of boast of the wisdom of their discoveries,
luxurious ease and distinction, and to what while they boldly cast aside truths on which
wrecking shores of worldliness, infidelity the eternal welfare of souls depends. There
and idolatry had it come, but for the rise, are many religious systems which may in
at times, of true witnesses for the truth as part be composed of truth, but their teachit is in Jesus, who, like the primitive ones, ers will in the end learn to their sorrow
at the loss of all things, in the face of pri- that there are no unnecessary parts to the
vation, hardship, want and persecution, wordof God which they La safely cast
without assurance of human support, hop- aside.
ing, trusting in God, have preached the |
——Several men were walking upon the
gospel in its primitive purity and power, Lice along a river when one of them in
adand revived, in degree, the primitive: faith L vance, discov ered: an’ opening through the
and spirit. If Luther, Fox, Wesley, White- Fie
two or three feet in diameter with the
|
field, Rand: all and thousands of like devo- 1 water eddying round in a curious manner,

-

tion
and trust,
unknown to fame, but J and culled to his comrades to come to him,
known of God, and in th e day revealing all! *“ for he had found a. curiosity.”
Ere they
things to be known of'all as Kings “and | reached the spot the curious ice gave way,

k4

priests unto God—if they had taken no: |: and the curious man sank in the water, and
steps but on human indemnity against loss, + was barely rescued by his friends. The
and Human
security of support, where | devil has a great many curiosities whichit is
would be ministry and church now ? Far- wiser to shun than to investigate.

ther, by centuries of descent in the way of
apostasy and wickedness they were pirsumal
object,) but by the word of God.”
ing, when the cry of the auctioneer of in‘“ Preacch the preaching that }F bid thee!
This
absolute-—unconditioned on w Wi dulgence, and the clink of gold in his Lox,
‘may attend or follow. Only on
this awoke the Reformet to battle against false |

nishing equipment, or outfit of information

Confer-

and

4.|& crown, exept of thorns. It gave him not A
Agriculture ; 5, Manufactures ; 6. Commerce ; living, but a death. So ** poot_he. hecameay
that we might become rich"—in other
7. Mining { 8. Domestic Service.
This classification of the -Arts and Seci- wealth than a living, * and something to
ences was embraced upon a large chart lay up® of earthly treasure.
be wanting the expressive countenance of which hung upon the wall; and, having
And what would have been the history of
the lecturer,in which the workings of his called attention to this, the Professor withy |his gospel, if, to the commission. “Go ye
soul are mirrored forth with wonderful dist drew,—leaving his auditors to such mutu- into all the, world and preach the gospel to
tinctness, and the significant tones and ges- al discussions and comparing of notesas every creature,” a conditional clause, had
tures, by which the words, as they fall from
might.
be agreeable to them.
Ww: C.
been appended, namely: “As far as the
| wowill
rl
indemn
dify you against want, by
his lips, are emphasized, defined, translated,
and made unmistakably clear to the dullest’
a living, and something to lay up P” No
«The. Duty Absolute.
apprehension. But I will endeavor to do |
further history of it would have been. na
a.
the best I can... On a recent occasion ,the
“ Why stand ye here all the day idle? would have died with its Author. What i
audience consisted mostly of young people | ** Because no man hath hired us.”, * Go ye Paul had understood the ¢ woe ufto -fne
of both sexes, but an occasional ‘head of into the vineyard, and whatsoever is right if Tpreach not the gospel,” as conditional
gray hair betrayed the lapse of time and that shall ye receive.”
on a suitable supportby the World or
5
revealed the fact that some, even in advancHere is the indemnity against wong, and church, equal at least to the pay to meed lite, were spnsible enough to oe not
the pledge of what is right in ecompense chanics, farm-laborers and” salesmen ? He
ashamed to learn,
:
i
of our labor. Do we want anything more might with an easy conscience all his life
Acknowledging with a graceful how the than what is right? Then we must remain long have devoted himself entirely to his
warm greeting of the audience as he ap- idle or seek a contractor who will hire us tent-making as an end for subsistence and’
peared upon the platform, the Iécturer said, on other terms, Or, is his pledge not ac- wealth, instead of only occasionally resortin substance : Ladies and Gentlemen
Had
counted good security, that we refuse to go ing to it as 1 means to his preaching.
|” This Institution is dedicated to the acquiinto the work, till the steward or associated his indebtedness to Greeks and Barbarians,
| sition qf knowledge, and it is for that pur- servants of his hoysehold give their word the wiso and the unwise, as much as in
[ pose, doubtless, that you are here, Various| or bond for payment? It would be a strange him was to preach the gospel to them, been
motives lead to the acquisition of knowl- policy to be used in seeking employment on predicated on ‘* value received,” in salaries

and controlled by its representatives in
General Conference assembled. The Star edge, (and here these various motives were
does not; never did, and never expectsto enumerated ; but, as T must condense a good
repeive from Conference a single dollar for deal, 1 omit all except the more important, )
its support, beyond its own receipts. The. of which the principal are :
1st. The desire to secure the proper Sur:
' Star, assistodby the sale of some of 'the
Eatapisitienss, ‘books,

tween people

had its advent to earth been conditioned on
earth's call for it, guaranty of its fitting recepI. Oratory: 2.. Poetry; 3. Music; 4. tion and remuneration? If in the person of
Drawing; 45. Painting; 6. Sculpture; 7. its divine Archetype, it had waited till a
Architecture ; 8. Embroidery ; 9. Engraving ; palace were fitted up, with servants in attendance and reverence ensured, suited to
10. Dancing ; 11. Theatrics.
ambassaUnder the head of Liberal Arts ave included + the reception of the heavenly
1.- Grammar; 2. Epgineering ; 3. Educa- dor, it had still remained, and forever would
tion; 4. Legislation
; 5. Lawyery; 6, Modi- remain shut up in the counsel of heaven.
No palaceavas offered for his reception. Only
cine; 7. PregChing; 8. History; 9. War.
a
manger was found for his advent. The
Under the head of Servile Arts are embraced :
1. Hymting ; 2:

»

GREY.
ministers in. spivitual. Though the form with the same consciousness of woe upon us Let us arise to the work.
ceased with: the dispersion of that first if we preach not the gospel—and draw
church, the principle and effect are perpet- back from the work—and shirk responsi-Chips:
*
ual and unlimited as ‘the law, * Thou shalt | bility, at the apprehension of a wolf in the
NS
oh,
¥ i
love thy neighbor as thyself.” The fulfill- way, by lack of stipulated sudary, or less
S20hehgn repentance and faith may
h|
ment of this insures equal supply of needs pay thai worldly business gives? Ode- fallen men obtain hights from which rebelof all of the household
“of faith, ministry generacy ! But that term fails to-tell the lious angels were hurled.
’
$4
and laity—in no wise to contravene or nul- disparity.
~The probabilities of sinners finding
lify thie law, “He that will not work (in his
Is it. plead that we are not to presume on the way to life depends largely on the faithproper vocation) neither shall he eat.” Nor the parity of the ordinary and apostolic min- fulness of their Christian friends.
does it in any wise permit the making of istry,int thigaespect ? Was Timothy not of
How can two walk or work together Bh
this one who is poor, more - poor to make the ordifary ministry? Rules prescribed except they be agreed
; to work successfully
another rice or less poor than this one, to him are made texts for ordination ser- together they
must de agreed in methods
though that other be a minister.
mons and pleas for some of our measures;
aAsw ell as object.
I'wo boys were. sent to
Churches or persons who will not share in and this is the apostolic injunction to him : take a horse
from a stable to water. There
their temporal things, to equality, as need ‘I charge thee before God and the Lord were
two doors to the
may be, with those ‘who minister “spiritual Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick: had named Methodist stable which the boys
and Baptist. One. of
things, both classes being equally faithful and the dead at his appearing and his king- the boys
insisted on leading the horse
w orkers |in their respective v ocations, do by dom. Preach the word; be instant in Seathrough the Methodist door, the other was
such withholding impoverish themselves to son, out of season, reprove, rebuke, exequally determined that he should go out - {
poverty more miserable than that of. carth- hort, with all long suffering and doctrine.
through the Baptist. The boys being of
Watch , thou {if -all things, endure
ly things, denying themselves riches of
about equal strength, the one prevented
heaven for gaining or keeping earthly ones. afflictions, do the work of an evangelist,
the other, and the poor beast was left withAnd this absolute du- out water.
| —and these oftener lost than increased by fulfill thy ministry.”
Great as was the folly of these
such sin against God, th=ir neighbor and ty, unconditioned, unqualified by temporal | boys, a théusand
fold greater folly is often
themselves. ‘How is it; brother Free heart, circumstances or the conduct of othérs, displayed by some
sectarian religious leadchurches or persons, though emphasized ers.
that you get alongwith Keeping” so many
Y
.
by considerations forbidding - rather than |
ministers and going away
so
ume hY
. in| - ——The words of the angry age like
quired w ondering brother
Near Sight. encouraging: éxpectation -of te poral. resparks ef fire; when they fall among com« Ontit is just in this way,” the man of ex- muneratiomfer the kind .of preaching Timbustible matter, desolating conflagrations
centric niethods of speech as well as of othy must preach, had that been any wise
will follow.- The wordsof the upright are
conduct answered, ** while { shovel out the in question: “For the time will ome ‘when
like the gentle showers quickening the
Lord shovels in, and of the two :hovelsthe they will not endure sound doctrine, but
after their own lusts shall they heap to yigtues of a community to life.
Lord's proves to be the bigger.”
——A farmer who attempted to repair
If the sharing of the earthly goods De- themselves teachers, “having itching ears.
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‘instead

undiminished, he used this bold and figurative expression: *“ If T had not stood with a
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considerable loss.”
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hoth
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same thing, that there be no divisions,” or
will it allow such an independénce of utter-
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Bro. Burr stated iin his last repoit to Cenference, and repeated the statement in- a

ter way. There may not be the same necessity lor two denominational
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there is for one; and if there is, will Con-
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erywhers and in all things instructed both
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busimess.
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ons not fulfill ng
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mind
is active in the acquisition ot
the Star of July 29, is just such a presenta- | though the thing itself cannoj be done; for
this principle have no right to the name of
tion of the question as will tend to elicit the | | brother «¢ P. B. P.” tells us that he and his knowledge,—pursues.it with eagerness and Christian, The community in form at Jetruth necessary to a wise conclusion. Had | friends ‘ will accept no mere appropria- perseverance,—it becomes educated in the rusalem, was’ the visible institution of
net a {jitect , question been proposed to ““Ob- || tion large or small.” This refusal, howev- process. But if the mind is only the pas- Christ's law. for all his followers in the
server,~and na direct answer requested, | er, is not quite in keeping with the state- sive recipient of knowledge communicated, matter of temporal things, ministers and
nothing farthér would have been said. And ‘ment of the office editor of the Freeman, it does not become educated, but only in- others without respect to person or. office,
now there can be no great importance ‘at- | who has no objection to this sort of assist- structed. Let me, then, advise you to be servers of tables and servers at altars, mintached to my answer, for ‘I write not as | ance, It is possible, after all the different
** one of the Corporators;” but only. as one constructions put upon the request of the
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fore giving his testimony for life of the
Spirit against deadness of form? Or if There is much force
as well as trath in
Wesley and Randall and their co-ministers
the following paragraph from the pen of
of God's word in the power and demoustraRev. Dr. Deems; albeit it may be sometion of his Spirit; had withheld themselves what strongly stated :
from the work till human
SO
wity “had
A man that hath any. truth in him imporbeen given them for a living and. some- tant to be given to his generation, need not
thing to lay up? Their names, as their "much concern himself as to where he shall.
With what twaddle about. unapworks, (if any works had been theirs) had speak it.
died witltheir mortal lives. Where Hyves preciated genius are we frequently sickeped! Young men part their hair in the midtheir devotedness, self-sacrifice, zeal, cour- dle, roll down their collars, and
go whinage and trast of God's gare and providence, ing among weak school misses about the
cold
world.
And others dream that if ghey
in successors to their names and office P—
And hat but the came influence and ener- had only such a position inashe a cit
editor's Plats such a b ulpit, such”
gy thatbr ought the dead to life, perpetual an
ter of display, they would shake the hr
‘ly applied, ean give perpetuity and growth Many a, Joust gpreacher, in an obscure
country parish, has this temptatation. Many
fo that Ifte?
es
Where now is the gladly losing of all for a young poet, who cannot. secure a be
lisher, gets into this fog. But it is
a
Jesus’ sake? We are wishing for more.— mistake.
Itis a shrewd old world with
Where the joy*in suffering shame for his which we have to deal, and it generally
name’s sake? We wish to bear his name knows the price of things.
There ig little
so far as we may with worldly respectabil- Snappreciatd genius, 1 tle worth ‘keeping
no
ity. Where the glorying is his cross? Oar that the world allows itself to. lose, wy on
uttered sentence worth remembering has
glorying in it is as he * bears it all alone, ever been forgotten. The world may ap:
and we go free.”” Where in the ‘‘endur- preciate some things too highly for a sedrun
the value of allance of hardness as good soldiers of Jesus son, but in the I
Christ?" We account the privation, hard- things comes to be ascertained. Go, walk
up and down in the wilderness, and say
ship, danger, death of the national soldier your say, and ery your i
and just as true
all befitting, as due to the nation’s cause, as the truth is in it, it will empty the city
but think of no such sacrifice for the king- and fetch the people to your voice, or else
dom of God, the cause of . Christ Jesus. God, who has most special ‘providence. of
We: would be Christian soldiers, but we truth, will set you and your voice and your
ery down in the very heart of the city to
may not be put out of our ease, or in dan- shake, it.
gor to life, limb or reputation. Our marchrita
nt——
es (if we make any) must .be not by hard,’
"God.
$n
and weary fool-journoys, but by easy n_gy
Nn
respectable carriage; ” not the tent

housing, the ground and blanket our lodg-

ing, but ceiled, upholstered and carpeted
houses and ‘beds of down; our fare not
the coarse scant rations of ‘the camp, but
the fine, full, good living of city and village in peace time; and our pay must “he.
sure.
Do we make the plea, that the clisrastor
of the pin its relations to Christ and his
gospel, and the state of society are so
changed gince primitive and earlier times,
as to make all this softness, wsensuoukness
‘and worldliness consonant with ministerial

office and Christian profession in this age
of refinement and
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And then a brook, just whee it mostis wanted.

blind the

What then? The pitching of the evening teiit; *
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then, : perchance,
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And then he sweet and tender message, sent ©
a To cheer the faint one for to-morrow’s journey.

What then? The wailing of the midnight wind;
A feverish sleep; a heart oppressed

and

ach.

And 8
little water-cruse to find Sas
Close by my pillow, ready for my waking.
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of a

with
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so profane; and here is a poor deluded sin.
ner, in the very act of sin—sin against the
love due to his’ brother and the honor due
to his father together—laying to his soul

the unction of a perfect righteousness, as if

the summer fleece were impurein his presence, and the snow-flake stained beside him.
What then? T am not careful to inquire:
What concen trated evil-heartedness, more1 know there will he tears, and fears, and sor-*|’
over,
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Anil thon a loving
And saying, “I
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Saviour drawin
will answer for

What then!” For all my
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the morrow.”
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For all my wants and wees; His loving-kind-

ness ;
For darkest shades, the shining of God's face;
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What then? A shadowy valley lone and dim;
And then a deep and darkly rolling river;
And then a flood of light, a seraph hymn,
And God's own smile, forever #fid; for ever.
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“The Worning Sir.

become those of sight ? Not seeming to be
wise above what is written, but diligent
students of nature and revelation, we would
seek

.

»

Editor:

Junior Editor.
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;
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All communications designed for publication should
ve addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business,
&c. ty should be addressed to

remittances of money,
the Agent.
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Not There as Here.

LL

——e—

~

It was the aim of the arficle of last week,
« Here and There,” to state and illustrate
the fact that we shall in the future -worfd

retain our identity as intellectual and moral beings,.so far as. the essentials of existenct . ave concerned.
But therc are
points’ of
contrast
between the two
worlds and our relations to them as well as
those of resemblance.” To the consideration,
of some of the former we devote the present article, confining oursely es to the future
abode of the righteous.
Speaking in

general,

we

to- do-

the

work

of

life

in-life.

are

accustom-

ed to regard our present state a8

imperfect

and the “future one as perfect.” From the
trials, sorrows, misfortunes*and inequalities
of our earthly pilgrimage, we longingly
turn to the place where none of these things
exist and where nothing occurs to detract

STAR:

love for pleasure must be restrained, otherBy every indulgence of
uous

—Sueh-

the

appetite

AUGUST

the far more exce ding
of glory is in reserve."

‘wise it will become_ still more. inordinate.
the
imu-

1 Ly 1868.

and eterpal weigh
ur pi

But circumstances change, and.in this; age

that ‘ Mr. Longfellow has never omitted
“his anti-slavery poems from any edition of
his ros ver Which he had Ruy contra],

-

and country, very fast;

and what

was wise

sud Drident a few years since (though then

Brevities:

: . foverd yours ago.f Prrntton to get. Bran would now be wtsiderel slow | and :
ne
ao - { up an illustrated copy
in a similar manner, Mr. Mead defined his
of such poems as needlessly cautious, In every department PROMPINESS.
own position in these discriminating Stitethey should seleet
for a holiday edition. I of life there is more of dash and daring,
Punctuality is an indication of good br eedments.
happen to know that, so far from Mr. Long- and results dre more suddenly realized: Tt.
ing, whether it has reference to pleasure
1. Pastors must assert the w ickedness of
fellow acquiescing ¢ good-naturedly’ in the reqiires niore wisdom and prudence. fo .
the stars for ever a ever
Ling
“all Sinusements the influence of which is business, or religon ; nay, more, it is an in- omission of his anti-slavery poems from this guide usin our denominational work now
r | ho Sk tends 2, They must caution against dication’of thrift. .A man who is prompt to | collection, * lest they should prove annoying than then, lest on the one hand we should
the evil ten ency of those amusements, the meet all his ‘engagements at the precise
|
rush upon untried and unwise schemes,or
4 Doon Outlook.
associations ‘of which are necessarily de- time is able to husband his resources: and to the believérs in the divine institution,’
TT
—
{
‘moralizing. 3. They. must avoid pronounc- to gain the confidence of the community. — it was at the time, ‘and always has been, ‘on the other from over-caution, we let slip
There is much in the present political ‘sit ing wicked what is neither right nor wrong. He can meet his liabilities and have time for an omission entirely contrary tohis feelings the golden opportunities Providence is
and wishes.” This statement must be par- opening before us of enlarged and permauation of the countryto engage the atfen- 4. They must take care to assert that need- recreation and for religious duties. Promptless and excessive devotion to any amusetion of the thoughtful. The issuesi
d ment however innocent in itself is wicked. ness everywhere is essential to prosperity. ticularly gratifying to Mr. Longfellow’ Ss nu- nent usefulness. What we most need -is
unity of feeling and concert of action. In
in “the impending controversy have been |. He also very appropriately said that the How much the interests. of religious meet- merous admirers, but wot¥d it not have
discussing the various matters care should :
been
better
for
his
reputation
had
he
posicarefully and definitely defined; the leaders f best mode for accomplishing the desired ob- ings are promoted by it! Fora pat to
{
be
exercised lgst we put upon the words of
to have the Omission “made?
have been selected, and they have given ‘ject is not by resolutions against ‘dancing spend their time waiting for others isnot tively refused
others
a forced ° construction, . attach to
Independent
pertinently ' remarks,
their words of command ; and the opposing passed at ministerial gatherings, but by the right; and for persons to come strolling in The
them a meaning which the authersdid not :
¢
Imagine
what
would
be
the
reply
of
forces are being drawn up in battle array. quiet personal influence of the pastorat
e. after meeting or
is very disagreeintend, and criticise them with a needless
At the present period of comparative quiet,
Dr. Edward Beecher also spoke on the able to say the least, though ¢ better late Whittier or Lowell to a publisher who severity.
Assumption is not . argument, :
should propose to issue a collection of his
things are favorable to a careful survey of same
subject and developed the thought than never.” Every meeting should have
neither is wit, sarcasm, flippaney nor
the field and to the arrival at some just esti- | that the tendency of amusements is to effem- a time to begin and a time to close, so that works with the anti- slavery poems oinitted, dogmatism.
Wisdom was not ‘born with
mate of the true condition
and actual pros- inacy and the only way to elevate a com- every one can make his calculations aceord- lest offense should be given to Southern
the present generation, nor willit die with
pects of the two great parties.
munity i$. to hold up before it the true ingly, and no time be lost, and it should readers !"
it. If we are uhited and humble, the safe
Of the positions occupied, that of the Re- ‘ideal of character. This is wanting. Our commence and close at the time appointed.
© FORTUNATE,
It is announced that hand that has hitherto helped us, will still
blican party is the moreé elevated. It can idea of heaven is sensuous. . The high stan- To carry this out successfully, promptness
Cornell U niversity, rekently founded, has ‘lead us on to increased usefulness and encite the noble record of its past ‘history; its dard of Christ, his patience; self-sacrificing |
is indispensable in the attendance and in the secured the services « of Prof. Goldwin larged prosperity.
advocacy of equal rights, its patriotic: per: spirit should: be our standard. Only thus”
Smith, to occupy, the chair of Constitution| exercises thereof.
When we meet General Conference,
iY
sistency in the hour of national desponden- can we save our nation from corruption, |
al History, during his residence in this we shall find that wisdom, prudence, enterRAGS—E MBROIDERY
cy, and as its trophies, universal emancipa-- and from the fate of other nations. It is |
country.
The acceptable manner in which
prise, 3ve for God and zeal for his cause,
‘¢ Better go to heaven in rags than' to hell Prof. Smith has filled a similar position ‘at
tion and a restored Unjon. This is not all. especially gratifying to: observe that the
a readiness to sacrifice our own interest for
It still has inscribed pe itsanner * Uni- positions taken were 80 definite and out- in embroidery.” How many detest rags, Oxford, his able lectures upon historical “Christ, and all other qualifications necesséi| and will have the * embroidery" * cost what subjects, and especially his active syn
!
versal Justice and Nationa¥ghidelity.” Is spoken.
hy vy for the great work before us, are plants
The second Fanstion was substantially the it may, even at the peril or_ sacrifice of the with out country during the late wi
there an advance movement, ®¥ a struggling
d of righteousness that grow alike on the
In the proverb we have the mmatter- his labors in behalf of reform in England, rugged soil of New England and the fertile
same as the one to which the attention of soul!
cause which has for its object the elevation
lated.

only is the part of wisdom; and is-if not
| enough that * they that be wise shall shine
as the brightness of the firmament, and
they that turn many to righteousness as

‘WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12, 1868.
GEORGE T. DAY, .
J. M. BREWSTER. © . . -

MORNING

After answering kindred

questions

put in two extremes.
The first iis far prefThe work .is one,
have rendered his name familiar to Ameri- prairie of the West.
from the most tranquil peace-gnd the: fullest “of humanity; it is itsavoived friend. Has it the readers of the Star was called last week
erable.
If. need be let us have the rags,
and upon which Prof. Phelps, of
of Andover
undertaken
the
work
of
national
regeneracans and will enable him to enter upon his and the same consecration of heart is necesenjoyment of which we are capdble. Whethhas recently expressed an opinion.
“1s it but I do not suppose that in,ordinary cases
And though there
‘new duties at great advantage.
Princeton sary for that work.
er this is induced by instinct, is the result tion; it is its firm and deliberate pur’
We may
advisable for ministers to preach mord thafi God requiges us to dress in rags.
pose
to
accomplish
it.
But
not
so
with.
its
ard Cornell are fortunate in securing such may now seem to. be conflicting views and
of education,or comes from the union of the
Jone sermon on the Sabbath ?” This discus- | go to heaven well-dressed, or to hell in
two, we will not pause to ‘inquire. "It is antagonist. Does the Republican party seek sion was opened by Rev. J. E. Rankin, o rags. Diméed, this'is more frequently the distingiished representatives of the oh antagonistic interests, there we shall learn .
to
build
up’;
the
aim
of‘the
Democratic
is
to
World as Dr, McCosh and
Gollwin Smith. ‘that the interests are one, and a harmoni|
quite enough that our anticipations are fully
Piety leads to order, neatness, thrift, Prof. Smith will commence
tear down.” Is the one earnest in the advo- Charlestown; who advocated the old meth- | case.
labors. in ous concert of action will be the result.
'ripSt
the
of
tations
represe
the
by
justified
two sermons.
In reply to | and a becoming dress, while “sin leads to October.
cacy of advance movements : thé other is od of preaching
Me must have faith in God, and confidence
afflicted here with w8aritures.
Are
we
equally persistent in retrograde.
Has the the - popular: argument, for omitting one I disorder, filth aud rags: and yet'the hsnest
in “each others iategrity’ of purpose.—
—Ix
TrovsLe.
The
new
U
ness, hunger and sickness ; we shall expe| poor man may be rich%in C hrist, while the
And now I wish to make a few brief remarks
former a war record of. which it me ay Justly sermon, he said:.
I
society
in
Boston,
whi¢h
seceded
Are
there.
riegee none of these things there.
. That the unity of Jmpression was de- |{ vain and proud in all stheir-pomp and dis="|
on some of the questions that ave there
be proud ; the record of the latter is -connearly a year sinee, under the leadain, SOLOW and separation here, there will te mptible, and it ‘shows ne disposition to roy by two sermons.
Is not all truth | Py may have no Christ, no hope, no heav- || Miner's;
y
:
.
e Ee
{ ership of Rev. Rowland Connor,is ajréady | to be considered.
2. That
be none of these things there; and are we’ retrieve its past follies. Other things being one and harmonious? he asked.
N
LAY
DEL EGATION,
ministers will die of over-work.
in trouble, and Mr. C. some time since pre- |
e ap- |
Anfl
"ignorant here, we shall not be there.
*
You may have all the world beside.
equa, the more elevated position augus s thes _pealed to statistics and proved that the av| sented his resignation.
It appears that an
Give me Jesus.”
This
question
was
before the last GenerGod shall wipe away all téars from their better for ultimate success.
erage age of ministers is above sixty years.
arrangement was made at the outset, that al Conference, and an: amendment of the
JMB,
more death,
“ayes; and there shall be no
3.
“That
even
}
if
ministers
can
write
two
Xespecting the implements and me thods
all who hired seats, and signed the consti- Constitution was submitted to the Severs ;
neither sorrow wor crying, neither shall
of warfare, however, the advantage is with sermons the people are too much wearied |
| tution should have the right to vote in, the Yearly Meetings for ratification.
to hear them.
In reply to this objection there be any more pain, for the former
Bates
College.
If
“thie Democratic party. Intent upon secur- Mr. Ravkih was” exceedingly
sarcastic.
| meetings of the society. "This apparent shall be found that three-fourths of he
things are passed away.”
‘‘ For now we
ing vigtory, it is mmscrupulous jin regar d to “Sons. of a degedarate
race,
|
see through a glass darkly; but then face the tactics it employs or the price it: pays to ‘“4vhere are the men that used ™ to‘saidsit he,
Yearly Meetings have approved the proposAs will be seen by. the noti¢e in another | liberality attracted many unquiet spirits, and
in

or

Ld

.

to

face:

now I kmew

iu part,

shall
I know ‘even’as #so
These are but few

of

but

I am

then

known.”

the many

revelation

here

speak with

-

Passing from

the general

specific, we believe

its safe

to the more
to

affirm

that

we shall find many things in the future life
far different from our present conceptions
of them.

That

such

will

be

the

case

is

in perfect accordance with
the 'laws of our
Those things of which we think
most in childhood, we are quite astKely to

“being.

“value the least

in manhood

and

old

age.

Here we are children,'speak as children, understand as children, think as ‘children ; but
there we ‘shall become men

childish things.

and

Many of the

put away

accidents

of

being which are especidlly essential to our
comfort and cajoyment
aside as nseless there.

here, will be laid
Let us _particular-

ize.

.

Few

dooilint Sure

consoling to

more precious

and

the Christian, who has friends

that have gon¢ before him, than the doctrine of ‘‘ heavenly recognition.”
We
have no disposition to call its truthfulness
in question, nor do we see how we can do
so in view of some of the principles, stated
in our previous article and in .the light of
the teachings of the Scriptures. We doubt
very much, however, whether we shall place
the same comparative estimate upon it there

as we do here.. “ Do you
shall know our friends in
the question once asked of
“ Yes. but the saint will be

believe that we
Heaven?” was
learned divine:
so absorbed in

contemplating the character, and blessedness of his Savionr, that his dearest earthly

friend may stand - by

his side a thopsand

years and he not: recognize his presence,”
was the response.
So it may prove.

The question of the salvation of -parent,
companion, brother, sister or child, as the
case may be, has caused the deepest anxiety to many a sorrowipg2 Christian.
This
is indeed the rock” upon which many
stumble

in

their

because.

they:

Christian

can

not

course,

become

and

.recon-

eiled tothe thought that their friends are’
lost, they embrace the doctrine of unmisalvation.

versal

But

would

do well to pause and consider
future world,
They neither
are given in marriage, bat are
gels of God in heaven?” Are
kin dred

and

family

of a

not

such

that in
marry
as the
not ties

merely

the
nor
anof

it is common

While

the

it assails

to be assailed.

to speak of meeting

very “driest doctrinal

That

such,

however,

will

of

New

preaching,

;

ba

-

.

The real
the next térm of Bates College | theenew society becanie large.
will commence on the 20th inst., and the | founders were Utiversalists, and were anxious to have a communion seryice; but the
second examination. of candidates for the
pastor was unwilling. Tt was agreed, howFreshman class will take place on the 19th.
ever, to have it once a year ;~but the service
We are informed that of the 14 who have
was
administeredin a “very uns
factory
entered the Freshman class, 3 are from the
manner.
Things
have
come
to
such
a pass
Portland High School. One is also expected from New Hampton and one from Lap- that the original founders of the society,
who were far outnumbered by the new
ham,
making 16.
The next class ought to

of the

and

outspoken ; they are at once silenced and Mhe food of angels
4, More will be enthrust into the background. Is there a prej- gaged in the study of the Bible, it is also
udice or a passion in the outskirts of the said, but the saying is’ not sustained by.

facts, and®as a fact there is very
little
true
study of the Bible in our Sabbath
schools as now conducted.
Passing to the positive side of the ques‘number 20, and it may by proper exertion
tion, the speaker was of the opinion that
talk about hard times, the taxation of gov- ‘with two sermons the Sabbath would be ! on the part of the friends of the College.
ernment bonds and negro equality are long: better kept, and that more hearers would be We seriously question whether our young

opposition that ean be appealed to, the: opportunity presented is not allowed to pass
tmimproved. Is there an imaginable evil ; a
hue and ery is at once raised over it. The

and loud. Patronage is promised vith an
unscrupulous prodigality, and money is
most profusely poured out. By such ndeans
‘“ every one that is. in distress, every one
that is in debt, and every ofie that is discontented,” areinduced to array themselves
under the banner of the Democracy.
A careful survey of the lines of the

accommodated by two sermons than by one.
Some families cannot all attend the same
service. While the Unitarians are increasing their sermons by services in the Boston
Thea: and Faneuil "Hall, should evangel’hristians abandon ond of'theirs?* The
pean

two

Whether

its prestige

or the new impulse received by its opponent shall prove the more powerful in the
impending. conflict, remains

to be

ave

the

more

numerous,

those

is

was

.

men can afford to pass by Bates and graduate elsewhere.

General

Conference.
A

—

Rev.
C. O. Libby has

been

appointed

to

secure reduced farce from New England
to the next General Conference. If the
number of delegates and visitors shall
reacha certain

figure,

the reduction

will

be greater than if it falls below it. All persofis who expect to attend the next Conference,

and

desire reduced fare, are request-

ed to notify him at once.

Current Topics.
——

_

——*

THE

WICKEDEST

MAN."

One

Ed

bers present vote in favor of the » amendment
that settles the question and ends the di¥"
cussion.

out of

thirty-two

te¥chers

strong in the character and record of its
leaders, and the enthusiasm manifested in

their behalf, the other is in thes particulars
correspondingly weak.
If the view of the field, as we have presented it, be correct, victory can be obtained
by either party only as the reward of special exertion. - Every inch of ground must
be contested. Nor should the struggle be
confined chiefly to the doubtful States.
phages und Vermont can speak so loudly
and decisively at their State elections that
their tones may be caught up by Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiasha and sent southward
to the Gulf of Mexico, and westward to the

Pacific, and be re-echoed to the Hudson and

The exigencies of the case de-

mand a bold and manly fight. No true
patriot will be found wanting in this hour
of his country’s peril. As long as so many

in the

Sabbath school. Al] this is no more than
what might have been expected under the
leadership of such a man as Mr. Connor.
Liberalism does not always work well in

we will not despair of her safety. (2

Interesting. Discussions.
i
Ct
Tu-the exercises gf the recent anniversary of Awdover Theological Seminary ther

was one novel feature. The usual sermon
before the alumni was dispensed with, and
its place occupied by the discussion of two

find them stated in a seculgr eoutempe

who

favor the change.

If

practice,

over this question.

"Tue DEVELOPED UNITARIAN. A Unitarian Editor thus indicates his idea of the
progress which has been marking the life
of his own denominational representatives.
It is conceding much respecting the by-gone
man-for the sake of paying a compliment
to the liberal theologian of to-day :

CHANGE OF NAME.
On this questiorthere is much feeling,
but as I have, in a previous article, said all
I wish to say, I will only here remark, that
a change of name can only
thed by

The dry,

scholastic, somewhat

an amendment of. the Con tution, wie!
must be submitted
Y. Ms, for approval, _ conseqjently no change can be

conceited

and a good deal clannish Unitarian of a quarter of a’ century ago has outgrown most
of his finery and fussiness and rigidity and
pruderies, too, and grown up into a prett

made at the nekt session.

It will, however

be a legitimate,subject for discussion-but one

of minor importance, and probably will take
but a little timesto dispose of it.

lemocrat, with

the. smack: of the vernacular in his” speech,
‘and the dust of the work-shop-or the smell
‘of the prairie on his clothes; he can exhort
or pray, or make a stump speech, or lead a
regiment, or, make broth for the sick, or

There are other

questions of great

portance, but we will not

discuss

the present article.

A Word

im-

them

in

D.W.

for our Benéficiaries.
——

Several

Ed

of the churches

made liberal collections

have

recently

for this-deserving

class of laborers in the gospel.

We

hope

many others will follow the example. Men
of sound principles, and well furnished to
supply the wants of the churches and the
demands of all the various fields of benevo-:

lence areneeded everywhere.
er the

other day,

Said a broth-

referring to our

class of

six graduates

from the Theological Semi-

nary, ‘if you

had four

times the number
We are
‘expecting a large increase, and shall there-

they would readily be taken up.”

fore need more

funds.

God chooses

the

poor of this world, rich in faith, as his mes-

sengers,~and calls on us to aid them.

Let

none withhold themselves for lack of means,
for the way will be opened.

Denominational News and Nog.

hearts are beating hobly, bravely, and truly,

those

not they may renew the proposition, and.
keep up the agitation three years longer.—
Bat if chure hes in
i prominent places where
it may be desirable that thie sessions of conference should convene, feel unable to en_tertain all thatamay now attend, the difficulty will be increased by doubling the delegation, so that if the proposed amendment
is now lost, it may be consideréd a finality,
and probably but little time will be repel

John Allen, an infamous dance-house keep- hunt up the good-for-nothings of the world,
er in New York, has recently ‘acquired an and does not go into hysterics over a misLaborers for God.
C}
extensive “notoriety, by means of a pen take in grammar,_nor lose his temper if
:
The great requisite for success in any portrait of him which recently appeared in. called an infidel.
’
4
good cause is a heart to labor init. The Packard's Monthly, the notice taken of him
Nor So. The Christian Freeman states
laborer may feel his own insufficiency and by both the religious and secular press and
weakness, but an earnest heart will not al- other means.
Mr. Allen, ' though denomi- that the article ‘ Denominational Papers,”
low him to stay his hand because he-can do nated *‘ the wickedest man in New York,” by “P. B. P.”, which appeared in the Star
only a little. + Others may do much more, is represented as being benevolent, respect- of July 29, was written by one of the Corand in this he will rejoice, grateful for the ful in his treatment of clergymen, greatly porators of the F. Baptist Printing Estabpittance in his power to bestow. Perhaps interested in the welfare of his son, opposed lishment. This is not correct. Will the
he does not receive credit for what he does, to infidelity, and a friend of law and order.
Freeman rectify the mistake ? ¢* Observer”
and is misrepresented and slandered; but Since he possesses so many excellent qual- replies to the article in question. ‘in our preshe commits his cause to him by whom ac- ities the question may well be asked, Why" ent issue.
tions are weighed, conscious that his is a is he *‘ the wickedest man?” This -ques_-|
work of love, not for selfish emolument.
Notice. «Those making application for
tion is answered thus:
He may have many discouragefiients.— » The pre-eminent wickedness of John Al- aid or having business with the Disbursing
His most faithful toil may seem to accom- len comes from his willful perversion of his Committee of the F. Baptist Ed. Soc., can
plish nothing,and his way hedged up. Then own original excellence of character, the communicate with Prof. Butler, the Rec.
prostitution of extraordinary talents to base
he will feel the need of more faith. The best uses, and the persistent violation of divine Sec. of the Dish. Committee, at New Hampy
have been thrown into such straits, and laws, the truth and binding
force of which ton, N. H.
steadfastly became forth as gold from the furnace, thank- he clearly perceives and
ful for the trial. Perhaps in the midst of lieves.
There is a plentiful supply of men in Newsuccessful labor health and strength may
1 York who are far more vile, beastly and refail, and so fondly cherished plans be cut pulsive than this Wickedest Man. In point
off. But God looks upon the loving heart of fact, hé is not repulsive ; he does not imOur next Genera Conference.
ress one who knows him as a * vile feland accepts the discipline of suffering, afow,” but as a’ bold, chivalric emissary of
fliction and patience. It is the willing mind
The next session of the General ConPandemonium, who has
good points énou
of the child, in which the parent has to enable him to serve his satanic chieftain ference will be one of no common interest.
chief delight; and just so is the dealing of with a force and efficiency which no mere Questions are then to-be met, discussed and
our Heavenly Father with us. It has been bestial Sarah of hell could ever achieve.
decided -that will affect our very existence
We are glad that he has the grace to be heréafter. The discussions, now,
well remarked, that “to et well is to be
going on
a true advocate, and agostle, and pillar of grieved by our ‘‘ showing him up as we -in the Star and Freeman, give evidence that
have
found
him,”
according
to
agreement;
the faith.” + They also serve, who- ‘only glad that he winces at the thought of his there is no ‘little feeling and interest on
stand and wait.” ' |
children’s some day reading our sketch. some vital issues. It is well that these
| The laborer for God has a-rich reward.— For, as we said in the beginning, we like questions be discussed before we meet in
It is blessed to serve him in any way, be- the man despite his wickedness, and would Conference.
cause it brings us nearer to him, the infi- domuch*“to rescue him from the fate-to
. We look at the wants and rights of difwhich he seems to be rushing.
nite fountain, and into communion with diferent parts of the denomination, from difWhile the sketch given of this man convine truth. 1s it so that we cannot be satisferent stand points ; and. while all are aimtains features of iiterest, and is calculated
fied except in the great achievements.?—
ing at the greatest good of the whole, we
to accomplish some good, the giving of |
There is no achievement made for God and
may arrive at opposite conclusions respectsuch a man and his den of iniquity such ing how it shall be secured. ‘Each one sces
his cause that is not gheat. Here we are
notoriety, is to our mind of doubtful expe- and feels the importance of the work in
g for substantial and permanent rediency. We hope, however, that the rewhich he is engaged, and the. demands of
sults, with eternity. in view. A single soul
ports that he has. resolved to reform, will his particilar locality. Some have borne

of the

But if the amendment fails it should

satisfy

comers, seceded, carrying wy them twen-

ty-five

vigorous, healthy, working

the

exercise inwhich the principal interest of
anniversary week at Andover centered.

Democratic are the more trustworthy. And
while the Republican party is especially

the Atlantic.

services

discussion was well attended, and

seen.—

Both parties are reinforced by. allies from
the South. If those of thie Republican party.

pr eaching

alsd essential in order to maintain the preeminence of the New England pulpit.
Mr. Rankin who is represented as presenting the subject in a very forcible manner was followed by Rev. W. M. Barbour who
took the opposite view, butas we recently
devoted a considerable space to the argument of Prof. Phelps on the same subject,
we will not give the points made. Tke

opposing powers reveals strong and weak
points in each. The results of the elections
of one year ago were, on the whole, gratifying to the Democratic party and depressing to the Republican; but in spite of the
migfortunes of the latter, it was still left

master of the field.

of two

ed atheidigent. and two-thirds of the mem-

column,

England

think
Ave its leaderstoo beld ang Ig themselves drinking nectar and fed as with

children in heaven. .Some have indeed in- questions in which Christians of all denomferred from the language of our Saviour, inations feel a deep interest,” We’ conse« For of such is the kingdom of heaven,” quently reproduce some of the more imthat ite inhabitants will be composed large- -portant points developed in each, as we
Iy, of children.

old meeting-houses

and take hour glass after hour-glass

earthly

nature, designed to serve for our .convenience here $$. Ts it not reasonable to believe
Uthat father! niother and child will be no
nearel to us in heaven than others, only so
far as their, characters move clos cly resemble ours, and we are better acquainted
with them ?
Again.

boon.

everything, it presents as little as "possible

Scripture

passages which might be cited in confirmation of the doctrine in question. Nature,
education and
, one voice.

secure the coveted

y

.- J.J. BUTLER, Sec'y Disb. Contr,

A New

Way

to Get Pastors.

We have had from time to time very press-

ing requests from

churches in the State of

New York for ministers. A letter to that ef-

fect, the second from the same source, ngw
lies unanswered before us.

Itis not often

that we have been able to respond favora~~
bly to such requests. The fact is; mostof
our students are from New England, and
so long as the present demand for pastors

exists,

most of them ! will be inclined to set- .

tle here.

We

recommend, therefore, that

the friends in New York search out young
men of ministerial promise, and encourage
them to attend our school. The probability

is that most of them would find their way"
be thie case does not accord with the gener- rary.
The first question, ‘* What is the duty of
back to that State. At any rate we promally received notions of the futuf® world as
ise to use our influence to that effect. - Here
place of progress and development. As pastors in regard to popular amusements?”
is a case in point. Three students from
pleasant
as, it is. for. parents to think of was introduced by an essay from, Rev. HiVermont came to New Hampton some five
miecling their child sin heaven, is it not ram Mead, of Nashua. The position taken
years
ago, and have been studying here
much more so’ ‘for them to realize that they was against the tendency of the day to ex- ‘released from the mazesof error, and guided prove correct,
¥
‘the burden and "heat of the day for many since that time, assisted by one of. the
ink ghild, " and be en- aggerate the need of amusements. The ex- in the path of life eternal will shine asa
. will meet, ber siot °¢‘a8
——MISTAKEN.
In oh
to a recent years ;.and know the toil and labor through Q.M’s of that State. A few weeks ago
istence of an unhealthy thirst for sensual star ih our crown of rejoicing when the
abled fo sey a
pleasure increasing and demoralizing, being laurels of earthly honor shall have withered statement of the Independent, tothe effect which prosperity has been secured they are they graduated, and two of them have alLe “ But a fair maiden in hor Father's mansion,
] recognized, the question is, How shall pas- and faded forever, Here we are engaged that Mr. Longfellow once wrote some po- naturally jealous lest the good, already ready entered upon their chosen work there.
Clothed with ‘celestial grace :
tors meet it? The speaker said we. cannot in no doubtful enterprise, Heré no labor ems on slavery; but, lest they should prov, achieved, shall be lost through injudicious The third garries in New Hampshire awhile;
And Banta i A Ses expunsion *"1"do so by gratifying it. As well might we is lost, there is no risk of failure. We envy annoying to the belieyers in. the ‘‘ divine and hasty ‘action; while others have just but a class-mate getting a good impression
(}
BR i ‘we behold lier face?”
‘offer wine in the acter, thus hoping to pre- not thie prosperity of the selfish, so meager institution,” he _ good-naturedly omitted buckled on the armor, and full of ardor of Vermont, has gone there in ‘his stead, so
and transient them from his collected works, when he and ambition, see large fields just ready for | that that State gets one half of the class
spate since doubt is vent young mén from gratifying their appe- in the possession, so uncertain
tites
by
stronger
dr
at
the
bar
room.
{atbest.
Our
labor
repays
us
a hundred | published an illustrated edition for luxuri- | harvest, look upon the future as full of | with a fair chance, we think, of getting
m
; coftjecture
Lave for sensual erjoyment cannot be mall

ns

oral

elevation.
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's Boston publishers, replies | those who have gone before them. +
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Mr, James T. Fields, one of | promise

:
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fold with all the drawbacks in this World; | ous readers.

Inoxdinate ! love reaps
a bountiful harvest here ; though | Mr.
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MORNING STAR

THE
Shenandoah Mission.

us from the “Troy QM.

Next session with the

cry,
ept.
thousand dollars.te ‘carry | Broome 'Co.,N, Y.; commencing Friday,Sept. 19; ‘Summerhill
Friday previous,a ely.
:
:
°
out the plans of Bates College, as those 1828. At this session Eld. David Marks was in

HOUSES.

-"

The following-extracts from a letter of persons very well know who understand its
“Sister A. 8. Dudley, dated at Martinsburg,
" "W. Va., July 28, 1868, will show the friends

of this mission the present state and pros-

plans, and these hundreds -of thousands

bath evening.

:

'

will flow into the treasury of the College

Owego, Gibson and Spafford,

The Y. M. consisted ®f three

Q. M’s, yiz.,

and contained

in due ues as I believe if the denomina- | fraction over five hundred communicants. There

were eighteen. churches and twelve ordained
ministers. According to last year’s report there
I desjre. our dengmination to were thirty-six churches, twenty-nine ordained
Charlestown and Martinsburg. Our Home frankly that
ministers, five licentiates and one thousand three.|
. Mission Society now has deeds of both do éne grand thing at once; and I will, as hundred and eighty-four communicants. The
their
humble
representative,
report
their
lots on which these houses are being built.
‘churches formerly constituting the Norwich Q.
The Society has loaned $200 towards the doingsto our friends in Boston. Will the M. now help to compose two or three Q. M’s in
lot and house in Charlestown, and some especial friends of our Theological School, . central New York and belong to other Y. M’s.
unknown friend sent that gum to our Treas- | and of Missions, Foreign and Home, lend But instead of three, there are now five Q. M’s,
one of which is however very small, reporting
ury. ‘We have promised a loan ot $200 to me a helping hand just this once? They: only sixty-two communicants,
)
‘may
be
assured
that
their
causes
will
net
"the Martinsburg church, but the money, js
Not that we feel disposed to speak disparaging-

estly pray and trust that the Great Disposer

of all ‘things will dispose.the heart of some

in the least suffer by any

such action on

ly of small

their part. Can India send an offering to.
Bates College? Can Virginia do the same?
A hundred

dollars now are. worth more to

_* and help others, as we now help them.
Sister Dudley writes :
T
We had our fair and festival as we had
lanned,

the

17th

harlestown.

We

on account of the

asl’ 18th

of July,

could hardly

heat and

at

from other Q. M’s, or by emerging itself into oth-

ers,
?
During the past year the religious interest has
beeén very good in the Gibson Q. M. The West
Lenox and West Windsor churches have enjoyed

blessings

= Moneys and

revival inflyences and had additions.

Revivalsy&e.

year.

GARDINER, ME. Rev. S. E. Root is temporarily supplying the pulpit "of the F. W.

year ago,

For-the ptes-

The church is in a very low and

di-

Pryyours,

Vrs

On Sabbath,

. Com.

July

We want to build

I say se

too.

12th,it

on the cheapest’ plan to

-accommodate the

ople..

The

best finan-

lers Lake, N. Y,, by appropriate exercises,
cording to the usages of the F. W. Baptist

nomination.

acde-

8. DARROW, Clerk of Council.

done.

- Now

we

want

help.

Our rent

We can get the brick in about
four iveeks |

and 7 am goingto get every
Here to pay for

them when

dollar

they

I can

come

on

limits of your church and parish,

where

intoxi-

cating liquors are sold as a beverage ?
8, What is the amount expended annually by
liquor drinkers at such places?
4. What is the whole number of drinking ‘men
within thé community of your church or parish?

instead of taking a vaca-

tion, to aid
the Freedmen in securing
these houses of worship, will net be in
vain, but will meet with many a hearty re-

sponse in the shape of material aid.

:—

{

7. Has your church or Sabbath school

ularly organized “temperance
with them?

Tae following is the form of subscription
"to the newaCollege fund.
:

DOLLARS

SUBSCRIPTION,

Gl

186.

Whereas, It requires Twenty-Five Thousand
Dollars to complete the separation of the Seminary Department from Bates College, and make

the College independent—
x
And Whereas, Benj. E. Bates, Esq., of Bos-

won?

reg-

been excluded
enness

12,

How

from
‘

many

your

church

within your

for

drunk-

church

render

jnembers, who in any form, use tobacco,
what is the amount expended for the same.
E. Orange,

Vt.

and

SHEM Ww, COW ELL.

Susquehanna 'Y. M.
x

i

B—

held at Virgil, Cortland

Co.,

NY.

June 26. Chose Rev.J. M. Crandall, Moderator.
The Q. M’s were not represented as weo—could

have wished.

We were favored with the labors

four cents per member in this Y. M. to defray
the expenses of our delegates to General Con-

Our friends

‘may understand

agents for Pa. and N..Y.

Voted

that

we

raise

ference and meet other contingences
Rev, B.
Cogswell and J, M. Crandall were elected dele-

that I pur-

pose, as the general agent of the College,

was a good worker
church has enjoyed

Bro. Young of Elmira.

in this revival. The Troy
some, revival influence and

succeeded in liquidating the debt on their house

of worship. They now have a good substantial
church edifice, and are doing well under the la-

bors of Rev.L. Dewey.

‘The Granville

church

is having a good degree of prosperity. For the
first time in its history this church has, during
the past year, sustained an interesting Sabbath
school. This proved an efficient aid to the church
and tended very much to the strengthening of
the cause by calling out the talent and energy of

community.

Elder

Asa Dodge has taken up his residence with the
Sullivan church where Bro. Howe -has formerly

rendered valuable service in the cause of Christ.

There is a stated appointment at the village of
Canton where several of our brethren reside.
This Q. M. is well united, and will,it is to be
hoped, ‘enter upon an advanced career of useful-

ness.
The Spafford Q. M. has

year, enjoyed special

general

gates to General Conference. and J. T. Ellis
'W. Brown their substitutes,

and

‘Whereas,
the Gibson Q. M. recognizes the Frank-

not, during

steadfastness

prevails..

Richford

and

native

village, where

the

people

among

Most High, though many of their former members have gone to their rest in heaven.
Rev. J

W. Darling, long a resident of this Q. M., died
April 3d,at Eleroy, Ti.
‘From the foregoing it willbe seen that some
advancement has been made since the early his
tory of the Y. M.; but for several years“ past

which arises from the neglect of duty,—How
long shall the many important places and points
of interest within our reach be destitute of thriving, active Freewill Baptist churches?
A

As a people we have"much to encourage us.—
our

denominational

—~

and

social worship.

$19,were contributed for missions.
j

Grove church of sixteen

Loomis—dJ.

—D.

Clerk.

members,

of thisdQ. M.. Ministers

D. L. Ray—J.

as a member:

wri

5

v

:

:

2

ario,
, Vt

'

|-

1

~,

October

A. Friend, Vt..

and

disorders

purify theliver,

In bowel

Sous ly efficacious, and for
aches they stand unrivaled.
BARREIT'S

complaints

HAIR

they are

RESTORATIVE.—

We spenk from experience, having. given

a practical

trial to this renowned preparation.
No other hair
restorative has ever received or deserved a more universal demand than Barrett’s.— Pittsburg Commenrcial.
A LittlgScratch, or a slight

cut,

from

effectual remedy- is found

in Redding’s

SALVE, known as the best

application

Scalds, Chilblains, Boils, Old Sores, and

of the skin. Sold everywhere. By mail
box. ‘REDDING & CO., Boston.

An

RUSSIA
for

Burns,

all

35 cents

a

>"

GENERAL CONFERENCE.

ONLY

the Freewill Baptist Connection will be held in the
F. W. Baptist Church in Buffalo, N. Y., commencing:
on Wednesday, Oct. 7, 1868, at 10 o'clock, A.M.

i

%

Concord,

SILAS CURTIS, Sec’y.

N. H,, July 28, 1868,

Mich.;

Raisin;

Oxford,

C. W.;

Rensselaer;

Otsego;

Richland

Putnam;

&

The Lake George Quarterly Meeting will
hold its next session with the Horicon Church, at the
Elbow schoolhouse, Sommencing on Friday, Sept. 4,

next

18, 20.

session with

the church

mencing Saturday, Sept. 5, at
hold

over

the

Sabbath.

10 o’clock A. M., and

Ministers’

day, Sept. 4, at 2'0’clock.
!
fi

Conference.

, G. E. HOPKINS,

Fri

A
Clerk.

The Edgecomb Quarterly Meeting will hold

are being built up in the villages of Elmira, Cor-

hold its next
o’clock,A. M,

pression and of chains.

hold its next session with the Waterbury Cen. Church,

ning and Norwich; and the work is going on
gloriously in what was formerly the land of op-

Those who were once

session
‘

at

Newmarket,

Aug.

[3

will

19, at 9
Clerk.

The Hantington Quarterly Meeting Vt. will

commencing Friday, Sept. 4, at 1 P. M.
:
H. F. SysurH, Clerk.
>
.
hia
e New Durham Quarterly Meeting
will
Lord aloud in kongs of joy and shoutings from ’
old its next session with the Church at Milton Three
the house-top. Thank God! that after years of Ponds, commencing Tuesday, Aug. 25,at 2 o'clock
reproaches and toil, and after laying many a P.M. All the churches which have not paid their Q. .
M. tax,are specially requested to forward the amounts
dear friend on our country’s altar, we live to see due, at the next session,
!
E. A. 8STOCKMAN, Clerk,
freedom come to our land. In a recent number
of the Christian Freeman
a writer proposes
he Cumberland &
rterly Meeting will
that we double our numbers in five years: To
hold its next session at Standish Corner, commenci
this proposition in harmony with others, will Aug. 26, at 0 o'clock, A, M. ‘Ministers’ Conference a

bondmen are now enjoying freedom of limb and
freedom of soul. For this we will stili'praise the

not the Susquebannd

Y. M. respond

by noble

8 o'clock, . M. on the 35th, Churches are requested

to forward a tax of 8 cents on the resident members,to
defray expenses of delegates. to Gen. Conferenco,—
Wednesday afternoon will be devoted to the Sab:
bath School interest, and. it is hoped that a large nimber of the children as well as parents will be present.
JOHN M. PURKIS&, Clerk.

:
a
Penobscot Yea ay Meeting. —Those coming to
the next session of this body, on the R. R., will ar
rive at Pittsfield from each way, at 9 o'clock A. M.,
when teams will be in readiness to convey those that
season was enjoyed.
Next session with the give notice, to Y. M..in ¢eason to be at the” commencechurch in Pike, Aug. 21,
ning, sermon by ment Theaday P, M. Arrangements are being made
free return tickets for those coming over
Me.
Revi H, Perry. Prof. Gt. C,
Waterman was ap- for
Central R. R. All persons attending the Y. M., will be
| fointadte conduct the exercises in.the interest of amply
Provided for by calling on J, P, Longley, near
e Sabbath School, Saturday merning, Col. for
e Pr. 0,
:
4

Rev. W., Brown

was with

%

The Harmon,

terly

Meeting

its next scasion with he York” Church, gy
Saturday, Sept: 0, at 10 0’clock,A
wv;

i
f

will hol
il

nila

Ba Bs ZELL, Clerk,

bd

m

for all kinds of Humors,—Secrofula,”

Iveness.

'

1yl
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Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and and sell
them in quantities to suit customers,
st

AT CARGO PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly Supplied
PRICE LIST OF TEAS.
OOLONG Flack), 70¢c, 80c,90c, best $1 per 1b.
MIXED, (Green and Black,) 70c, 80c, 90c, best
$1 perlb.

o

=

ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) Toc, 80c, 90¢c.
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per ib.

. IMPERIAL (Green}, 0c, 80c, 90¢, $1,00, 81,10,
best $2,256 per Ib.

YOUNG

HYSON (Green),

0c, 80c, 90c, $1,00,

$1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.

UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c,§1, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50, *
COFFEES

ROASTED

AND

GROUND

DAILY.

GROUND COFFEE, 20c., 25¢., 80c., 85¢., best 40¢. per 1b.—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which

we sell at the low price of 30c, per pound, and warrant to
give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 30c., 85c.,
best 40c. per Ib. GREEN (‘Unroasted), 25¢., 30c., 33c.,
best 35¢. per Ib,
We
warrant all the goods we sell to, give entire satisfaction.
"If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at

Dur expense, within thirty days, and have the money refunded.

'

>

-

GREAT AMERIOAN“TEA OOMPANY,
Nos. 31 and 33
Vesey 8%.
Post Office Box 5643, New York City.

t£20

Granite

the

State

MILITARY

never. fails

AND

[1y28

.COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE;

’

REED’S FERRY,N. H. on Nashua § Concord R. R.
REV. S.N. HOWELL, A. M., Principal.
Next Term begins September 9th. Send for Circhl ar.
5»
412

FEMALE
CORDIAL;

MILTON

CLASSICAL

INSTITUTE,

It imparts tone and vigor to the Uterus, and gives reHE Fall Term ofithis - Institution will commence
newed vitality to the whole system. All cases of Debility
- TUESDAY, SEPT, 1, 1868, and. continue eleven
peculiar to Females will find a sovereign remedy in- this
weeks. Good facilities are.offered to students of all
compound.
:
classes. A vourse of studies is adopted for ladies the
PREPARED AT THE NEW ENGLAND BOTANIC
DEPOT
same as in Seminaries and also for young men fitting
BosTON.
GEO. W:SWETT, M. D., Proprietor.
| for College, Address the Secretary,
One Dollar per Bottle. Five Dollars for.Six Bottles. 1yll
. JOSEPH
SAYWARD.,

SFISHER’'S

COUGH

Milton Three Ponds, N. H.

DROPS”

0

Will, if taken in séason, break up any Cough, and prevent Consumption.
It has in many cases cured the

J

AND

Regenerator.

:

off,

ery

B

is a luxuriant

Alessing

and

bottle is warranted.

TIS BROTHERS,

6m!

JMother

atoilet idol.

Sold. everywhere.

Ewé

TEB-

Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.

Railey!s

Quicting

Syrup

‘For Children teething, makes sick and weak ecliildren strong and healthy, gives mothers rest day and
night. Is a Quieting Medicine for children. Only 25
cents. Sold by Druggists.
[1y28

IRONER,

ON'S
WHEATON’S

OINTMENT
OINTMENT
OINTMENT

OINTMENT

Send for

who uses it.

"We are only

“zreal
the
help
J.

CENTRAL

HE Fall Term of this Institution, will commence
Thursday, Sept. 8, and continueT'en Weeks, uner the instruction of
-

Mr, LYMAN G. JORDAN, Principal,
Mr. Wn. E, C. RicH, Associate,
Miss NELLIE KNOWLYON, Preceptress,
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate,
Prof. L. A. LyNcH, Teacher in Music, ; Pro a b 0 hy
Toacher of Bu funt

bigs
©
Common

ommercialjal Goll
Co
Co in the ae

2lish,
English
8h,

Dep't.

85:00.
4.50

Music and
manship, extra.
No deduction for less than half a term unless on ac.
count of sickness, Board ahd Rooms at reasonable
rates. For further particulars, address Jesse C. Conner, Esq., Pittsfield, Maine.

OBED FOSS, Sey.

that

so

much

I am
a
a splendid
,
Dist. Pa.

rfect

satisfaction.

For

compactness,

simplicity,

urability, efficiency of work and case with which
they are handled and operated, they excel all Washing Machines I have ever seen.
1
L. W., ELy, Member ¢ Erie(N. Y.) Conf.
1t21
S. W. PALMER & CO; Auburn, N, Y.

Corpulent

Ladies

Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

HOOP
To

Fit

SKIRTS
Nicely.

That demand is now met by
RAND,

a

INSTITUTE,

astonished

. MESSRS. PALMER & Co. :—We have uscd the Chal-

36, MURRAY

MAINE

!

stamp,)

lenge Washing Machine about eighteen months—
have sold over sixty, and they are giving the most

Price 50 cents ; by mail 60cents. All Druggists sell it.
1y28|
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Proprietors.
|.

HEAT, and

(enclosing

value can be had for so little money.
poor-as well as the rich can have such
for the duties of washing day.
K. PECK, Presiding}Elder, Honesdale

will cure the Itch.

skin,

Circular,

sontas ng 1000 genuine references like the followng
MESSRS. PALMER & Co., Gentlemen :—Your Washlng Machine
gives entire satisfaction to every onc

will cute Salt Rheum.
will cure Old Sores.

cures all Diseases of the

a pexfect Wringer.combined with an

very rapidly.

f

WHEATON’S
WHEATON’S

°

|

WILL BUY A CHALLENGE
WASHING
MACHINE,
war-

Ironer or Mangle,for ironing WITHOUT

Tebbett’s Physilogical Hair |
Is the wonder of the day! It soils nothing, restores
white and gray hair perfectly, Jrévedes its falling

3w21

Sold, and are giving the most perfect satisfaction. Agents wanted everywhere, for
this and the CHALLENGE
WRINGER

i)

. HIGHLY INTERESTING NEWS.
MOTHERS” TAKE NOTICE, Mother Bailley’s
Quieting Syrup for children Teething:
Large
bottles only 25 cents. Sold by Druggists.
[1y28

-

ranted the best in the world, regardless of
price, and
money réfunded if it does not prove to
be so.
It
washes easier, ulcker and better and with less wear
to the clothes, than any otherjmachine or process.

patient when given up by the physician, and is especial1y recommendedto those who are troubled with night
‘coughs, as it insures a sweet and refreshing sleep.
NASON, SYMONDS
& Co., Kennebunk, Me., Proprietors ; GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co., Boston, General
Agents. Sold all by Druggists.
[6m28

®

The Rockinghaun Quarterly Meeting

.

La1yi5

y.
+]
W. POLAND'S
HUMOR DOCTOR, \©

reduces inflamma-

and

for

GREATCOMPANY
AMERICAN

for chil

Sold by all Druggists.

combined

TEA

of the

through

CO'S

ESTABLISHED

A Specific Remedy for Female Diseases.

Clerk.

The Western R. I. Quarterly Meeting will
hold its next session with the Westford’Chureh, com-

the child

STRENGTHENING

at Bristol, August

A. SARGENT,

assists

.

eoplyil

Soap,

petite, Depression of Spirits, and

BOTTLES!

tion, corrects acidity, of the Stomach,

Licking;

Rock River; Steuben ; Tama; Walton; Wayne Hi Zum0

its

greatly

did

us; Cattaraugus Center; Chautauque; Cairo; Fondulac; Ionia & Montcalm;
Lagrange Central; London; Lawrence. Pa.;
Loraine;
McHenry; Miami;
Marion; Noble; Norfolk County;
North
Berrien;
River

which

al

Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Erysinelas Nettre. Rash, Boils, Carbuncles, Ulcers, all Obst nate Affections of the Skin; Mercurial Diseases, and every Taint of thé System; Dyspep,”
sia, and those diseases originating in the Derangement or
the Digestive Organs, viz.—Rillous Complaints, Neuralgla, Nervéu$ Affections, Headache, Latiguor, Loss of Ap=

exactly, but

Syrup

months of teething, allays all pain,

Q. M. REPORTS.

its next session with the 1st Georgetown Church, Sept.
9, 10,
L. GIVEN, Clesk.

prosperous beyond any former period of our history.
Upon the borders of our Y, M., churches

dren,

Quieting

to regulate the bowels.

3w20

The following is a list of Quarterly Meetings that
‘have not sent in their statistics for the Next Register.
Q. M. Clerks will very much oblige us by forwarding
their reports immediately :
Adair& Schuyler; Bradford & Tioga; Cattaraug-

Oxford,

DRJ.

.

for LARGE

Bailey's

-

A Pofitive Remedy

:

25 CENTS

®.

An Envaluable Medicine for the Purifying
of the Blood,
v

Sold by all Druggists.

Mother

er

Cures Sore Thrpat, Colds, Coughs, Diptheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections generally.
It is a remarkable remedy for Kidney Complaints.
This medicine Is free from anything deleterious, pleasant
to the taste, safe, yet sure and effective in its action, lyll

_ Mother Bailey’s Quieting Syrup,

he twentieth session of the General Conference of

.

The Great New England Remedy.
DR. J. W. POLAND'S
WHITE PINE COMPOUND

~The great quieting remedy for children teething, allays all pain, cures wind colic, convulsions, griping,
&c. Large bottles 25 cenfs, - Sold by Druggists. | 1y28

Notes and Appointments

:

R.

Moth and 5 eciadation
Prepared only by Dr.
B.
PERRY, 49
Bond St., New York. #3 Sold eyery:

-

Wt the countenance

:

30t51)

1

a

that since their in-

&

Vegetable

where,

in such cases, needs not be told to recommend it as a
remedy.
'
TARRANT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,
278 Greenwich and 100 Warren Streets, New York, Sole Pro-

prietors. -

diseases

apply to D.

Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.

TARRANT’S
| EFFERVESOENT SELTZER APERIENT

inatten.

tion, often is productive of serious consequences.

4

LodK

-

THE
ONLY
RELIABLE
REMEDY
for those
BROWN DISCOLORATIONS on the faceis “ Pi
’$

man or woman who makes'thid reply, and you will
generally find that the eyes are dull-and lusterless, the
complexion sallow, the cheeks flaceid, and the whole
expression of the face dejected.
Interrogate the invalid more closely, and you will discover that CONSTIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a
torpid liver, is at the bottom of the mischief. “That's
what’s the matter.”
Whoever has experienced the
effects
of

sick and nervous headSold by all Druggists.

VEGETABLE

~

many cases the answer is, “I don’t know

feel well.”

be

a

rtments.

with Glycerine, is recommended
dies and Infants,

2,00

This is the familiar question put to every invalid. In
don’t

!

+ ©

Seld by Druggists generally.
COLGATE

What is the Matter with You?

of

: Lo

commenc Sept. 7th. (, »
Fall Term
Prov. 6. 0. RICKER, el Principal,
Mi 88 M M, k

‘Aromatic

No tices. ;

=

A

HE

the Face.

> Young Ladies and young gents appear more comely
to each other’s eyes who have smooth and clear comlexions.
(Nothing
will
eradieate
pimples
and
se
so surely and safely as Poland’s Humor Doctor, Sold by all Druggists.» It is pleasant to the
taste.

the stomach and liver. They have restored more suf.
fering dyspeptics to aetual and
permanent health
than all the other ephemeral * specifics” united.—
They have stood the test of fifty years’ experience.
They increase the appetite, invigorate the stomach,

and

TITUTE.

"pared ‘with STRUMATIC. SALTS will effectually cure
Rheumatism, Serofula, Dyspepsia and Eruptions on,

:

.

most confirmed cases of dyspepsia,

I IN

Mineral Baths at Home,—A few Baths pre-

.

3

Stomach and
will cure the

;

uction, the demand for the latter has fallen off
lly ove half. Manufactured only b
:
MCKEONE, VAN HAAG
& CO.
eopbm35) + .Philadelphia and New York. :

Foreign Missions.

SWEET ALISSUM is a pretty little garden-flower;
but if yeu want a whif of sweet elysinum,.you will find
the nearest approach to it in the heavenly odor of
PHALON’S new perfume, “FLOR DE MAYO.” Sold
by all druggists.
®

421

materials, very richly perfumed,
warranted not only
equal but stperior to the English, and 50
per cent.
cheaper. They are supe
all
80AP8

C.. W.

Rev, L. H. Witham, Biddeford, Me.
‘A. H. Heath, Auburn, Me.
* Geo, Wheeler, W. Canipton, N. H.
H.M. Lord. Sprin vale, Me.
C.E. Weld,
sq.,
W.Buxgon, Me,
+
G. H. Shapleigh, Middleton, N. H.

10, at 9

!

HONEY, GLYCERINE,
BOUQUET AND PALM.
These popular Soaps are made from the choicest

Davis, Perry, Micli., per 8S. H. Da-~
i
o’clock, A.M.
Opening sermon Friday evening 3 Mrs. Jerusha
vis,
1.35
previous, at 7 o'clock, by Rev. J. E. Davis,
pas- | Church, Litehfield, Me., per N. Preble,
£,00
tor of the North Reading Church.
Teams will be
;
:
38,75
provided to convey delegates and others, on the
Free Christian Baptist For. Miss. Soec., New Brunsarrival of the cars at Adrian onsFriday, P. M. =

Holloway’s Pills.-Indigestion,
Liver complaints.
These medicines

TLE FIELD.
4

WHITTEMORE,
98 Weybosset St, RE vidas
L., or at the Institute.
Seti
"AMERICA AGAINST ENGLAND, ,
American Company Toilet Soaps,

bath Schools. Qn Sabbath evening the Female
Fem, Miss. Soc. Lansing, Mich., per-L. B. Potter,
6,90
9.50
Foreign Missionary Society took a’ collection of Hattie P. Phillips, col. for Santivore Chapel Bell,
Mrs, Maria Champion, Starksville, N. Y., per H.
.
$12, 72, Collection and pledges for Freedmen’s
MN
G. Meeker,
a
1,00
Mission, $34.15. ' Next session with the Doyer FOaklgnd Q. M., Mich, to con, Phebe Ann Clark
and Madison Church at Biker's Corndrs, con- 3
.M., per R. L. Howard,
«10,00

commencing Saturday,

H.

‘with full ¢orps
,
For Catalogues or information,

BY EXPRESS.

that there are more than 800 children in our Sab-

Me.,

p

. Atdress’

in the market, as it is well ean

oli

i
dd

‘

Q. M., Mich.—Held its last session

with the Rome church, Saturday, June
27. Opening ‘Sermon by Elder Chase.
Reports were received from most of the churches indicating a
net increase the past year of SiX(¥-nine members.
Resolutions were
Dpied pledging continued
fidelityto the cause of
Missions, and the reports
show contributions of over $500 for benevolent
purposes within the year.
They
also show us

ference

Weeks’s
d tottL

gh

REV.'W.

LAPHA

"Books Forwarded.

_.JdonN LaFoLLETT, Clerk. -

HILESDALE

ho

R

BY MAIL.
Rev, H. I’. Lamprey, Phillips, Me.
* R. E. Cornwall, Ellington,
N.

,

8 Pen

Weeks's Mills, Me., Aug. 8, 186¢,
A.

Rogers—L,

Hf

GOOD Teacher is wantedat
to-teach a Hi,igh School; 4

A

M

. G. F. Spiller, 1.44; G. 8S. Bradley, 2.03; A. H. Heath,
,00; H. True, 6,00; H. E. Whipple, 50,00; J. J, Allen,
855 E. Tuttle, 2,60,
>
:

ing atthe depot will
;

a

day, Sept. 1st, and continue 13 weeks.
:
:
J.J. WEAGE,
/ PRINCIPAL,

21

and Greek, with

Receipts for Books.

with the Ridgeville church, commencing Oct. 16,
at 1 o’clock, P. M. Ridgeville is situated on the
Columbus and Chicago Railroad, 14 miles west of
they will be cared for.

McKoon—8. H.

C
PI Th
Pomeroy—C.

Robison

ams.

Northern Indiana Yearly Meeting will be held

them to homes” where

Morse—A. Meacham—B.

H.

aylor—
Sprague—M. K. Snow—dJ. A. Stetson (2)—W.
heelT. Tibbetts—D. F. Thompson—J . G. Tickner—G.
er—D. White—L. H, Witham—W. Walker—J, Weidman
= West—D. B., Winkley—H.
Whitcher—J,
T. Wil-

present were Pierce and

Brethren

:

Principal or

“PRAIRIE CITY ACADEMY

A. Lowell (2)—0. Murray—W.

Orne—B. P. Pavker—I. A
Phillips—J. M. Purkis—E

Head.
Next session with
the White-oak Grove
church, contineléing the third Saturday in Sept.,
at 11 o'clock, A.
M. The next session of the

find some one to conduct

--

PVHE next term of this school will commence Tues:

SALEM Q. M,, Ind. —Held its June term . with
the Bear Creek church. Enjoyed a good meetin,
in conference, Voted to receive the White-oa

Union €ity.

Wednesday, Aug. 19, un ulan, il com of
L.R. LEAVITT, ‘A. M., PRINCIPAL,
Miss MARY E. ROWE; PRECKPTRESS,

Pembroke,N. H., August 7, 1868.

Di
+ Donald—H, Emery—T, H. Fernald—C. Foss—N.Gam.
8, Gray—L.
Gilson—J. F. Granville—C. Green—
will be mon—A.
8. Hurd—S, Harvey—H. Hunter—N. Hunts—M. E.
= About 3Johnson—J,
Kelsey—J. Keen—H, P. Lamprey—A. B.

The next session

\

A WHITTEMORE, Séoy.

in Franklin. The attendance wag

held with the church at Enosburg Falls,

a

¥or further information enquire of the

Letters Received.

|

brighter than at the present time. Our missionary work, espeeially in the home department, is

mostly represented.

fv

.

ENOSBURG WA M,, Vt.—Held its Junc session

prospects been

lege? Tknow you are; and as its fiend I
request you to copy this subscription, inThe following report from thie Corresponding
8. C. ARCHER, Clerk,
sert any sum you please, fix. your own time, Secretary of the above Y.M. is forwarded Jor Missions, $17.50,
publicaton
by
vote
of
conference.
ell
sign it, and forward it—or, if notable yourSPA¥FORD Q. M., N. Y.—Held with the SpafThe Susquehanna Y. M. was organized in the |
self to subscribe, please call the. attention town of Dryden, Tompkins (os, N.Y, in Bept. ford church, June 18, 14, The churches were
pe

for the Q.

OREN SOULE, Clerk.

with the Church

revival influence, but a

Church as having lost it visibility, und whereto give immediate attention ‘to the raising 4lin there
is church property that should be secured “deeds of Christian effort?
of this fifty thousand dollars. Too much is to the denomination, therefore
* J.W. His, Cor. Sec.
Papitys
at stake to suffer a single day to be lost.—
*
Resolved; 1, That the Pa. Free Baptist MisIsay, then, that I am ready to do all in my sion society be requested to look into the matter,
and take such measures as may be advisable to
Quarterly Meetings.
power in this work, and I ask the co-opera- secure
the property.
;
tion of the tepstees, our ministers and all
2. That
Rev, B, Cogswell, Elery Cofin and
GENESEE Q. M., N, Y.~—Held its last session
other friends, Any man, woman, or child, ‘Wm, H. Goffinbe a committee to visit the Gibson
Q. M. and Franklin Church and make a thorqugh with the church in. Cowlesville. A profitable

may act as agent. The work is very sim- iny
ation of the matter relating to the Frankin church. Next session will be held with the
ple. Are you, reader, a friend of the Col‘Enst Troy church, Pa.
J. Tyrer, Clerk.

ae

good, and a.ggod degree of interest was manifested in the co
nce and the Meetings of public

:
thé ~

Fabius have eich opened a subscription for a
new meeting-house
and are moving forward with
good prospects of success.. The Fabius friends
have
a good location and a very desirable church
site, Their house is to be 84 by 48 feet with 20ft,
posts and a front and spire in the modern style

Never have

of the

WITNESS,

reap a harvest of souls.

make an onward movement with the view to
strengthen the cause within our borders?
May
not the inquiry be raised, with that trembling

their aid, sympathy or influence by any agency
whatever to the traflic, of intoxicating liquors
and thereby encourage intemperance?
os #
. 13. What constitutes the number of your church

-~Was

Dollars, and interest annually,

ai

- Would it not be well for the Y. M. to ‘take an
advanced position for usefulness and unitedly

of Revs. J. 8. Burgess and M. H. Abbey, Mission

months from date, to the order

delegate to the Y. M. to ask admission
Mp

The Sandwich Quarterly Meeting will hold

‘many are connected with your

sick-

PEMBROKE ACADEMY.

Rev. H, Whischer, Mechanics Falls, Me,
Rev. T. A. Stevens, Tyson Furnace, Vt.
n
—

who occasionally use liquor for a beverage? = °
11, How many within your knowledge have

of

hereby acknowledged to be a valuable consideration, the subscriber promises topay in

Treasurer of Bates College,

the interest of our meeting; also Bro. Blackall,
from
the same
place, encouraged our hearts by
his counsels,
Rev. L. Hitchcock was appointed

church,

sum of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars, on cendition the friends of the College would raise the
Now, “Therefore, In orderto secure the independence of sald C.llege, and to meet the condition of the said Bates’s subscription, which is

pat-

3

efficient labors much increased

there has not heen much progress. With but few
exceptions our standpoint is about the same as a Lat 2 o'clock P. M. We would solicit the prayers of all
«Christians for a revival in this section.
yo
odie
quarter of a century ago.
, W.H. H. DAvss, Clerk.

on the eleventh day of July, 1868,
subscription to the College, in the

sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars—

are

[|

ton, Mass.,
made a new

any

connected

ronize places of illegal sales, in cases
ness?
rs

4, 1868.

Form of Subscription.

THOUSAND

“ian

of your churches

removed from the Q.

The Troy Q.,M. has likewise shared in the
prosperity which usually attends the active consecrated efforts of faithful laborers.
A good revival followed the winter session of their Q. M.
held with the Barton church on the Wynecoop
Creek. Rev. W. Brown and wife have labored
long and faithfully at this place, and they now

own

he

8. How many members

10. How

Fiery

:

society

[enced laborer, has recently
M.

whom we had our spiritual birth can worshipthe

;

members of any temperance society ?
9. How many members of your churches

SiLAs Curtis, Treas.

Concord, N. H., Aug.

within the above named limits ?

8

Special

of architecture. God grant that we may soon see
a substantial, well-finished church edifice in our

the ground,
-5. What is the number of drunkards and the
It is hoped that the appealof our mis-’ number of moderate drinkers?
6. How many drunkards are. made annually
sionary whe is faithfully toiling during

the hot season,

the efficient

Q.

Rev. E. W.
ot he Grand

| Aabertisoments.

labors of Rev. John Swank, formerly of the Harrisburg Q. M. The Warren church has recently
made progress by way of improving their house
wi
per. Wi. Peters, Treas, $350 gold—in
bh
.
" D. L. Rick, Clerk.
currency.
.
50521
of worship. The Owego church is doing well—
=
1
© .+
#0, 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.
RocupsTir Q.M., N.'Y—Ileld
its last sesRev. H. 8S. Ball, pastor.. They have recently purDover, N. II.
.
.
:
>
sion witli the Parma church.
All the churches
chased a parsonage, thus furnishing a good home
*
LC}
rg
: *
Y
[TE
"were
represented
by
letters
and
delegations.
The
[3
for their pastor for years to come. The Tuscarora
meetings of worship were largely attended.
The
church is making progress in the erection of a new
preaching was calculated to awaken an interestin
house of worship, which is*now enclosed and all. We were favored with the presence of Rev.”
H. 8. Limbocker, who. preached the Word with
In Saud Luke, June 30, by Rev, I. B. Coleman, Mr,
its completion at no distant day fs placed beyond
power.
Prof. H, P. Gage wus licensed by the
0. A. Harris of Nassau, to Miss Celestia M. Hnut, of
any probability of failure.
‘A church recently Conference to preach the gospel for one year.—
Stephentown.—
also, at the same time and place, by
organized by Rev. H. 8. Ball and the writer at Collections for Missions, $19, Next session with
the same, -Mr. L. D. Cole and Miss Susan Huntington,
both
of
Malden
Bridge,N. XY.
.
ns
i
Apalachain village, and known as the Apalachain
the Walworth church; Sept. 11-13,
The clerk |
In Gilford, July 15, by
Rev. Geo. M, Park, Mr. F.
church, was received by the Q. M. at its last ses- was appointed to preach the opening sermon FriL. Wiley, late of eur Theological Seminary. and Miss
day, at 2 o’clock, P. M., and Rey. S. W. SchoonoRebecca.
W. Weeks, of Gilford.— Also, in Gilford, July
sion.
A few of our churches are weak and
ver to deliver the Sabbath School address at next
C. 8. Sumner and Misg Rintha A. Thomplanguishing, but we hope soon'fo see them reviv- session, A resolution was passed in regard to 6,son,Charles
both of Laconia.
Su
in Elton, N. Y., March 1, Mr. Edward Brown and
ed and strong. The Q. M. has other prospective
Rev. L. J. Madden, who was ill at the time; but
Miss
Emma
Deyoe,
both
of
Elton,—Also,
by the same,
enterprises, the success of which will,it is believ- the delegates had scarcely reached ‘their homes
June 28, Mr. George Humphrey and Miss Mary Deyoe.
before our dear Bro. had gone to that shining
ed, greatly increase its efficiency for good.
The
shore of which he so often sang.
~ |...
churches are generally supplied with preaching
WM. WALKER, Clerk.
and are engaged in the Sabbath school work.
Elder Asa Dodge, long a resident and an experi-

the youth and others in the

Information Waited.
ciers in town say brick will be as cheap as
wood. Timber is very high here. We
The writer was appointed chairman of a Comthought the house at Charlestown, without mittee upon Temperance, at the last session of
vestry, could be built for $500, if covered the Yermont Y. M., to procure and report, facts
with rough boards.
It will cost nearer and recommend action at the next session. I
81,000. When we bégan here we thought adopt the method of soliciting pastors, church
we could buy the lot and put up, vestry clerks and Q. M. clerks of Vt. Y. M. to forward
walls of stone for $500. It will cost $800. to me answers to the inquiries below,by letter or
The wall will be finished this week, and otherwise, by the 25th day of August:
thank the Lord for his
ood blessing on ~~ 1. What is your church doing by active efforts
the work, every dollar will be paid. We for temperapce ?
;
‘
2
planned not to ask for aid till that was 2. What is: the number of places within the

runs ‘up fast, and we want to geét into our
_ own house by cold weather,

one

ig at Latrobe,
Westmoreland Co., Pa., on
ay, Sept.
12, in connection with the Penna. Y.
M: Tot thio 3 that owe the society pay thel subscripSC;
ay i
tions doon as possible; that the society ma;
debts by 1ts next meeting and not dietonor Tte credit,
iv
J. 8. BURGESS, Miss. Agt. § Rec. Sec.
Harrisburg, Pa., Aug. 5, 1868.
2
2w21

:

Mamed

“was my privelege to baptize four mote ‘pernever to be forgotten. ~The house is only sons, making eleven in all since the June
boarded, without door or windows, but ‘it session of Q. M. Instead of there being a
has cost about $1,000,
They have money
enough to make the house comfortable and falling off in the attendance on Sabbath
they hope to finish it by winter. We held meetings during hot weather, it is if anyour first meeting there, July 19th, and it thing increasing. We are onc of the
was a blessed day.
Bro. Beverly Kirk -¢¢ poor, feeble” churches, and sincerely de. preached. He read the 5th of Romans and
spoke from the 3d, 4th and 5th verses,— _sire the prayers of brethren in our behalf,
subjegt—the Christian's trials and triumphs. that God may powerfuly revive his work
“+e
TA. STEVENS, *
They sung ** All hail the power of Jesus’ among us.
name.”
The services of
the day were very
August 5.
appropriate and deeply interesting. Bless
the Lord! we sat under own roof and none
LATROBE, PA,
Our church in Latrobe 1s
dared to make us afraid!
still having some prosperity July 26, three
If those who helped build the -heuse
could listen to the
praise and
prayers were received by baptism. As we gathered
there, they would feel well repaid.
We near the baptismal waters, as the ceremony
shall'not need. to ask for more help for of the holy ordinance of baptism proceeded,
tiem.
many hearts seemed to melt with love for
Now I turn to Martinsburg.
When will the cause of Christ, and
tears were
thesroof be on our house here? You think
you can loan us-‘only $200. I had hoped seen on the faces of many saints. God
for more, but I will try not %o be discour- grant that this may be but the beginning
aged, if in addition to this. I can raise some of a greater work.
AF.
B
by private letters, and from the Sabbath
schools and friends at home." ‘It seems imOrdination.
3
>
possible to get a thousand dollars,
ut 1
will try if you will send me $200 to begin
Bro. H. G. Meeker was publicly set apart to the
with in four or six weeks.
work of the gospel ministry, June 3d, at SchuyYou say ‘* we must cut our garments ac-

it was

-

been blessed with a revival®under

above all expensés, which was do-

throng,
incident

to be

The Owego Q. M. is, at the present time, well
united and is enjoying some degree of prosperity.
The Windham Center and Rome churches have

vided state, but it is hoped ‘that the difficul-

ties can be satisfactorily adjusted.

The Gibson Q. Meeting is thought

_in quite as favorable a condition as

ent his post office address will be Gardiner,

Me.

Rev. R. Carpenter has

become so deaf that he-is unable to preach.
No
meeting houses have been erected during the past:

could’

B. Church at Gardiner City,

session.

pids

The same

is true to some extent of Gibson, East Lenox;
and Liberty churches. Most of the ministers

Boorusay, Me.
Sabbath, July 19 I had
ing very well for the time and plade. I
had some fears about having the festival t the privilege of baptizing seven happy con£0 soon after the riot, but ‘they all left me verts and received them into the church at
Saturday night, when the people suddenly Boothbay, Me., as a part of the fruit of a rebegan singing in thejr peculiar earnest way,
‘ God delivered Daniel and why not every vival enjoyed by, us last spring.
vi- dui GIVEN,
man #¥+ It was the first hymn of praise sung
under the roof, and it thrilled my soul.

and

It may not be improper to suggest wheth-

their February

1 suppose you heard about the fearful riot
there the week before, between the blacks
and ‘whites, so very few white people
smiled on us or favored us; and we were
truly thankful to be let alone. We made

cloth,”

the

profitachurch.

threshing, but there wasa good attendance.

cording to our

but

er it would not be better for the Q. M. to seek
enlargement and- efficiency, either by additions

subscriptions may be sent to my address, or
better, to Levi W. Gilman, Esq., Treasurer

we

not work on account of ‘the heat, but they
finished it early Saturday morning.
People were very busy harvesting
and

Coming as it did from that merry
when least expected, it was an

churches,

are engaged in their werk of preaching the gospel.
Bro. A. P. Bunnell was licensed to preach at

The roof was hardly on, for the men

8150,75

upon the. head of the donor.

small

breathe Bates College, Lewiston, Maines—o0. &. c.

dust; but

persevered and had a pleasant and
ble time: It was held. in our-new

"

ren,

Mission SocieFreedmen, we
their houses of will not fall below that amount; yet the
own snaetings College gratefully accepts any donation,
witha thousand

or

propriety in the minds of many judicious breth-

tions have as yet been received less than
one hundred dollars; and I trust many
large or small,

M’s

continued existence of so small a’ Q. M. as the
Walton under the circumstances which have
attended it for several years past, is of doubtful

known ‘or unknown friend to forward that the College than a much larger sum ‘would
sum or more in a short time. This money be one year from this time. No subserip-

will come back to the Home
ty in a few years when the
trust, will be able to pay for
worship and sustain their

Q.

gaal

OCEANA ‘Q. M., Mich.—Held its last session
with the Clay Banks church, May 16-19. All

a ‘the churches were represented,
Norton hg Rssent Js4 gor, mes,

it in ‘care, will show that they
pects of the - houses of worship which are tion ha
now being erected by the Freedmen at. appreciate such magnificent gifts. I say

not in our Treasury now, and where it will
come from we know not; but we niost earn-

|

: Notioe. .
Pa. F. B, Missionary Society will hold its An-

The

12; 13. Conference
T. Mt
Pa

several fnindred
MEETING

.
rr

887. Ts second session was’ held in Windsor,

‘of others to our necessities. It will ‘take

i

12, 1868.
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&
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And fancy climbs with footfall still

Its harrowing curves that end in air.”
By day, a warmer-hearted blue

© Stoops softly to that topmost swell,
‘Whence the mind drinks imagined view

Of gracious climes where all is well.

By night, far yonder, I surmise
An ampler world than clips my ken,
Where the great stars of happier skies
Commingle nobler fates-of men.

Still master of my secret rare;

°

/

.

fo

But now it leads me everywhere,

Tis wiser to divine than clutch.

an object in

The bird I list hath never come
Within the scope of mortal ear;My prying step would make him dumb,
And the fair tree, his shelter, sere.

life, to become the

tailor, and

learn all

there is

about, the making of clothes.

to be

I leave thy covert haunt untrod,
To make a twice-told tale of God.

They say the fairies tript no mores

And long ago that Pan was.dead;
“T'was but that fools prefer to bore

Earth's rind inch-deep for truth instead,
Pan leaps and pipes all summer‘ long,
The fairies dance each fill-mooned night,
Would we but doff our lenses strong,
(7
And trust our wiser eyes’ delight.

days was of material -assistance

writing. the history of the great Roman
wars. “Just giving the word of command
toa few companies of country militialet
him into the secret of complicated battles
I build thee in yon sunget cloud,
4
and great campaigns.
‘Whose edge alluresto climb the hight;
Learn a trade, then, lads, you who aspire
I hear thy drowned bells, inly-loud,
to do something creditable and substantial
From still pools dusk with dreams sf night.
during your life. ‘Would you be an archiThy gates are shut to hardiest-will,
tect, and build the new Capitolswest of the
Thy countersign of long-lost speech,—
Mississippi ? - Well, then, go apprentice to
- Those fountained courts, those chambers still
Fronting Time's far east, who shall reach?
the best carpenter or mason within: your
| reach, Do you wish to be a sculptor, and
1 know not, and will never pry,
.| yet cannot pay a master’s fee? Insteadof
But trudt our human heart for ali:
Wonders that from the secker fly,
pining in your mother’s chimney corner go
Into an open sense may fall.
to the nearest stone-cutter’s and cut stones.

|

Hide in thine own soul, and surprise
The password of the unwary elves:
Seek it, thou canst not bribe their spies;
Unsought, they whisper it themselves.

The edurating effect of learning a good

| trade has never been sufficiently considered.
who know nothing,

The Family Circle,

| wanting

Girls.
*

James Parton says the following in'a late
number of Packard's Monthly :
~
Few persons have looked into the livedyf
so many remarkable men as I have, yet I
cannot call to mind one of the acknowlédged kings of business, who did not in early life serve a long, rigorous apprenticeship
to some occupation akin to that which he

in natural

capacity ; and

yet, so

and

runnine

steamboats, in which he gained more 4
cy than was ever before gained in a single
lifetime except by plunder. There is not today in the whole world aman who knews
as much about. steamboats and steamships
as this same Cornelius Vanderbilt.
Astor js another illustration. He learned

the fur business from the very rudiments.
© He used to beat furs from morning till night
in his master's back shop, and,

after doing

this a while, he used to take a basket of
trinkets and nick-nacks, and go round among

the sloops

and ‘markets, * driving hard bar-

Fanny

and

clothes, made puddings, cleaned paint, made beds, nor in
any other way seriously applied their minds

;

he ever. oWned.é shipand
, was: personally
familar with most of the commercial ports

long before he ever oonsigned 4 cargo to

one of them,
John Gor!

:

for

condition,

know, through

- while

_some

pleasant experiences,

Fanny

painfulas

as

that happiness waits

lin Ben

out, after thinking for a while.
“I'm the oldest and have the: best right
to go,” answered Fanny, selfishly.
** -And
\ 2
.
os
- what's) more, I'm
going ;” and she Gommenced putting on her things.
A few tears crept into the eyes

of Alice.

It would fall upon her to stay at home: she

mother to remain at home

and let” her

sis-

ter go,would grasp as her own the pleasure

to which Alice had an equal right with herself.
If the decision were referred {to her
a contention

would

soon turned her thoughts away from

the

pic -nicand its promised delights to the
pleasures and loving duties of home,

“I'm going to

The

Mafaging
tl

Ge

‘Woman.
‘

To be a-good housekeeper is ‘one of the
most essential and useful accomplishments;
and the man who secures for his, wite
one
whose edudation in this respect has
not

| heen negleetod, combined with a mild, confiding and loving disposition, has a’ host
‘wnluable tfeasure ; and if his home

¢* That was bad,” said the mother,
“And
1 suppose you wouldn't.’ do anything they
wanted to do, nor go anywhere they wanted to go.”
:
:
Fanny did not véply,
:

“How was

it, my child ?

n

Lt

Lp

al

—
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pull.

Berryer, the

!

‘ Brains” of the

while he is acting

so, nature is bis backer,

and he her mouthpiece ; then kis words arc

charms, and his deed casts fine thieads and
meshes. of attraction about all hearts, We
feel this in reading the words of all truly
biblical men. Always there is the inevitable

-

tone. They speak what they must, and because they must. Their words are vital as

legiti-

heart's blood ; their convictionis no shal:

low estuary, in which a sloop may run
aground, but an unsounded sea, heaving

wi

with the hope of a universe; and in their
must direct your eyes to the benches of the right voice we
hear day unto day guering
center; for, in order
to indicate thatthe agrees

ai

‘speech, andnight unto night showing forth

with his-friends of the eft only so far-as opposi-

:

knowledge, the primal, eternal language.

tion to the Imperial , government is concerned,
but differs with them on néarly all other points,

As of o]d, so forever; Always

there

is a

he has taken a seat apart from them. There he
sits at his desk, an old-gentleman of decidedly
aristocratic appearance, slightly stooping, but
with a very fine, expressive face, crowned with
a wreath of silver hair, ‘and fri
with . small
whiskersof the same color, ; Whenever he takes

‘thus saith the: Lord” hidden in every
word, which
proceeds from a
fectly
pure, total, and therefore inevitablé cor-.

. lofty style, his chaste, terse«diction, and the wonderful lucidity with which he handles the most
difficult and complicated questions. At
times,
vever, his somewhat theatrical action and the
" studied inflection of the voice detract considerably

turies, before the inspired simplicity of untaught men; confessing in their words an

viction.

All grosser power is flaceid and

abashed before this speech of entire souls.
the floor he charms his audience, despite his seve Through the Bible, our school-bred chrisenty-seven years, by his
full, sonorous, and fleximodesty, these many ¢enble voice; and equally charming is his calm, tendom bows in

efficacy, that no

while,

the

Thiers

studied eloquence can at-

“

French

The following is an extract from a biographical sketch
,of Faraday, the philosopher, published bf¥D. Appleton & Co. :

ROUHER.

It is now hglt-past five and M.

~

Science.
vs./ Avarice.
j

Lorraine in the middle of the eighteenth century,
a

bs

tain.
Could we but learn as well as reverence !— Wasson.

from the impressive
power of his speeches, and
even his admirers admit ge il pose un pew.”
A fact not generally Known
is that 'M. Berryer
is of German descent, and that his ancestors, a |
German family, named Mittelberger, settled in|

and assumed there, after
name ** Berryer.”

~~

Now a
rlect simplification of spirit makes
action inevitable; the man acting
in entire
wholeness does only what he must do; and

under his |
he is one of

leaves

‘We devote this department

oth

{ long inebuirsting

"1 heavy
| His

in our

through-all

restraints,

and

the

form becomesnow wonderfully animated.

fine voice

rolls sonoroisly through

the hall;

present ise
b he speaks in the most impassioned
and
more choice | with such rapidity that the phono, manner,
aphers are
extracts from Monthlies for August,
| barely able to Keep pace : and yet his‘ dictioh is
i
LIPPINCOTT’Ss MAGAZINE (Philadelphia: J. B { so faultless that he rarely takes the trouble ‘of
Lippincott & Co.) is as beautiful. to the eye and * | revising the proof-sheets of his. speeches, But,
{ ‘however impassioned

broad

ties like his.
mous,

chief from

his pocket in order to wipe

was

therefore coni-

Even

had

beforehe became so fu-

done a

little

«4 professional

This was the phrase he applied

to his purely commercial work.

His

friend,

Richard Phillips, for example, had induce
him to undertake a number of analyses
which produced, in the year 1830, an addition to his income of more than £1000; and «,
in 1831 a still greater addition. He had only to will it to raise in 1832 his professional

chest, or strikes the tribune repeatedly

with large drops of. perspiration, and without
IneTrGIting his speech, he draws his handker-

he

business.”

with the palm of his hand. For the rest, he
| defends
imperial policy in the sweat of his
There is 4 point of fusion between the animal | face wfor the
scarcely has he spoken for fifteen minand spiritual nature which we sometimes desigutes when his forehead and cheeks are covered
nate by the word temperament, used

in a wider
and more subtle than the physiological sense.—
Now it is precisely in this phase or function that
human
qualities modify intellectual—that the

he

remuneration
too high for the aid of abili-

his words may be, his action always remains sober and cool: only, when
replying to personal attacks he often smites his

as creditable to the managers as ever,
1'rom an
article on the somewhat quaint but suggestive title,—* Leathern Men,” we clip the following
moreeaux :
!
:

masters, and

lled to-choose between them. After the
discovery of magneto-electricity, his fame
was 50 noisedsabroad, that the commercial
world would hardly have considered any

~ pr takes pains to curly his fiery temper; but itis not

business income to £5000 a year,

Indeed,

this is a wholly insufficient estimate of what

he-wight, with ease, have

realised anpualagain and again.
The assembly
hangs
-breath- | Iv during the last thirty years of
his life.
lessly on his lips: but, when he pauses every
overflows and asserts itself. But in some men | nese and
in 1832, his professional business inthen for a moment or two, the majori- |
there is apparently no such fuston: their intelli- { ty bursts into tumultuo
come,
instead
of rising to” £56000 or more,
us applause, and shouts
gence se¢ms to act independently of their sentiof * “Tres bien! tresbhien!” resound
from
all fell from £1000 4s. to £155 95.
From this
| ment, or, ¥ather, they are so deficient in the lat- | quarters.
Suchis the power of his eloquence it fell, with slight oscillations,
to £02 in
| ter.that wil and language seem to complete | that when, after having
spoken
for
about
an
their being, with no intermediate harmonizing | hour, M.
1837, and to zero in. 1838.
Between 1839
Rouher, bathed jn perspiration, leaves
| and humanizing clement. There is no. magnet | the tribune, the very
smme consistent members | and 1845, it never, except in one instance,
| ism about them: Apparently incapable of en- i who applaude
d "M: Thiers speech to the echo exceeded £22— being for the most part
tering into another's consciousness by virtue of | now throng
around the minister, in order to much under this,
The®xceptional year resympathy, they rely exclusively on perception { shake hands
with him apy secure him that they ferred to
unquickened by love, unexpanded by imagina- | fully
was that in which he and Sir
agree with him.
| Charles Lyell were engaged
tion.
Without the sensitivencss whereby to in- |
by governmen!
terpret what another
feels, they are without |
| to write a report on the Hasweli Colliery ex(
THE (GALAXY,
consideration—that angel wh wh in finer organisitice passing into the hands of | plosion, and then his
;
business income rose to
| zations * gives us pause” erc our estimate of | itsnew proprietors, has developed a new litera- | £112.
| character or our appreciation of art is made, or, |
From the end of 1845 to the day of
ry
vigor
as
well
as
expanded
in its pro portions. | his death, Faraday’s annual professional busi
Lat least, pronounced.’
Moral sensibility is as es- |
It is full of life, it makes: a strong appeal to thee ness income was exaetly zero. Taking
| sential to the» grace of life as moral rectitude ;
the
| intellect without it is-a blind guide.
Itis from | popular taste, and while now and then aduittiog | duration of his life into account, this on of
{ such emotional though latent tendencies—such a
articles that suggest a .willingness to sacrifice | a blacksmith, and apprentice to a bookbindcapacity to fecl as well as to see, to. sympathize
something of value for the sake of effect, many | cr, had to decide between a fortune of £150,
{ as well as to perceive, to imagine well as to
| understand—that-all the fine and aspiring traits
of its papers would do credit to the most emi- | 000 on the one side, and his undowered sciof humanity spring.
Henee taet, delicacy, innent of the monthlies.
He chose the latter and
The number for August | ence on the other.
sight, appreciation, in all of which
Jeathern
is ‘one of the hest yetissued. . Now York: Shel- | died a poor man.
But his was the glory of
men are hopelessly wanting.
Lamb has drawn
holding aloft among the nations the scien
don & Co.
some nice and true distinctions in this regard in
tific name of England for a period of forty
lis essay on ** Imperfect Sympathies.”
That lit-.
«eral character of the Scotch mind he so quaintly
wv
HOURS AT HOME, New York: Chas. Scribner | | Jyears,
| illustrated is essentially vharacteristic of leath& Co, sustains its well earned reputation. Some |
ern men: obtuse in certain directions, they are
confident through their very insensibility ; they
of the articles in the presént number, present
«
{ offend the laws of high breeding unconsciously : feature#of peculiar interest. Among these, we
IS
|
they pronounge oracular decisions on subjects
notiee:
* Music for the Million:”
* The Family h|l
hey but partially understand, and about ersons
| Circle, Extracts from the Proceedings of the Mu- |
with whom they have never been, and
The principal clement of a tearis water ;
never
“will be,en rapport; they are entrenched in
tual Admiration
the water, upon dissolution, contains a few
Society”
Disraeli, Prime
moral hardihood and an egotism that closes for Minister of England;
”
“The Great Future Ry hundredth parts of the substance called mu
them the most human avenues of truth. With a
“ The City of New York ten Years hence 3” and cus, and a small portion of salt, of soda,or
pretension at which "wise men secretly laugh,
Interesting extracts: phosphate of lime and of phosphate of soda.
and a complacency that blinds them to all “things * Greenwood Cemetery.”
from the article, éntitled * Disraeli, Prime Minnot dreamed of in their Philosophy,» they move
It 1s the salt and the soda that give to tears
through society, public life and domestie duty,
ister of England,” will be found in another col- that peculiar savor which earned for tears
often with the utmost respectability; but bring- umn.
the epithet of *“ sait” at the hand of Greek
ing to neither sphere a single vital principle of:
—
| poets, and that of “bitter” at that of ours:
benignant efticiency—only mechanical, material,
“salt” is, however, the more correet term of
willful aptitude.
BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE for July
disposition, the nature, the

* spirit” we

them

off

are of,

What

ceived

tents:

II,

has been ro- |
the two.
table of con- orates,

and presents the following

Historical Sketches of the Reign of (George

No.

1V.—Lady

Mary

Wortley

Montagu;

The Odes of Horace; Grace Owen's Engagement—Conclusion; Peter Pindar; Motley’s His-

tory

of

the

Netherlands;

Cornelius

O’Dowd;

Marcus Antonius; Orestes; Shall we follow this
Man? Republished by L, Scott & Co., New York.

-
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r Tear?

When a tear dries, the water evap-

aad leaves behind

it a deposit of

the saline ingredients ; these amalgamate,
and, as seén through the microscope, array

themselves in long

crossed

lines, which

look like diminutive fish bones.
Tears are secreted by a gland called the
lachrymal gland,” which is situated above

the eyeball, and underneath the upper eyo! lid on the side nearest the tem le. Six or

| seven tfoendingly fine channels flow from

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

it along gnd under the surface of the cyelid,
discharging their contents alittle above the
“delicate cartilage which supports the lid.
|
wv The. Secret of Power.
oI is these channels or canals that carry
the tears into the eyes. “But tears do no.
other comparatively insensible thereto;
Simplification js, then, the secret.
the one alive to every appeal td moral recogniHe flow only at certain moments and mnder certion, the other only to that which addresses curithat ean rightly
@§mplify has the magician’s tain circumstances, as might be supposed ;
osity ; the one entrenched in, the other radiating wand.
Commend me to the man who sees their flow is continuous; all flag and all
from, consciousness; to the former sentiment
where the ngjl is, and hits it on the head,— night, although less
is
abundant y during
an avenue of trutho the other a speculative
Distraction isthe devourer.
weakness; one seeks an end with remorseless,
Even he that sleep, they trickle softly from their slender

self-contained Jentinnetty isthe other is “diverted
therefrom by disinterested enthusiasm, by candid relations with others; to the latter “life be-

gins with renunciation ;” to the former with decision

of character; will isthe law of the last:
love, in its widest sense, of the first.
:
Leathern men may be pre-eminent] y respectable, and are often efliciently executive; they may
be irreproachable, according to any recognized

code, in domestic and social relations; they may,

indeed, go through
all the conventional offices,
the external duties of life, all the requirements
of society, in the most exemplary mauner; and,
in the social and civie economy of the world,
they may be among
the most useful of human

beings; but, nevertheless, in all Mya Prosupposes
high instinets, delicate perception, pure enthusi-

asuly
that

profound sympathy, deep tenderness—in all
pertains to the soul in distinction to

the
-mind, and the heart in distinction to the will==in
all that belongs to magnanimity
‘and froe and
Vid “ division of the records of the mind,” ferin
the ministries which hallow the most elevated
and essential human relations—they are, as
were, adrift, without significance, glien—lenth-it
ern. Scarcely a patent profanation in press or
pulpit, a solecism in current manners, an incongru in modern society, a check or chill in human intercourse, but. may be tracedto leathern
men—the intervention of egotism where sympathy is wanted, the intrusion of arrogance where’

receptivity should{e

Phe law, the cneroachment

of the willful upon the ApOiuncous, of the arro-

«gant upon the reticent,

the leathern

upon

the vi-

tal in love and life, in fiteratupe, worsh

ciety,
3

‘

£0-

d
3

bur.

.

vi.

Harreg's Mostuuy (Harper & Bros, Now
York,) contains readable articlés upon n great

simplifies

downward,

and

bends himself

undividedly to an inferigr purpose, will command effect, und is chiefly the man to be

"

/

{

sluices, and spread glistening ever the sur-

faceof the pupil and eyeball, giving. them
that bright, enamel and Yimpid “look” which
feared.
But he who simplifies, not as na- is one of the characteristié signs of health,
ture does; but aseshe forbids, makes nature
Itis the ceaseless movement and contrachis enemy, ard hides a contradiction in his tion of the #yelids that effect the regular
own being.
Powerful aiid mischievous
for spreading of the tears ; and the flow of these
a day, he is impotent to-morrow and for- has need to be constantly remewed in the
ever, © Simplify your heing according to way just mentioned, because tears not only .
its true order, then you row with the tide phone after a few seconds, but also are
of eternity, and even a feeble stroke carries

you far,
There is

:
in almost

every

man

force

¥

enough, if not for what the world applands

as eminent prosperity, yet for all true success, were it only pure force,
Unhappily, too often it is 56 mixed and counterac

ed in us, that out life is but a neutral salt

C¥rried away through two little drains, ocall-

eit “lachrymal points,” and situated in the
corner of the eye near the nose.- Chamber's
Journal,
a

oy

|

A Mixed

we

|

Family.

.

r——

between an acid and an alkali. We are like

A goutleman well known to one of our
Ships that hang in ‘the wind with the top.
friends relates the following curious family

sails aback, pressed both ways and going
neithér'way, It is waste that makes want,

in the souk

as elsewhere.” *As no rail

experience;

«

7!

got acquainted with a young widow who
lived with her step-daughter in the samo

can be se thronged with travel but ill-phanagenient whl make it a poor propert§, so

there is no productivity of native

ried the step-daughter of my wife; my wile

dissipate, and there

Iam the step-father of m

house; T married the widow ; ny futher suas

>

but 4 bad
economy will bring it to mught, Simpliei- ‘becamo the’. mother-in-law and ‘also the
daughtor-in-law of my own father; my
ty: of spirit conserves, makes
action return ‘wife's glap-dau
ghter is my step-mother, an d
to feed its own roots; hogin to divide
or
is a

motherindaw ;

your my step-mother, whois
the ste
anghtor
bank, which will break it in runthe upon
end, What
avails it that
a fine Srp is raised, if it be ofmy wife, has a boy; he fs naturally’ my

all destroyed in thweld by mice and other
urged the variety of subj
oets
mid, ,ak usial, will not goa vermin, so that only ‘straw .comes to the
mwbe assured mother,
ih
;
begging for readers, From an article
| that the fault is with himself, and he does Co HadwT as much right to have
no such aids to unthrift
d garner? Keep
my “A Visit to the French Corps Lagislatif,”entiflé
which your estate, Make war with traps and ‘or.
not possess the manly and gentlemanly at- way about things as any of them" de. #ketehes vory finely the princi
Frenchpal
Stags. | Tigrs Tar upon the vanities; the timiratios, the’
{ tributes nocessary for'such a partner | life, manded Fanny. “There was that Kate men, we quote the following :
sélf-flatterios, and sordid wishes, that do.
We comm
the following
end
vour your Spirialfiubstunce; for these are
just and uth. Lowis~I can't bear her! If she said, “Lot'|
THIERS,
“
pg
ful remarks to the attentionof our readers : ‘us do this,"or ‘Lot
If we col
hd
.
i
‘
ug
Ie
tho assembly,
t is not mere force that is so
our eyes full, in’
.
\
reatly
n is a pearl among agréedin a minute,”
the first place, on a cor went little
{na cof- needed. -The force that draws up or sap’
go—real Knowledge, women; sheis ore of. the prizes in the great “You with the gst," said the mother
feeshrown coat, occupying one of themanfront
seats
,
of
an.oak,
whose branches shall one day be
of the left center,
evidently dissenting from
is only, acquired hy be- lottery of life, and the man who draws her
“ Indeed, "then, and I didn)" replied all the conclusions andwhich
Ollivier arrives at. His timbdrs for a ship of the line, is perhaps, at
coming -pmatigally familiar with methods may réjoice for the restof his days. Better Fanny impatiently. * Kate
denso
gray
which he ‘combs forward, pro- any given moment trifling, ‘A very little
Lewis
can't trudes beyonhair,
d his high sforehead and expansive
ingvitabloness is better than much power to
0)

agreeable agd pleasant, lie

is not

oe

i

it, and upon him, for of him something is to conie.

also, the first tenor of the Cham| ber, He eammences his speech ina very «quiet
| and subdued manner, and it is observable that he

stay,” she said, coming
ance of homily tasks. - They have missed back
into her mother’s room with a bright
the precious eduention which comes : of
face and’ cheerful voice.
carefully dene work.
If any good soul
“ Are you, dear?”
It was all she said ;
would take half 4 dozen of these unfortunate
but in her tone and looks there waswa precbeings, and give them a good three years’ ious
heart-reward for Alice.
°
drill in the work of a well-ordered house,
‘“ He's beer so sweet all day!” said Alice,
thgseducating effect would astonish every coming
in where her mother sat hy a winone who knew them. * You cannot boil an
ou ever look steadily into the eyes of an
dow with the cool airs of the late afternoon ba
Mnimal and speeciilate upon the line of demarcaegg precisely right without getting a little
fanning her wasted cheeks. She had a tion between the sagacity of brutes and the soul
education out of it.
of man ag indicated by the visual organs? Did
:
you ever, in leaving the presence of a person of
~ Compare the mechanid? in the Novelty weary look.
| “+“And you . have heen
ZeInperumeni an knowledge without love,
sweet too, my cold
Works with the clerks in Stewarts store,
muse upon the weariness and exhaustion incidarling!
”
answere
d
the
mothér,
in a very dent to such intercourse? Did you ever, ina
The elerks are excellent fellows; they look
| tender voice, as she laid her
of strong feeling, endeavor to win such
hand on Alice's moment
well, dress well, understand their business,
a one to chivalric sentiment, to liberal interprehead.
“I
dontkn
ow what 1 should have tation or to humane sympathy, and find yourself
and are in every respect woithy ~members
done without you. It has been one of my thrown back as by an impervious nature?
If. BO,
of society ; but our best mechanjes have
perhaps it has dawned upon you that there are
a
oe¥tain forceof manhood, a weight-of char- weak days. But yon look tired, dear,” she two races 6f men, two kinds of human creatures
** Sit down in that ‘easy-chair and —one with nerves, the other without; one havacter, and a depth of reflection rarely seen added.
ing an organization responsive to temperature,
rest
yourself
. Come, Eddy.”
in those who only buy and sell;
: light, sound and atmosphere,
with vital sensibili=
tw, the
And

flinging out the words angrily.
*“I never saw such a mean set of girls in
my life. They wouldn't do anything 1
wantedto do, nor go’ anywhere 1 wanted
to go."
:

RDIGESIN, there if Jolly

sue chiefly to a continuation of the

woods.

|

:

push and

for the restoration of the “good old times" and
for the accession of the Count de Chambord to
the Fretich throne. In order to find him vou

Cried

well

LL

While onco convdysing with Faraday
Do not forget this, dear children. Keep | amidst the most enthusiastic acclamations of the
Tajority of the tribune, which M.
now on science. in jts relatipns to commerce and
it sdgvays in mind, andit will not only save ascends with a quick, firm step. . As Rouher
he composes | litigation, he suid to
fie, that at a certain
himself to Sheak the noise in the hall dies away |
you many unhappy hours, but put warm
eriod of his career, he was forced definiteagain, as if hushed by a magician’s wand, and the
floods of sunshine and joy into your hearts. members who left their seats in order to congrat- y to "ask himself, and finally to decide
| ulate M. Thiers return thither in hot haste.
—("hildren’s Hour.
M. whether he should make wealth or science
! Rouher is acknowledged to be the best speaker, the pursuit of his life.
He could not serve
: :
| or, as he is ealled

-up a small pic-nic party, and were going to
spoke

YO

fast friend,

ii
from very shame and wretchedness.
:
. Dear little readers, need I, ask any of
you, even the youngest, what made all thi
difference ? » Already you have came to

:

she

Uh A

his)

BERRYER.
:
It is but natufal that, after seeing Thiers, you
desireto take a look at his old rival, but now

In what different states of mind were the
two girls at the close of this. day! Alice,
awakened from a brief but refreshing slee p
by the entrance of Fanny, sat, with tranquil heart and peaceful face, looking at her

Alice did" nof reply, but sat down quietly.
Her disappointment was keen, for some
little girls in the neighborhood had made
says,”

KL

arrow-heads;

the most illustrious men of the age=Adolphe

feeling so miserable; afid she broke out

that,”

“It will be as mother

of

Thiers, Louis Philippe’s, 'minister, the historian
of the Revolution,
the CUonsnlate and the Empire—once a poor, friendless journalist; and now
one of the wealthiest and most celebrated states.
men, authors. and orators of France.

into a fit of sobbing and ciying.

“I'm not going to stay at home, Miss
Alice! You can make your mind-up for

have a pleasant day in the

a number

enjoyment when you left this morning.”
mate party, and idol of all the old countesses and
This was two much for Fanny, already '| duchesses waiting in the” Fagtbourg' St. Germain

kind

:

' like

dmg

TT

apair of keen gray eyes are flashingX
spectacles. Look closely at him, for

from your acwanted every-

Alice,

gains with boatmen, Indians and marketshe held out her hands for the child ?
. men for such skins as they had brought to
I should be very sbrry to say anything to
town. By-and-by he shouldered_his pack, disparagour
e institutions of learning. Nev- but he clambered into Alice's lap and laid
his eunnjng little head against her bosom,
and tramped the country for peltries; and, ertheless, /I feel
confident that an intelligent
Both were tired—loving sister and sweet
extending his journey, at length he became youth, who
vemains at school until he is sixpet brother. *It secmed hardly a niirfute
familiar with every place, every tribe, and teen or seventeen,
and then apprentices
every person connected with the far trade himselfto a good’
before they were asleep; and as the mothtrade, can get'a better
in North Americas Then he went to Eg- edueation oat of his shop,
er, with eyes that were fast growing dim,
(with an hour's
looked at their tranquil faces and quiet
rope, and learned all about the market for study ‘of
-principles in the evening) than it
forms,
furs and their prices in every part’ of the is possible to
she thanked the -good Father in
gét in any college in existheaven for a gift so precious and beautiworld.. Few men have ever understood a ence—that is 18 say,
a better education for
‘
ful.
thing €0 well as Mr. Astor understood the this néw and formin
g country, wherd, for | Bang
I'went the door, startling the mothbusiness of collecting, caring and selling’ fifty years, at least, to
come, no man can | er from peaceful
furs. He knew it, not asa clerk might haye hope to play a leadin
thoughts and “rousing
g part, exeept in wield- Alice
from the light slumber into which
_ known it; he knew it as a man knows the ing material forces,
:
she had fallen. In came Fanny, all in
trade to which he has served a long apprenI say, then, lads of sixteen, if “you would
toeship under n watchful and exacting mas. lay-a foundation for asure prosperity, begin disorder, and threw herself into a chair,
ter.
by learning.a trade. - If you would escape looking the picture of unhappiness.
:
.
‘‘ Hav
youehad a pleasant time” asked
Another case in point was the first Roths- the perdition of being a fool, learn a trade.
child, who, from his twelfth to his twenty- If you would do a man’s part for your ¢oun- the mother, speaking with a kind interest
oh
seventh year, laboriously acquired a knowl- try, begin the workof preparation by learn- in her voice.
‘Pye have a horrid time! answered’
edge of money, first as an errand-boy ‘and ing a trade.
;
: Fanny,

tnoney- counter to his father, and afterwards
. us banker's clerk.
:
"Girard, too, wus ® thorough sailor before

te

nearer to

were not in just the best state of’ mind

“ T'wish it were mot so,” the mother added feebly ; but I would be in bed, sick, be-

feeling had died out,

gt

-

-

If a man be entitled to Say.
round, intelect
ssualfacetoils;
bearsbuttheowtraceshsHndi
of long #| ag
at the
r years of beardle
diet ather,”
of Worms,
‘Here:
I stand;pmI can
dono
have an
eye

seri-

- getful of its own' case,
or comfort , or
were standing before her when she said pleasure, seeks
the comfort and blessing
this. She saw their countenances fill.
of others,
2

mother,

§

——,

;

miserable

spring up, and
| empty are they of sense and reflection, that then Fanny
would speak and actin a w ay
{ often when I look intg their expressionless to cause
her distress of mind.
countenanees, I find it difficult @ believe in |, “If mother
were to make Fanny stay at
{ the immortality of their sofffs.
It seems
home,” Alicé said, in her thought, “« she
more reasondble to believe that such abor- would
pout, and fling, and act so ugly that
tive efforts of nature would be quietly abthere'd be no comfort with her: and mother
sorbed or dissipated like the leaves which isn’t strong
enough to bear it.”
ho
flutter tote
ground, and are nomore seen.
The tender love that Alice held in her
What is the matter with these poor crea- heart
for both her mother and dear little
tures?
The matter is, they have never two-year old
Eddy was all-prevailing, and
boiled potatoes, ironed

afterwards exercised; and in which his great -and hands
to the exact and skillful performsuccess was made.
was a boatman,

Her two little girls,

I

mI

2 | temples

hp
own.” es

mother

have come

willof your own.
Ifind,
count of things, that you

have to

saw that.
Fanny was selfish and strongWhy have we, now-a-days, so many &iii- | willed, and
unless postively ordered by her
+pering, silly girls about,

can do nothing, and are nothing ? They have
been to school long enough to get-aiiffic
knowledge, and they do not appear to he

+: Perhaps,” answered her

wi’

the day for pleasure, not caring how wearLily it might pass for her, and pitied her

The tiny
Sisters.

|

Monthly.

nos”

;

12, 1868.

to lgok into her pale face, and on’ her thin, not on‘any selfish demand, but creeps
weak body to know that.
La | lovingly "into eygry heart which, for.

to: his#®n

City of Elf-land, just without

the.

wo

:

the truth, my child, if you had said a self-

stay at home,” said the mother, ‘Hannah's

with his head

Our seeing, marvel ever new,
Glimpsed in fair weather, a sweet doubt,
Sketched-in, mirage-like, on the blue,

sloop captain, and steamboat captain for
nineteen years before he set up for himself

lead i

conducted) and the overshadowing cloth- fore the day was half
over, if 1 were left
ing houses of Brooks or Devlin? Why noth- alone with Eddy.
Some one has to_he afing but thirty years’ growth,
od ter him all the time.”
The knowledge which a clerk acquires is |
Fanny pouted and scowled, 1 am soy to
part of the indispensable equipment of a man | say. Alice
looked sober and dfsappointed.
ofbusines§; but it is far from being so vi- They went from
their mother's room withtal to a grand success as that which comes ‘out speakiig.
- When-so faraway, that her
from a true apprenticeship. "Gibbon says
voice cotld not be heard, Fanny said, in a
that going out with the militia on training sharp,
resolute tone, from which all

“And envy Science not her feat

Shon

-.

¢

rr

phoat,1 have
by Pea mind
Pw
| other girls.
of my

father is sick, and I promised her that she
should go to see him ; and I cannot take the
care of Eddy all day.”
:
:
Of course she could not. You ‘had only

Now what
is the difference between
a
small tailor-shop (well placed and ‘well-

Sing when thou wilt, enchantment fleet,

-

%

-

TCrm

unhappy sister, who had selfishly claimed

“I'm sorry ; but one of you will

Having ac-

only, but with his fingers “as well—nothing
would be easier than to set up a small shop..

TTT

a

5

Though she has to teach the same

2

known

Those angel-stairways in my brain,
That climb from our diminished days.
To spacious sunshine far from pain.

of building

ERY

Be

1 feel certain that the best thing he could
do would be to apprentice himself to a good.

quired that knowlédge,—not

in the business

:

ordering, and never less than hopeful of a
favorable result.

;

Sing on, sweet bird, close-hid, and raise

Vanderbilt, for example,

;

A

—

thing over and over again, still she iS never weary of her vocation of arranging and

proprietor

to strike into PV

The song itself must lend the wings.

and

inaction.

of an establishment like this—what would
be the shortest and likeliest path for him

Behind the hill, behind the'sky,
Behind my inmost thought, he sings:
No feet avail; to hear it nigh,

——

AT

nm ha.

:

AUGUST

Ts

ed white with sterile sand.

clerkship to mastership.
el
‘‘ Suppose,” thought I, *‘ a'lad of sixteen
or-seventcen should propose to .himself, as

From former good, old overmuch :
What Nature for her poet hides,

the large

ww

—

with moss flowers when ll avound is bleach- | ously, ‘“ you would

ten years before, I could not but reflect how
little chance, they had to advance from

Forever to the new it guides,

-

ay

;

STAR:

bg

perfect- | of pleasant water, whose banks are fringed |

| skillful and obliging persons had seen there

. Once tried, the path would end in Rome,

Boys

a

MORNING
A

another, and
Have neither motive nor desire to sever the connection. . And yet, on
that occasion, seeing around me the same

I look’and long, then haste’ me home,

+

Va

7s

The managing
| way, where many of us go, occasionally, woman can do anything; and she does
for the rehabilitation of our outer man. It everything well
;
was in the grand upper room of this palacePerceptive and exceutive, of quick sight
like store, ‘where I was being measured for
and steady hand, she always knows exactly
|'a coat, that I conceived the idea of writing . what is wanting, and supplies the deficiency
this article. In well-conducted establish- witha tact and cleverness peculiar to herments of every kind, you will notice the self. She knows the capabilities of persons
‘same faces year after year; for able men as well as things, for she has
an intuitive
naturally gather able menaround them, and knowledge. of character. The managing
employers and employed, by reciprocal jus- woman, if not always patient, is always entice and courtesy, become attached to one ergetic, andrean never
be disappointed into

Through sallow slopes of upland bare,

To

2

tse

, There is a noble establishment in Broad-

.

Atlantic

=

I

ing it until he can do it easily and

ONE

———

—

=

and processes—such knowledge, in fact, as | than riches, she is a fore. in
a, man gets by takinghorsel
ps
hold of work, and de- gold mine never failing in its yield—a
spring

‘It mounts athwart the windy: hill,

o

4
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:

sana

wr

0 etry
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step-brother i but because he is* the son of

my wife's stop-danghter, s6 is my wife the
grandmother of the little boy, and 1am the
‘andfather of my step-brother; my wife
has also a hoy;
quently, the sé rw
my boy, and is
also his grandmother, becaiss he is the

child of

by

brother-in-law of my won, beeause he has
got his stop-sister for a wife; I am the brothmy own son, who is the son of my steper of

mother; 1 am

the brother-in law of my

mother; my wife is the auntof herbwn

son ;

my son §is the grandson of my father, and 1
¢
am-my own grandfathér,

~~

- Disraeli.

iso Mab
SAL

Hours at Home for August contains an

English statesman

ntary
{rom his early career until the present time. that of

Disraeliorator waswas

difficula

and

cclatant,

g in
After speaking of his parentage, education | coming. Gladstone's firsts techand waslona.re-

and early literary efforts, the writer says: markable triumph, and Engh
Seldom has biographical history recorded

name and lineage; to rise, if it were possible, by the forceof genius alone—and he

seemd to have had unbounded confidénce in

his own—above the factitious merit of noble

birth and aristocratic caste. He boldy entered the literary arens and bore off a palm ;
he was famous alreadyin one of the two
n:
great objects which he proposed to himself;
it was sufficiently demonstrated that he
could write in the solitude of his closet,
hooks, which, put before the world, would

be eagerly
seized and devoured. An ordinary ambition might have been conteng with

this: for both

fortune

and celebrity were

within his grasp. He might, in a few years,
‘acquire 8 generous income, and-retire, long

before middle age, upon his Iagrels. But
this point'was no sooner -gainall, than his

restless and aspiring spirit turndgl toward a
new and far more difficult fieldy
With a
strong will which was stren
ed by a
high ambition, he devoted himself to polities, * He’read them in his study ; he talked

elocution

was an essential to success,

“and observing, with self-complacent satisfaction that few statesmen of the day were

accomplished

art with
for it.

declaimers, he studied that

zeal, already

He

provided with a taste

appeared

as an

orator,

and a

second success was achicved.
People be2an.to talk of him as a promising young
politician, and hold up their hands in
amazement that this stripling: of a Jew
should exhibit such various and shining tal-

-ents.

‘

+» He must have been himself surprised—
this young, untitled, foppish, rather cynical,
thoroughly radical, imaginadive, son of an
.Israelite—to find himself, one day, sitting
on thé benches of Parliament

]

as a member

of the: House of Commons.
This was, in
truth, a great stride for him, to discover
himself sitting side by side with the sons of
Dukes and Marquises, to look about and see
on the same benches where he was entitled
to sit, the famous men whom he had thought
of with such awe all his life—Sir Robert
i’eel, and Daniel O'Connell, and Lord Stan-

the

first statesman of’ England!

seems {o have taken-his

with

Still,

he

good fort¥ne very

coolly, to have reflected ;on his new -posi-

tion with rare equanimity, and to have Red
his eyes with more determination upon the
far off goal of his aspirations. “He was in» troduced, at the beginning of his political

career, to Lord Melbourne; ‘the leader of
the Liberal party and then- Premier, as a

promising young .member, who was anxios to vise; the
natured Minister,

with a smile, turned to him and said, “Well,

Mr. Disraeli, what would you like to be?
*“ Prime Minister of. England, my -lord,”

was the frank and serene response...”

sa

Thus, at the beginning he saw the end of

his political career.

There

was, at the

time he

entered

the

House of Commons, (now some thicty-four
or five years ago) a youmg member who

of Phy-

an Is-

that to-day successful results canbe promised

singular series of events, to-day—both hav-

ing changed sides, and each thinking now
what the other Whoushp
the beginning.—
Gladstone entered Parlinment unter the patvonage

of the

Duke of New

Castle,

and

carried with him there as well the High
“Tory and High Church
principles, as the
nthusiastic hopes of the niversity of OxIe was destined as the futare chief
of the Tory
party, as its’ strongest man
among’ the rising
generation. = He was

ond.

looked upon as the

¢ ampion of the Estab-

lished Church, in all its ancient

powers, and abuses;

privileges,

and he was welcomed

to Parliament by all the great men of the old
Tory coterie, which had warred upon the
United States and
Napoleon I., which had

when there was so much douht a ‘score or
two of years ago. The twins contemplate
visiting Paris for the purpose of having the
operation performed,
Ci
4

Lord Lyndhurst, West-

moreland, and Buckinglim,
Disraeli,

on the coptrary, began

ical life as a radjeal

AN

his

polit-

liberal, Sho had no

aristocratio ties, no

Wniversity prestige—

was the pet of no Church, of no caste; he|

naturally allied himself with radical. men,
because, a Jow and a plebean, he had noth-

in,
Pe Py

to hope for from the ancient ruling class

i] ngland., He was loud for reform, bitter
against the
ocracy and the Church ; al-

most preached Democracy, and doubtless
would have quite done so, had he quite
dared, To-day Se
sition of each is strikingly different.
Disraeli has

ond,and th sont of into
ry

an

‘hurch

party-—e

its

To
Pri

s

, on
[3]

;

the

y at

other hand,

Her

mind

Rev, E. Bean.

6.0. F

:

|
i

;

Mr. Smith had: resid-

burial were held, in the présence of a large
of citizens and friends, by

where

com-

whom

TONIC

he was

ighly esteemed. His mother outliving his father many years, Sorrows over a son so suddenly

cut down by

death,

yet not

as having n 0

Prostration,

AND

a

3

STIMULANT

I8 REQUIRED.

and

This Medicine is a

<

;

Proprietor of the European

In the Spring and Summer Months,
the system naturally undergoés a change,and HELM-

mons,‘to get a hearing, to four forth his much.
thoughts, in order to be decreed the laurel, ]
Economy is a great revenue,
and to be in the mouths of all men. His
Silence answers much,
P)
failure taught him how different a thing

statesmanship and eloquence was from novel writing, and then he set to work in. earnest. It was greatly to his credit that he
would not let himself be crushed.

And that

Has been, throughout his life, perhaps his
most admirable quality—that no reverse, no
misfortune, has ever been able to abate his
energy, to make him

falter, or

to turn his

eyes from the grand prize which he

has at

Gradually he reached that

same eminence as a debater and ds an orator, which Gladstone had reached easily at
the first leap; and then began that memorable series of gladatorial contésts between
‘theetwo, which have not yet ceased.
Disraeli at length beYears passed on.
‘came to be felt as a power-in parliament,
changed his volitics, and, from being an extreme radical; he has for more than

a score

of years stood only second to Lord Derby
in the leadership of the Tory party.. On
Derby's resignation of the Premiership of
England, in February last, Disraeli became
his successor.
The conclusion
cle contains the following fine

of the artidelineation

of his character: Disrael, it

is certain

would

never

have

reached his present height, had he not

far different stuff in

him

from

that

had

which

"

SWAMSCOT
Machine
SOUTH

manship, Suing

rather. than

astuteness,

erthfowing

him like an impetuous Achilles,

unsoured by many and long endured adversities, Disraeli has been the greatest master
of purely partisan cunning who has lived in
the present century. He has kept, and still
holds, a great party and a proud caste,
which distrust and almost abhor ‘him, quite
under his subjection ; he speeds the parting
colleague with a placid smile ; and he holds
hig high responsibility with an ease and
race which only the most complete self-reance could sustain: Few men have been
more indomitable workers; and perhaps
never was a case known wherein a man, not

find himself defeated, his

friends

alienated

from*him, and his hopes dashed, by. a reform for which he himeelf had long. and

eancetly labored.

The Siamese

:

Twins.

She

member of the F. W. Baptist church
many years. * Sermon hy the writer,
4
Wu.

an

of the Siamese twins--Chang
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OF SARSAPA

»

Ask for HEMBOLD'S.

Take

5

CONCENTRATED

Hie

:

’

Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to
the Lisbon Diet Drink, and one bottle is equalto a ~

gallon of the Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions
as usually made.

0

HELMBOLD'S
Ooncentrated
is the

and
be

MACHINE.

American

Catarrh

Remedy.

Sewing

-

it

to

give

Immediate

are

to rules of Pharmacy

the

most active that

can

“made.

and druggists from

all

parts

of

and themode of prepavation
mous commendation.

superiority will
as set forth in

HIGHLY

the

United

received

:

States,

their

CONCENTRATED

TRACTS are pleasant in taste and odor,
ate in their action.

unani

FLUID

Ex

and immedi

NONE ARE GENUINE, unless done up in the steel
engraved wrapper, and signed,
H. T. HELMBOLD.

-

truly

CONCENTRATED

is the gfeat Blood Purifier,

according

and

Buchu

My laboratory for the manufacture of Fluid Ex“tracts has been visited by thousands of physicians

Remedy.

I can

HELMBOLD'S

The best test of their purity and
be a comparison with the properties
the United States Dispensatory.

The proprietor
was compelled
wrapper, becavse of the growing

articles, and. tg prevent
counterfeiting.

to adopt such a
popularity of his

spurious
Era

and

dangerous

H. T. HELMBOLD, druggist, of eighteen years’ experience, and manufacturer of HEMBOLD'S GENU-

say

INE PREPARATIONS.
8
Principal Depotsi~HELMBOLD'S DRUG AND CHEMI
CAL

WAREHOUSE,

No.

594

BROADWAY;

Now

York,

next Metropolitan Hotel ; and HELMBOLIY’S MEDICAL

CHARLESTOWN, Mass, 1867,
D. J. Demevitt Dear Slr:—I cannot refrain from an
expression of the greatest gratitude to you; indeed I have
no language to express the great.-benetit I have received
from your North Amgrican Remedy. For ten years I
was afflicted with chronic Catarrh, gradually growing
worse, until I had almost become a burden to myself and
those around me, I was induced by a friend to fry your
remedy : I have used not quite one package, and to my
astoa ishment T am entirely cured.
[say to thase afflict
ed with Catarrh, try it, and you will be cured of that annoying diseadp.
MARY BAKER,
147. Warren Street.
These testimonials are a sample of what we are daily
warrant

prepared

Chemistry,

HELMBOLD'S

.

:

great diuretic.

Both are

.
| 8 |
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CONCENTRATED EXTRACT

SAFETY.

For the simplicity and perfect finish of the

your North

instils the vigor ot

purges

Extract -Sarsaparilla

"Two

8,64]
{hat I received more relief by one application than all
»14 { others that I'have ever used, less than one package has
1,43 | entirely cured me, I heartily recommend it.to all-who
| may be afflicted with Catarrh,
:
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DANIEL STONE, Proprietor; Union House,

advertisement in another column,

Depot,

No. 104 SOUTH TENTH St., Philadelphia,

BOLD

BY

DRUGGISTS

EVERYWHERE.

Price $1 25 per bottle, or gix bottles for $6 50.
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TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
HE LOD1I MANUFACTURING COMPANY, the
oldest and lap,
cern of the kind in the Uni-

and JDer-

.. | manent reliefas can be attested by thousands who have
ted States, possessing extraordinary facilities ‘for the
| used it,
Sold i all Drugeists, Price 81,25 a package.
manufacture of Fertilizers, controling exclusively the
v: o
RITT & CO., Proprictorse
night-soil,
offul, bones and dead animals of New
York,
Tested free at thelr office, 117 Hanover 8t., Boston, —
Brooklyn
and Jersey cities, as also the great Commu2
PEroRe purchasing the Metropolitan Organ, or | Send for Circular,
nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit eustom _
Wholesale
ents
in’
Boston—G:
C,
A
Goodwin
_&
Co,
.)
any Organ, Melodcon
or Piano, yon may learn |
ers
Carter & WIIEH Weck & Potter.
wis
how to save money in purchasing and also how to
preserve your instrument and always keep
it in!
tun e, by addressing
L.L. HARMON, :
4 ood rtf]
THE BAKER AND RANDALL ORGAN.
3mo
Portemouth, N. NH

8,000 TONS
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Measrs,
| of
Providence,

er.
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Randall,

Manufacturers

at

R. I, for several years past, and do. not
hesitate to set down their Instruments as equal in

|
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those made at any other establishment in the country.
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MOTHERS!

Children Teething.

ration has been used with

JUNG SUCCESS IN THOUBANDS OF CABES,
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
rates the stomach and bowels,
corrects
acidity, and gives tone and energy
to the whole
system. Itwill
also instantly
ve
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colic.

EDD TN ToS WORLD, pat canes
cal of BEM.

ENTERY and DIARRH(EA IN CHILDREN,

+,

whetlier arising from Seuthing or any other cause:
Full directions for using
will accompany each
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Eye.
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DR, E. KNEGHET

Eye.

has discovered a new treat

ment fox the EXE and EAR, by which he
is curing
some of the worst cases of Blind.
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Deafness ever known, without in.
.
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striiments or pain,

CANCERS!

DR, KNIGHT'S new treatment for Cancers surpnssos all others noyw in nee, Itcyres without knife, plas.
ter or pain, and heals without a scar. Fvery kind of
disease treated with great success. Humors of every
nd eradicated from the system, No charge for con-
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0% OUNCE OF GOLD will be fren for every ounce of
CH ARMING story of College life and morals, 7 adulteration found in- B. PT. Babbitt’s Lion
Thig
is roasted, ground, and sealed
y the popular author of *‘ JAMES MORAN,” €offee,"”
*ZApoc HULL “A Brsten's A
2 &e., beging “herme telly ’* under letters patent from the’ U, 8. Gov.
In the August nuniber of the SABBATH AT HOME, ernment, AU the <¢ aroma’ls saved, and the coffee presentsa Tiel) Hlosey appearance. Every family should use
aad will
continued several months, Also a larg
is 15 to 20
per cent, strenger (han other pure
variety of other interestin,
ing for both old a
oun A Price 2
per year. Bingle
numbers twenty |
. One can in every Jwonty contalns a $1
“For
salé
everywhere. If your grocer doés
J g Pu
:
Tr
go
Society
and will not get it for you, send your
Cornhill, Boston, a@ For saleby ne
ealers, 1420 not keep this coffee,

1 come.
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. Dr. 8.8,

of 8.8. FITC

4 Broadway,
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New York,

Packed in bbls. of 256 1bs. each,

BONE

direct to the factory.

Washington

B.T, Bapsirt, Nos. y

:

DOL-

DUST.

1—COARSE and FINE. MIXED
2-FINE, suitable
for Drilling, 3—FLOURED BONE.
4

¥5-WE

WARRANT

OUR BONE

Packed in bbls, of 250 Ibs.

TO ANALYZE PURE.

each.” For

Winter

grain,

Double ref
Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
produced most remarkable effects. Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market.

NITRO-PHOSPHATEOF LIME.
We

offer this

Phosphate

confidently

as Delos: a8
in

made or sold

this

market, containing
a larger amount of soluble Phosplate and Ammonia than usual in Supervhosphates.
‘or PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate ‘powerful
effect upon land, 11 HAS NO EQUAL,
Price

Ibs,

ln

New

York,

$35,00

xr Won

For Price Lists, Circulare, dg

to
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of 2,060

| 9 F.SHORES,
JR., PORTSMOUTH,N.H.
OR LODI MANUFACTURING

06 CORTLAND
P. 0. Box,
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8139,
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LEARNED A) COLLEGE.

g bud

Crop, although sold only for THIRTY

good if not Superior, to any ever

The

i
I

Present

| LARS ver ton,

pub-

Philadelphia,

with any article needed in the School Room,
! including
Globes,. Maps, "Charts, Pointers, Blackboards, Ink Wells, &c., &e. Also a full assortment.
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest" prices
and with liberal discounts,”

DON'T FAIL TO PROCURE

This valuable

GrorGe

OODMAN AND HAMMETT

| together

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,
For
|

E
ARE

MOTHERS!!!
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POUDRETTE,

Made from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,
k
ground to a powder.
Its effects have been most astonishing, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earlier. Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate for

mechanical excellence, in action, in, purity and
richness of tone, iu durability, and in the eombination of
numerous valuable appl ances and good qualities, to
.
Dover, N. H, Jan. 27, 1808.

his. beauty?”
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an of her life Inshe other
left Many eritin published: d
are novolence,
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WILCOX

T

a

which so disfigure the appearance, PURGING the
evil effects of mercury, and removing all taints, the
remnants of DISEASE, hereditary or otherwise, and
is taken by ADULTS
and CHILDREN with perfect

sell ©. S.

D.
M. GRAHAN
South Peeria Street, Chicago, I.
Sls
iE
ei

Dover,N.H. Jan 27, 1868.
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During
the last six% years, the uadersignéd
has had

1,12;
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ERADICATES ERUPTIVE AND ULCERATIVE DISEASES
OF THE THROAT, NOSE, EYELIDS, SCALP, AND BKIN,

i
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CAMBRIDGEPORT,
tEPORT, MMass,
June 26, y 1867 ‘
ne +8 ID. J. Demeritt :—Dear Sir:—This
certify that 1 have
02
10 | been afflicted with that loathsome discase, Catarrh, in its
>
'a7 | Worst forms for hine years. I used many kinds
rem20 \ 9 edies, bat did uot Jeceite any lasting beneie antll of© tried

1,44
02
28
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SARSAPARILLA

HELMBOLD'S

|eopl2w3
:

12,00 elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
34s | Well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines.
‘a0 | Dov
29 |
.
to
dane L. R. BURLINGAME .

25
30
1,
960

2,40

|

from

desire brilliancy of Com-

must

NO other.

| rg HE subscriber
will place loans for our ministers and
|
others, at ten per cent. per annum, (paid semi-an| nually,) or make for them investments with tem per
| cent. guarantied, and good promise of four or five per
| cent, more, and rapid increase of the capital. zr
{
|

system,

RILLA_ invariably does.

! business,and will yield a handsoine profit te the seller,
and ample satisfaction to purchasers.
Orders or ini quiries will receive prompt attention, if addressed to
the subscriber, who is Gencral Agent for New Eng-
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for flexibility. durability, and anti-corro-

Sate,

arise

EXTRACT

that make disease,

plexion

| ding properties. These pens arc ncatly put up in a
{ style peculiarly suited for both wholesale and retail

|

into

Those who

receipt of 10 cents. The pens consist of four distinct
| Varies Adapted to every description of penmanship,

land.

mankind

HELMBOLD'S

1'20 | machinery, the ease with which it is operated, the
noiseless
11,20
les manner in ¥which it dees : its work, , and
2
and theth

2,40.40
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the Year, (Ques. Bool) single,

wh0

of that upper sanctua-

died at the residence of her parents, in Gray Me,,

writer, not

dozen,

health

Green's Golden Pens, conceded by cometent judges to be equal to the best gold pens in marig and superior to any steel peus ever manufactured.
Sample cards with pens attached, will be forwarded.
on
remarkable

"EXTRACT

Helmbold’s Extract Sarsaparilla

highly.

ENGLAND

HELMBOLD'S

cleanses and renovates the blood,

per bottle.

JR., Yermouth,

AGENTS

use
-

HELMBOLD’S

mors

N cvery town in NEW

-

remedy of the utmpst value.

J. AL BuRLETaH, Boston, Gen. Agt. for Mass.

-
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vi dozed,
Legsons for every Sunday in

the family
gain,” sug-

SARAH J., daughter of M. B. and E. A. Foster,

known

dozen. 98%
ingles 8

single,

Story of Jesus, (Ques. Book.)single,

During his painful illness he was conscious of
thie presence of his Saviour, and hed views of the
glory soon to be revealed, such as no pen can de| seribe. Although nearly deprived o sight for
the past two years, we trust now no dimness of

comea,

1
1,00

* dozer;
dozeny 9,66
vi

do

fhation, always maintaining steadfastly his faith
In Christ, and striving to honor him among men.

in

)

Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
do
ThosBook of Worship,
do
do
do

both he and his wife have left to a family of eight
children and other relatives, the evidence that

with no dimming vail between,

blood.

Sold by the trade genérally.
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Treatise,

his family,

which has unitéd them for sixty
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appearance,

that afflict

JAUNDICE BITTERS,
i Oriental Pearl Salve, & Grecian Pile Powders.

[pig

Powders

remedies close up the pores

Not a few of the Worst Disorders

13teowll

Also, Pain Curer, Diarrhea Syrup,

J. BUXTON,

"All such

SARSAPARILLA.

%

!

of the injurious effects of Face

Washés,

youthful

ps

cents and $1.00

Recommended

Tubu-

TAYLOR.

Eng-—to
'aged-28 years, 8 months and 13 days,
to divide the June-25,
Bhe was no child of reverent nature, and at
the

ration; 18, that having reached snoh

Marine,

in B. for

of 10 years gave her heart to' God and united
with the Fr W. Baptist church in. Gray, since
years. They are now settled in North Car- | which time her life never failed to show subrome
Much restricted in early Spotl,
olina ona farm, and one of them isthe fa. loveto him.
nities, she educated herself sufficient]
ther ofnine childre

a vanced

Whistles ; Locomotive,

STATIONARY
AND

during which time he had been a member of the
F. Baptist church here. He had been a constant
atron and reader
of the Star for forty years, and
they have gained infinitely more than
and church have lost. * To die is

MINOT,

Liver Regulator & Dyspeptic Cure !

and |

gave

vitalizod ligament which binds the two

gether, and

tron Pipe ; Steam

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

BETSEX Ih, wife of Bro. John B. Carr, died in
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 12, of consumption, aged 54
years, 11 months and 5 days. Also at the same
lace, of inflammation of the lungs, April 26,
ro. JOIN B. CARR, aged 61.years, 3 months and
24 days, Bro. C. came to Lansing nearly twelve

years ago; from Peru,

Ch

LADIES,

of the skin, and in a short time destroy the complexfon. If you would have a fresh, healthy and

L For Dyspepsia & Indigestion 9 |
USE WELLCOME'S
;

11.

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
|
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
Dea. CHARLES BROWN died in Freeport, Me.,
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
July 24, aged 66 years.| Bro, B, experienced religion some Byehiy-aight years -ugo, and united
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
ith the F. W.
Baptist-elurch in Fs, of which
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
he remainesd anactive member until about the
651]
Gas Works,
year 1836, when he removed to Harpswell, where
e remdined about two years.
From thence he
removed to Lisbon, and when the F. W. Baptist
Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,
church was organized at Little River (now Lisbon Falls) he was unanimously chosen deacon,
Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.
which office he filled until about two years since
Price. Postage. Total.
when he removed to Freeport, and again united
Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,
single, 1,00
20
1,20
with the church in that place. Bro. B. was by
do
. do
dozen, 9,60
2.28 11,88
nature one of the most amiable . of men, . posses-.
* do Embossed Morocco, single, 1,10
16
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sing many noble qualities of mind, all of which
do
do
do
dozen, 10,56
1,9 12,52
were greatly improved by grace.
He was'a kind !
do
32mo.
Yuyie;
185
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hiisband, an affectionate father, and a highly esdo
do
ozen,
B18
96
9,14
Butler's Thodlogy :
teemeq and respected citizen.
He leaves a wife
single, i
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dozen,
15,36
3,26
18,62
and nine children to mourn the loss of one who
History,
single,
20 © 1,40
was deeply interested both in their present and
do”
;
dozen,
1
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eternal welfare. His funeral, which took place
tou!
8
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C Christi
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Paper
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s
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“17
of relavives and friends.
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“dozen,
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the writer.
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ry, and he beholds the “ King

interesting fact—namely ; the determination
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do not

obituary” Verses are|inadmissible.

vision obscures the glory

The Tribune anfiounces what it calls

NEW-MARKET,

"lar, Flac and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
* Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steain Boxes

by

any, single

years, 8 months andbdays.
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Gas Fittings of all kinds ;. Brass.and Iron Valves;
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y_lem with cash |
equal
to five cents a line, to insure -an_ins rt ion. {~
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Plain and Galvanized Wrought
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single square can well be afforded
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It is acknowledge « to be the best in the market,
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Great German Cough Remedy!

! Persons wishing obitua- |

ries published in the Morning

Remedy,

ye

WELLCOM
E'S

Steam

“Particular Ys

TRY

Medicine Dealers generally,

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,

Obituaries.

Cough

BOLD’s HIGHLY CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF SBARSA- PARILLA is an assistant of the greatest value.

| ME., to whom orders may he sent:
;
Sold Wholesale by Rust Bro. & Bikp and GoobWIN & Co., Boston; H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., J.
| BALCH & SoN, Providence, R. I.’ “BURNHAMS &
VAN SHAACGK, Chicago, and retailed by Agents and

Better beg than steal. .

Itis easy to be liberal out’ of another
ture and better able to-grasp the essentials man’s purse.
:
of success, his improvement was visible,—
In prosperity, caution; in adversity, paYet his progress in parliamentary fame had tience,
none of that rapidity which attended his litThere’s no making a silk purse of a. sow’s
erary «cfforts.
It was a slow, difficult, har= ear.
:
;
!
rassing, pginful journey.
He had thought
Proverbs are the dau ghters of daily expeto grasp the larger prize with the same ease rience,
:
as it had cost him to grasp. the lesser. His
+ What costs nothing is worth nothing.
self-confidence was such,that he imagined
If fools ate no bread, corn would be cheap.
Jie had only to enter the House of Comyg
Heavy purses and light hearts can sustain

follow the use of

patches, and all eruptions of the skin.

- Adbertisements.

Great talkers ave little doers.
_ The best goods are. the cheapest.

Beautifal Complexion

HELMBOLD'S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT BARSAPARILLA. It removes black spots, pimples, moth-

¥

hope, |

Smooth

SKIN,"

J

GENTLE

When “the stomach is full, thé heart is
Purely Vegetable Compound,
glad.
i
| guidance of h m
who isthe Father of the fa- | And as a Strengthening Medicine is of the greatest
When the shepherd strays, the sheep stray. therless, and the God and husband of the widow. service in a variety of apparently different diseases.
:
J. LAWRENCE.
Were every one to sweep before his own
For the past eight years it has been tried in hunhouse, every street would be clean.
3
dreds
Dit cases, witli the beet results, Tt gently regPoor folks’ wisdom goes for little.
“| ulates the bowels, and being free from ‘Aloes, is of
patience,
rseverance, and study was wonWhen two quarrel, both are in the wrong.
| great benefit’ to those suffering from. the Piles.
It is
erful. The story of Whittington may have
¢
Nobility of soul is more. honorable than |
| also a very effectual remedy for
inspired him to go on; for
he must. have nobility of birth.
:
| _ CHRONIC DISORDERS OF THE KIDNEYS,
felt like the embryo Lord Mayor of old as he
Patience surpasses learning.
=
It increases the appetite, assists digestion, invigorturned away from London streets, when
The richest man, whatever his lot, is he
THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
‘fites the system, and promotes the general health,
this failure overwhelmed him.
who is content with what he has.
Price, One Dollar per. Botlle.
: Money is power
;. money rules the world. FUE Fall Term of the Theological Sehool will com- i
mence on Wedncrday,; Aug, 19.- *
PREPARED BY
bi
God pays at the end.
J. FULLONTON.
REV.
WALTER
CLARKE,
New Hampton, July 27, 1868S,
2120
God gives birds their food, but they must
fly for it.

Clear,

And weakness from #ny cause, and for all disorders

ed in Wilton a few months only since his remov-.
al from Canton, where théjpervices attending his
pany

A.

Piles, Kidney Diseases, General

and waits 1 faith ta patience the comin,
of
her Lord. The bereaved wife and two
ttle |
children we Jovfully commend twythe care and |

n. The reason for: their
Minister, Shictating toDio
Dukes, sori,
turningPrime
out determ
ination, at this late day, to call in thy
-. Lord Chancellorsw ith a
quietly curtepist

«Windsor, (ads

foven, and soon breathed her inst.

ner’s friend and Saviour,

gifted with exalted qualities of statesmanship, pre-eminent rather in party craft, has gested the thoughts at the funeral of Bro. C,
:
L. B. Potten.
Leen the creator and the accomplisher of 3
refused to abolish the Test oath, refused
to an undeniably great and important state
* ALrueus Mars died in Belvidere, 10), July
grant Catholic Emancipation and Reform, measure; and wherein
too, a rival who 6, aged 75 years, 9 months and 9 days, Father
and which had prosecuted Queen Caroline
really did possess true statesmanlike quali- M. sought and found Christ at the age of 24, and
at the instigation of the heartless and disliberal conviction, and a conscientious united with the Congregational church at Sane
sojute George IV. ; by the Duke of Welling- ties,
rfield Center. For the last twenty years he
spirit—as did Gladstone—was doomed to
a8 been connected with the ¥., W.
B. denomiton, Sir Robert
Peel,

re

tion, he sought and found rest in Christ, the sin-

her friends the evidence of a, true and abiding
casuistry rather than logic, subtlety rfther totrust
in her Saviour,
R. A. PATTEN.
than prudencos As has heen said, he was
without high iifluence, and h#l won his possessed of a patience, a self-control, a
Sister JANE SANBORN, relict of the late Theplace in Parliament by indomitable pluck, ‘pluck, a cool temper, a perfect self-confi- ophilus Cass, of Cassville, Stanstead, P. Q., died
(Gladstone entered the House as the pet,and dence, an endurance in labor, an incapacity July 2, at the age of90 years and 5 montlis, She
experienced religion many years ago, was baphope of the aristocratic Oxford
arty.
Dis: for faltering, which contributed far more to tized by Rev. A. Moulton. and united
with the
vaeli was not a University graduate; Glad- his success than the remarkable and shining F.
W.
Baptist church, which relation she susstone had heen the most brilliant scholar talents which he unquestionably possesses. tained until removedto the better land, which
which Oxford had lately
produced. The Ever plausible and gracious alike to friend removal she SnHelpated with much pleasure.
{amily traditions of Disraeli were Jewish ; and opponent, ever ready with his sméoth Her house was a welcome home for the servants
“of Christ at all times, Tuneral services by the
thoseof Gladstone strongly linked with the rejoinder;cool
und
self-possessed indificulty | Witer,
7 Q. YoUNe.
Church of England. Their
political ideas Jortile in expedient, with a power of irony
at the commencement of their political ca: which cut far deeper than Gladstone's hot
PREBE EDDY died at her residence in Boston,
Y., July 25, aged 61 years, in the full consez.
veers were diametrically opposed to each invective, rather immolating
his
victim N.
lation
of the Christian religion, which she. had
other; and Strange to say,
they are so by a with the calmness of an Inquisitor than ovprofessed for many years, She had been a worthy

raelitish antiquarian, But, while Disraeli
had started in political life almoct entirely

nued

Her Ene
was
he wasto return this

friends-prayed with and for him and gained evidence that, renouncing all former hopes of salva-

science of surgery hasso japidl . advanced

>

erpool merchant, Disraeli the son of

our 3 first

JOHN F, BMiITH died in Wilton, Mé., July 19,
for the purpese of ascertaining their opinion | aged
years, 5
months and 17 days.
His sickin regardto the probabilities of a successful ness, 35severe
and
attended by unusual
operation. The disagreementin regard religious awakeningrief,andwasstrong
desireto -be de8
The livered
fitted for heaven.. Plous
thereto probably led to .the project.

usually makes up the novelist. His character, asread by the light of his career, is by
no means wholly admirable, and is certainly far from despicable.
Deeply ecnrooted
patriotic principles seldpm
seem to have
actuated him; political’ ambition, and the
adoptionof every means by which it might
Mrs, Eriza A, wife of Bro. Peter Hodsdon,
be fully satisfied, appears everywherein his died in Gorham, Me., July 22, aged 44 years, aud
about 4 months.
She prefessed religion in 1840,
history. Te has never hesitated to sacrifice and
joined the First Freewill Baptist chureh in
his former professions, if they stood in the Gorhany, of which she remained a worthy memtution, he had already proved himself able way of success; the ease with which he ber, adorning her profession with a well ordered
to handle the most perplexing questions of could pass from one policy to its exact op- life and godly conversation. In her last sickwhich was of more than three years’ durastatesmanship, by writing an essay on the | posite was amazing.
If he cyer ¢id have a | ness;
tion, she ever manifested the sustaining power of
relations of Church and State.
This was political opinion in downright earnest, jt the Christian’s hope, and looked forward with
William Ewart Gladstone . These two young was when hé was young, and a radical ; cheerfulness to the hour when she should be
men, startin § nearly together in the race that he is Tory-and aristocrat at heart no- called to enter that rest which remains for God's
for political jonots, not far trom the same body in his own country quite believes. To children, She selected the text (Job 7:16) and a
, “ge, but in almost every other respect as acheive his end, he was willing to side with hymn to be sung af her funeral. A short time
before her death as friends stood around her bed
lissimilar as it was possible for two young ancient
antagonists,
to desert ancient weeping, she said, “ Don’t weep for me—I am
men possessing the.sasiv ambition to be, friends, to be sneered at, snubbed and hated happy—all is
light—Jesus is\precious.”
Whiie a
were destined to be rivals, and the:foremost by his own partisans, to wipe out of exist- husband, two
daughters, and a large circle of
relatives
mourn
for
the
deceased,
they
feel.
she
- rivals of their generation, from that day to ence at a stroke the century-old traditions of
:
to this. The contrast between Gladstone a grea party, to be accused, laughed at, has preceded them te the betterB. land,
P. PARKER.
‘and Disraeli was very marked, even then. and cried out against from one end
of the
True, neither were of ‘aristocratic birth,— country to the other. His accomplishments
EL1zABETH L. CONNER, daughter of John and
(iladstone was the son of a respectable Liv- have been political craft rather than states— Elizabeth Conner, died in Guilford, Me., July
was ‘likewise new to that arena, but who
had already won an enviable fame for the
vare beauty and persuasiveness of his elo(uence. He too, seems to have been inspired gv an ambition like that of Disraeli,
to struggle on till he had reached the highest reward of political, life. A graduate,
with the most distinguished honors of the
wistocratic University of Oxford, the acknowledged pet and champion of that insti-

v

er rigbdy,
fore the Academy

Dutch Proverbs.

ley and PalmerSton, and Lord John Russell ; last obtained.

actually the colleague and colaborer

She taught
re long

wanderd, but her life had been ome of condensed
and intense work for God. Funeral services by

I

them high and low in the fashionable society to which his novels had “procured him |.
an almost unwilling welcoie.. . Conscious

that

£

ss sicians and Surgeons in Paris at that time

so constant,so hard-working, so
vers
ambition as that whi
ing, 80 absoranbing
or once awe-S
Benjamin Disraeli from his earlipossessed
est youth. He was determinedto overcome ‘ence in which he stood, and the high imwhich
the prejudice” which was attached to his
~~

.

vival followed
her
Chinsionton 8.C.; whe

- article; onditled * Disragli, Prime Minister|s
of England,” containing a well written and

“attractive sketch of that

I!

hig

47
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MISCELLANEOUS.

~The Florida Legislature has taken upon
the election of electoral delegated."
The: Louisiaha Legislature

has

itself

passed

re-

due

Nashville.

of his election does not
direction.

in three years, in thirty year
6 per

cent.

Reverdy

Johnson

a billto: abolish the

sailed from

Baltimore

for

© "Europe on Sunday, Aug. 2. He was cscorted by
a large attendance. He made a speech in which
ag

he adverted to the desirability of peace between

one of peace.
contest

over the legisla-

tive electiGhsin New York this yearas there is
a United States Senator to be chosen next win-.
ter. The Democrats now have a majority in the
Assembly, and the Republicans have ‘a bare ma-,
jority in the Senate.
Senator Morgan will bea
candidate for re-election, and the present indications are that he will command the support’ of
the Republicans.
Judge Hoag, of Toledo, nishbeen nominated by
the- Republicans for Congress in the Eleventh
Ohio District, now represented’ by James M,

Ashley.

.In the : Thirteenth District, Charles

Cooper has been nominated in place of Columbus
Delano,
The Democrats have nominated ¥. D.
Follet in the Fifteenth District. and Josiah M.
Estep in the Sixteenth.
A letter from Indiana. says one certain presage
of a Republican victory in Indiana is the marked
geal with which the German Republicans parr

ticipate,in the campaign

for Grant

while the German Democracy
tle enthusiasm.
It is believed
votes will in all probability be
Colfax than were ever before
publican ticket in that state.

and

Colfax

manifests but litthat more German
cast for Grant and
given to the Re-

Ex-Chief Justice Samuel D. Bell, of the Supreme Judicial Court of New Hampshire, died
his residence Friday, July 31st, in the seventyfirst year of his age.
U. 8. Senator Morrill of Vermont, is suffering
from illness caused by the extreme heat and the

hard work of the session.

Fernando Wood announces that he is no long-

with

much credence, for it is difficult to imagine Fernando alive and not mixing in polities,
Gen. Charles G. Halpine, better Enown by his
nom de plume, “Miles O'Reilly,” recently died at
the Astor House.
Rl

/

Libby prison has ceased to be a prison, and has
passed into the hands of civil owners.
The mil.—itary took charge of the soldiers confined there,
and the United States marshal of the civilians.
It is charged that white and colored men had
entered into a plot to’ burn Nashville, Murfreesboro’, Columbia and Pulaski, murdering men,
women and children.

A. J. Willard, one

of the

recently

elected

sociate justices of South Carolina, is a native

r~

as-

of

New York, and went to North Carolina as lieutenant colonel of the’ Thirty-fifth Regiment of
colored troops.
The other, Major S. L. Hodge,
was born in Logan county, Ohio, and. has been
serving for some time on the staff of General,
now Governor, Scett.
Hon. Eugene Hale, who has been nominated
for Representative to Congress by the Republicans of the fifth Maine District, in the place of
Mr. Pike, whe declined a renomination, is 33

~-years of age and resides in Ellsworth.

He

lawyer by profession, and for many years
been County Attorney for Hancock county,

is a
has
He

has represented his town in the Maine House - of
Representatives for the past two years.

‘It is ascerfained that during his trip to Richmond, Chief Justice Chase remarked that the
republicans in Congress were needlessly alarmed
over the necessity of passing the bill.to interfere

_ with the jurisdiction

of the Supreme

recousruetion matters,

as

the

Court

majority

in

of | (the

ere favorable then. and are now, to a 'deSustaining the constitutionality of all the
nstruction acts.

cis

"For many years a quarrel has existel

between

two families named Plumley and Balch at Shrewsbuty, Vt., and on the 1st inst., as a damage
caused by the horses of Balch-on the property o
Plumley was being settled by appraisers, a spec-

tator named John Gilman, Jr., was shot .and
killed by Horace R. Plumley.

Shots

were then

exchanged by the two parties, and Horace R.
Plumley and John Gilman, senior, a neighbor,
were
wounded.
Five of the principals have
heen arrested.
:
Xx man named | Page was killed with a pitchfork in a fight with one Conor, at Kingston, N.
., on the 31st ult,
3

ec

ee

ie

Mansion

ult., at the

Mr. Disraeli spoke hopefully of the re:

lations between England

and the United

States.

Queen Victori waikito JeAve England on the 5th,

going first to Paris, thence through France to

Switzerland and Germany, returning to England
about Sept. 1st,

a

i
will

eco
wheat harvest in the British Isles
@xceed by one-third the annual average.
A terrible tragedy recently occurred at Manchester, England, caused by the stampede of an’
. audience
4 music hall on an alarm of fire;

twenty-

Persons were crushed to death.

All the Piibonidrs arrested in Tread under the
suspension
of the writ of habeas corpus, have

heen discharged,
The

i

semi-centennial

dation of the

Crops in July.
F

| ——

anniversary of the foun-

‘of Bonn wis recently
ie of Doctor of Laws was

confersgd. ‘upon the Hon. ‘Geo. indfogh, our
‘minister to Prussia.

from “Condition

CORN. ~The most yemarinile
tion

with the

corn crop of the present year,

is

the great increase of its acreage in the South, the
difference

in the number

of acres

between

~ Personal

the

present and preceding year being more than two
millions and g half.
A slight decrease is ap-

:

every one knows, is greatly

the

growth

bored and perspired during the day. The very
idea of a farmer reeking with sweat, and covered
with dust, getting into a clean bed for the night,is
anything but pleasant; has a tendency to ally
him with the. lower species of animals, and 1s

of eorns=put

its condition in
In the west
the average ¢ high,
with the
exception
of
Ohio and Indiana, where the weather has been
somewhat unpropitious, and storms destructive.
In the East, on the last of June, the growth was
small, but the hot weather of July 'has brought
a large portion of the crop into splendid onde
tion.

inconsistent with all our ideas of health comfort,

jis generally gond.

and personal cleanliness.
‘How much
better it would be for the farmer's own health,
and for the well-being of his wife and family, if

on retiring for the

night

TT

*

:

to Realth,

son no farmer shall rétire for the night without
changing the entire apparel in
which. he has la-

sippi 25, Nebraska 25, Missouri 22, Texas 18,
Minnesota 17, Towa 1, Illinois and Ohio 8, Indiana 4.

that - section

5

he should remove the

;
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Grant aiid Colfax.

GENTS WANTED
for J. T. Headley’s Life of
Grant. Also, the Life of Colfax,
h a Shea]
12 | Portrait.
Price, 25c,
Given with every ig
!3 | Grant. The National Hand-Book of Facts and
15 | ures,
issued, is the Book for the Times. Sent

Taesiversannsle

11

| for $1,50
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ND AGENTS :

BATES COLLEGE.
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NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

atic1. 84 18 | gem. S0

muta

A GEBMAN

season.

PAPER,Le Neve Frere Presse,pubs

lishes this curious

statistics of murderers,

The

proportion of these to the total population in
England is one in 675,000; in Holland, 1 in 63,000 ;
in the Northern German confederation, 1 in 10,
000; in Austria, 1 in 70,000; in Spain, 1 in 40004
in the Pontifical State, 1 in 750.

with forming a new, progressive Cabinet. This

States as to apples.

almost as much as

the exile of the Duke of Montpéhsier.

ant than

Espartero

Teaches

apples; New

Delaware promising

Maryland

dow is a benefaction.

Suffrage, in

separation

of Church and
Schools.

He

and

but half a crop, and Illinois

here

to

his

principles.

‘We

therefore

doubt

js news

37° north latitude. = It is not a native of the connintroduced

from

India.

The

first

- mention of cotton in Chinese history is as early
as 2000 years B, C.—soont after the general dis
persion mentioned in Bible history. More than
2000 years later, or

housekeeper’s

have

must

about the Christian era, it is

again mentioned as tribute brought to China by

be

direct

Egypt, for they are

de:

house fly breeds in manure, and is different from
which de

8 eggs (in meat.

At

the close of the warm sesson emough conceal
themselyes in cracks and eranniesto. confinué
the
race. We are somtimes asked how to destroy

them.

Unless they are kept out of the house,

there is but little use

in attempting

to

"dest

y

them. It is an ald shying ‘‘for every one
a dozen will come to his funeral.y Most of fthe
destructive agents-depend upon

their attractive-

ness, and are quite sure to draw as many a8 they

¢ distant foreigners.” According to the research- kill. Leaving out of question the various traps,
es of Chinese scholars, however, it would appear home made and otherwise, we notice some of the
other fly destroyers in use., An article is sold at
that the plant was not introduced and eultivated
“| the drug stores, and elsewhere under the name
in China proper till the 12th or 13th century.
of Cobalt and fly-powder. This is mixed with
The cotton now grown in the country is believed],
tened water and set about in plates. It will
to be much inferior to the op ri introduced|
| flies, and human beings also. Don’t touch it.
owingto the unfavorable
Chile so
soll and
ate and jn- There is no Cobalt about it; it is only crude me-

judicious modes
of cultiv
¢ soil is too
wet and heavy and the Chinese doy not prepare

talic arsenic ground - to powder, and is a deadly

poison.

There have been lives enough

An’ infusion

wood, sweetened, will kill files, if they eat it.—

i

A

Tonge

ATO

de wmvoier

hem;

tated for im; ‘and. whateverhem
is-arrived
Governor ‘ at's binding upon him and the party he represents,

The court of Rome,

ly. contrived

to have the

however,

has usual

direction Lf. them,

Bee
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their brush, and droop with their weighty pods
toward earth again.— Newark Sentinel.
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Rancid Butter.
much of a rancid or inferior character.
Tr
its Way to market. A good article is as easily made 4s 3 poor one, and the former will be
found more profitable to the manufacturer, inthe

ness.

It

Barrels.

Hor

It is owing to a lack of information,
of to carelessness on the part of butter makers,
80

should reflect,
that to make or)

RA

WOOL.

..

“here Iam, good for a two-inch berry next year.”
The heayy headed marrowfats have overtopped

death
| ter is on thi
A

"Ny

|"

and soar,” their motto, excelsior. The
strawberries are pushing gut their runners, anfl every
hour some of them drive thelr stakes, dnd say,

of quassia

we
in other large cities,
“twenty have ever been held, They. are. never
ud and py
sell what they eall “Catch
rat ven
& 3
moned except iu cases
of great emergency, ‘bug
Oh 17
Is sheds of papor smear
when important questions require settlement, “em Alive,

own,

8.box

jubilant.
Night showers and
day sunshine
“make it jump.” The long, graceful leaves wave
in thrifty blackness. In the garden all is lush
with succulent promise and ripe realization), The
other,

<
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This 1s harmless. We believe that some of the
fly-papers are prepared with this, oT
York,

They are such. serious affairs that no Pope since od with 4 mixtute'of 3
the Council of Trent, “inthe 15th century,
has | ter

io. ph...

new-cut hay-has a cash value for every
fay that
dries the sap within the stalk, and leaves the nutrition dry and hermetically
sealed within the
stem. The rye has taken on the pale and dirty
yellow which marks it as a plebeian crop, which

The
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the ground for it, while hayosow the seed trou: | ready through the use ofthis dangerous
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come shelter of a roof, were a fair subject for the
grumbler. But this, good sir, is fhe harvest

. The common
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UMBER.

Clear

| drove the farmer from his fields to the unwel-

great
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&:- - | Modum.....438 - 4 | Toy Weinendays aug:g. 26th,"
nd continue cleycy
In rough..... 8 @.. 3 | Mich. N.Y. & Vermont— | Weeks. under the
of

. to complain. The bitter north-east winds and fogs
that slew our fruits in May and June, the drenching rains that rotted seeds in the ground, and

Next to “dust,” flies
tes are probably

the one

Corrox 1s found very generally distributed
throughout all the provinces of China south of
try, but was

|
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Sheet and Pipe....@ . 14

unlike other atmospheric faults, they bring with
‘| them such atonement that it is sheer wickedness

Wy-Tiie,

man

whether he will
t the offered position: but,
if he should do so,
in would cease to he a despotic, and would become one of the most liberal
governments of Europe.
This, indeed,
almost too good to be believed.

place.

State, in
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all garments that may, deco
mop our foreheads, swgllow e¢
clogp the day by languid/lov

is one of the boldest and most determined leaders ‘and Michigan showing a considerable reduction.
of Spanish Liberalism, who believes.in Universal ~A-fair promise ofgrapesis indicated.
full Freedom of Religion, and in the general es-

.18 @.. 19 Hyson...
A

sdy that we perspire, and unconsciously adopt the
more positive Saxon phrase, and call it sweat.
Each breath of breeze that enters the-qpen ‘win-

will be less abund-

Jersey,

, 8

Why should we grumble at the hot weather?
Olvera
Admit that it-is yery hot indeed. Thé thermomSol
S Pete
A Ayres... a.
eter confirms the sensations.
The nineties are
A
rave
Bods. on 38g
the figures through which we must toil in the oh
unceasing routine of eur business. We cease to
‘Skins, ¥

souri, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky jand
West Virginia, make a worse record than ether

ey

ugh.
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Hot.

Fruit is variable; apples and peaches less
proinising then usual. Vermont, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Arkansas, Mis-

‘changing not only her Ministry, but lier whole
Bourse of poliey. It is reported that old Marshal
Espartero has been sent for, and may be charged

pie
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Do. Sheet,
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R

POTATOES, so exceptionably unproductive last
year, are in unusually fine condition, and the average is increased in every State except Rhode
Island—the natural result of extre mely high price
of last year’s crop.

I

Eng. com..85 00 @ 90 00 | Gunpowder,

work, so that here there is cent wisdom and dollar

folly.”

no serious drawbacks are reported,and few complaints of bad condition are received,

so loud, that the Queen is alarmed, and thinks of

the world

;

RYE, oats, and barley promise abundant crops;

THE DISAFFECTION in Epain with the despotic acts of the Ministers has become so general and

news will astonish
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parent in the eastern seaboard States, resulting
from the unpropitious character of the recent,
cold, wet and backward spring, which sadly interfered with planting.
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er a member of the Mozart Democratic organization at New York, and that he has retired from
active political life. The New Yorkers do not
receive the latter part of his announcement
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AN OLD MAN named Samuel Washburne, who,
during the patriot war of 1837, was banished for
life to. Van Dieman’s Land by the Canadian Government, on Thursday evening arrived in Buffalo
in search of his relatives, who live_at Wales, in
that county. The old man is a pitiable object,
being clothed in rags, and completely broken in
health. "He is a native of Hartford, Ct., but
went to Canada in 1835, and having taken part in
the patriot ‘War in 1837, was banished to” Van
Dieman’s Laud for life. At the time of his banishment he was twenty-two years of age. Two
or three years ago Queen Victoria issued a proclamation liberating the victims of the ‘war who
were confined on Van Dieman’s Land, but no
provision was made to enable the unfortunate
men to reach their native land. This old man,
for two years after his liberation, worked for ten
cents a day, to raise money enough to bring him
to this country.
:

‘England and the U. S.,and said his mission was
There will be a sharp
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action of Congress in voting What all others but
himself judgednecessary to restore full political.
rights, is not oge- of the greatest. of his ecceéntricities.
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existing laws, butthat he was undble to ‘say by
whom the relief for Mr. Hill had been solicited.
The new Senator has,we see, declared for Grant
and Colfax.
Perhaps he canbe depended upon
as a good republican senator,though the manner

* cently, unanimously expressing inability of the,
‘state to meet its interest, and providing for funding the state debt, principal and interest due and
bearing

To us there is a
sense of confinement in roemy provided with
screens likes these, and we prefer: open windows
and free-air, even if we aust have the flies along
.| with them. The number of flies will be much

some necessity for'some such act oh the part of
Congress before Mr. Hill could hold office under

“ ocrats, is but little Tess than 90,000.
Senate,

tart note that he did, not need such. actions hy,
Congress, and that, consequently he: was no
thankful forit. He further asked to whom he
was indebted forahe act of uncalled-for clemency,
Bullock made answer that he supposed there.was

It is stated that the majority of Mr. Stevenson,
lately elected governor of Kentucky by the Dem-
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| netting,by
This is no little
no tropble, and

as a consistent Union man.

government.

A bill passed the Pennessee

had relieyed him of whatever political disabiliMr. Hill repliedin a
ties he might be suffering.

which he thought was an injury to his
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prohibiting the organization and drilling of military companies unless authorized by the state
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